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Abstract

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a most flexible automatic identifi-
cation technology that uses radio frequencies to identify and track objects.
RFID is taking over the traditional barcode systems and providing the ability
to identify individual objects uniquely and without line-of-sight. An RFID
system has two main components: readers and tags. RFID is a proximity-
based technology in that a reader detects a tagged object only when the
object is present within the reader’s detection range. The commonly used
passive RFID tags do not require battery to store information and exchange
data with readers. Due to the flexibility and small size of RFID tags, a vast
number of applications are using RFID tags for identifying and tracking ob-
jects. Such RFID applications generate massive amounts of raw RFID data.
However, the generated data is not reliable enough for high-level analysis and
processing. The raw RFID data contains errors such as redundant readings,
cross readings and missing readings. These errors are mainly caused by the
hardware limits, inconsistent radio signals, and the dynamic indoor environ-
ments. Therefore, it is paramount to make the raw RFID data reliable, which
is aim of this PhD thesis. The PhD thesis is done as a part of projects NIL-
TEK and BagTrack (http://daisy.aau.dk/bagtrack), which aim to develop an
IT solution to improve aviation baggage handling quality. The projects intro-
duce the auto-identification tagging for check-in bags at airports using RFID
tags. The projects have a number of data management research challenges,
one of which is cleansing indoor RFID data.

The PhD thesis provides several novel data cleansing solutions applica-
ble for indoor RFID data. First, the thesis provides a cleansing solution to
reduce the redundant and cross readings in raw RFID data. The solution
is based on a graph model that captures the information about indoor con-
straints and the deployed reader characteristics. Second, the graph model is
further enhanced with the information such as transition probabilities from
reader to reader such that it can be used to handle missing readings in raw
RFID data. Third, the thesis presents a learning based solution that manages
to reduce cross readings and recover missing readings in the raw RFID data.
The approach introduces a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) models the errors
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present in raw RFID data and three different state space designs are pro-
posed that can be used to learn the probabilistic parameters from indoor raw
RFID data. After computing the most probable hidden state sequence, the
learned model is able to determine the most probable observation sequence
and use it as the cleansed data. Fourth, the thesis presents an approach to
map raw RFID data to most probable indoor paths. The approach uses regu-
lar expressions to model RFID data and possible indoor paths, and constructs
an automaton to capture all possible indoor paths in regular expressions. A
probabilistic error model is designed to represent the errors between raw
RFID data and semantic symbols in indoor paths. The automaton is used
to find the most probable indoor paths according to the error model. All
the proposed solutions have been validated through experiments using real
airport baggage RFID data and synthetic datasets. The experimental results
show that our proposals are efficient and effective. The techniques proposed
in the PhD thesis can be employed in real systems to improve the aviation
baggage handling quality; they also make advancements in the research area
of spatio-temporal data management.



Resumé

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) er en fleksibel auto identifikationste-
knologi, som anvender radiofrekvenser til at identificere og spore objekter.
RFID er ved at erstatte de traditionelle streg-kode systemer, og giver mu-
ligheden for at identificere enkelte objekter entydigt og uden line-of-sight. Et
RFID system har to hovedelementer: læsere og tags. RFID er en afstands-
baseret teknologi i den forstand, at en læser kun detekterer et objekt hvis
det er indenfor læserens rækkevide. De ofte anvendte passive RFID-tags,
kræver ikke batteri hverken til at lagre information, eller for at udveksle data
med læseren. Grundet fleksibiliteten og den relativ lille størrelse af RFID-
tags, anvendes de i en lang række forskellige applikationer til at identificere
og spore objekter. Sådanne RFID applikationer genere store mængder af
rå RFID data, men det generede data er ikke pålideligt nok til høj-niveau
analyse og processering. Den rå RFID data indeholder fejl, såsom redun-
dante aflæsninger, kryds aflæsninger, og manglende aflæsninger. Disse fejl er
primært forårsaget af hardware begrænsninger, inkonsistente radio signaler,
og de dynamiske indendørs miljøer. Derfor er det afgørende at pålidelig-
gøre den rå RFID data, hvilket er formålet med denne PhD afhandling.
Denne PhD afhandling udgøre en del af projekterne NILTEK og BagTrack
(http://daisy.aau.dk/bagtrack), der har til formål at udvikle en IT løsning til
at forbedre kvaliteten af bagagehåndtering i lufthavne. Disse projekter ud-
vikler et system til auto-identificerings tagging af check-in bagage i lufthavne,
ved brug af RFID tags. Disse projekter har en række forskningsmæssige ud-
fordringer indenfor datastyring, bl.a. udrensning af indendørs RFID data.

PhD afhandlingen introducere flere nye data udrensningsmetoder, med
anvendelse til indendørs RFID data. Først introduceres en udrensningsme-
tode til at reducere antallet af redundante og kryds-aflæsninger i det rå RFID
data. Løsningen er baseret på en grafisk model som udvinder informa-
tioner vedrørende indendørs begrænsninger og karakteristikken af læseren.
For det andet udvides den grafiske model med yderligere informationer, så-
som overgangs-sandsynligheder mellem læsererne, således at modellen kan
håndtere manglende læsninger i rå RFID data. For det tredje præsenteres
en læringsbaseret løsning, som er i stand til at reducere antallet af kryds-
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aflæsninger og gendanne manglende aflæsninger i den rå RFID data. Denne
metode gør brug af en hidden Markov model (HMM), til modellere usikker-
heden i indendørs RFID data og et antal tilstandsrum designs som kan an-
vendes til at lære parametrene ud fra den rå RFID data. Efter at have udreg-
net den mest sandsynlige sekvens af hidden states, anvendes den indlærte
model til at bestemme den mest sandsynlige observationssekvens, der an-
vendes som en repræsentation for det rensede data. For det fjerde præsen-
terer afhandlingen en metode til at transformere den rå RFID, til de mest
sandsynlige indendørs stier. Metoden anvender regulære udtryk til at mod-
ellere RFID data og mulige indendørs stier, og konstruere en automat til at
udtrykke alle mulige indendørs stier i regulære udtryk. En probabilistisk fejl-
model er designet til at repræsentere fejl mellem RFID rådata og semantiske
symboler i indendørs stier. Automaten bruges til at finde de mest sandsyn-
lige indendørs stier i henhold til fejl-modellen. Alle de foreslåede løsninger
er blevet valideret gennem eksperimenter ved brug af både reelle og syn-
tetiske datasæt. Resultaterne af disse eksperimenter viser, at vores forslag er
effektive og virksomme. De teknikker der er foreslået i afhandlingen, kan
anvendes i rigtige systemer til at forbedre kvaliteten af bagagehåndtering in-
denfor luftfart. De foreslåede teknikker repræsentere ligeledes fremskridt i
forskningsområdet indenfor spatiotemporal datatyring.
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Thesis Summary
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The PhD work is accomplished as a part of the projects NILTEK and Bag-
Track, which aims to build a global IT solution based on RFID technology
to improve the baggage handling quality world wide. The projects have sev-
eral industrial partners which include IATA, SAS airlines, Aalborg Airport,
Lyngsoe systems.Further details about the project can be found at this link:
http://daisy.aau.dk/bagtrack.

In particular, NILTEK project aims to build to RFID technology based
network in selected airports in Scandinavia to measure baggage handling .
The baggage handling automation is achieved using the RFID technology in
which a selected passenger check-in bag is tagged with an RFID tag. During
the baggage handling process the bag goes through several RFID readers
deployed at different semantic locations such as check-in desks, sorters, belt
loaders etc. Example deployment of RFID readers are shown in Figure 1.

RFID is slowly but surely becoming the preferred choice for object track-
ing and monitoring systems, particularly in indoor environments like air-
ports, museums, subway stations and so on. RFID technology is a key part
of most of the modern applications, such as baggage tracking at airports, an-
imal tracking, health-care and many more. The technology is regarded as a
successor of traditional barcode system in retail marketing. One of the key
differences between the two is that bar-codes is a line-of-sight technology
where as RFID does not require line-of-sight and can detect objects within
the range of reader. A typical RFID system have two main components: 1)
a transponder which is also known as RFID tag,these tags are generally at-
tached to items to be tracked or monitored. 2) an interrogator commonly
known as RFID reader, which can be static or mobile depending on the ap-
plication. RFID technology uses electromagnetic fields to detect or track tags
attached to objects. There are two kinds of tags: passive tags and active tags.
Passive tags do not have any energy source and use the energy from the
nearby reader while as active tags have their energy source such as batteries
and can be detected from hundreds of meters from the reader. However, with
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Fig. 1: Aalborg Airport baggage hall

the feasibility of working for longer period of time and cost, passive tags are
widely been used by RFID based applications. The tags typically store more
than 2 kilobytes of data in the user memory, which is sufficient to store the
data about the object it is attached to. The applications like airport baggage
handling, postal services etc., use a simple tag which is easy to manufacture
and is disposed after its use. A typical numbering scheme used by these
simple tags to identify the objects is Electronic Product Code (EPC). A 96
bit string is written into a tag by RFID printer and is generally referred as
“license plate". An example of airline baggage tag is shown in Figure 1. The
standards to use RFID on baggage in airport industry is controlled by IATA.
The specification is called “Recommended Practice 1740C, Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) Specifications for Interline Baggage" [6].

As mentioned earlier, most of the tracking and monitoring applications
use passive tags, therefore requires to have an active RFID reader, which
transmits the RF signals and receives the reply from tags with the data on
it. RFID based systems along with other tracking and monitoring technolo-
gies such as Bluetooth, WiFi, etc. generate huge amount of data by tracking
the object continuously. RFID based applications are generally composed of
RFID tags attached to different objects (e.g., a passenger bag, an item in a
retail store, etc.) and the RFID readers which detects the objects within it
proximity range and generates a report about object’s presence. A typical
format of a raw RFID reading is <deviceID, tagID, t>, which means an RFID
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reader with identity deviceID detected an object with identity tagID at t [1–3].
The data gives easy access to the spatial and temporal information of a mov-
ing object. RFID based applications used in many retailer stores and others
can generate 1,000 times more data than a conventional bar code systems.
One of the leading retailers, Walmart recently started using RFID for item-
level tracking are predicted to generate more than 7 terabytes of raw RFID
data per day [12].

RFID baggage data cleansing being one of the three main area of research
of project NILTEK/Bagtrack project and the focus of this PhD thesis. Others
correlated ares of the NILTEK/Bagtrack are, continuous queries on RFID
baggage data, and warehousing as well as analyzing huge amounts of RFID
baggage data.

1.2 Motivation

Baggage handling being one of the major concerns of the aviation industry,
several projects world wide are concentrated to provide some efficient so-
lution to the long lasting problem of baggage mishandling. The passenger
baggage are handled at possible three points during the journey: 1) When the
passenger checks-in the bag at the departure airport, 2) During the transfers,
i.e., changing a flight in the middle of the journey and 3) at the arrivals where
the bag is handed back to the passenger (see Figure 2). During the process of
baggage handling the bag is handled by different parties responsible such as
airports, airlines, baggage handling agencies, etc. It is important to develop
the techniques to do the analysis of handling quality of each partner involved
in the process and gain insights into the causes of mishandling.

Departures Transfers Arrivals

Fig. 2: Baggage handling process

According to latest SITA reports [18], the largest amount of bags are mis-
handled during the transfers. In 2014 more than 34M bags are mishandled
annually, costing the industry over 3 billion USDs per year. Moreover, it takes
more than 1.5 days on average for a passenger to receive a mishandled bag,
and the delay further frustrates the passenger. The report says that the bag-
gage mishandling has improver drastically over the years. Compared to 18
bags per 1000 in 2007, it came down to 7.3 bags per 1000 in year 2014. The
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improvement over the years are largely due to to the introduction of modern
technology and baggage system automation and processing as reported by
the report. NILTEK/BagTrack project is one of several cases where baggage
handling automation and intelligent tagging is introduced.

With the introduction of RFID technology in the baggage tracking process
to automate the process, a huge amount of RFID tracking data is generated
every day. The raw RFID data generated with such an unprecedented rate
need to be handled and used effectively. With the inconsistent nature of RF
signals, and the dynamic indoor environments, data generated is bound with
the noises and errors. There are three main kind of errors which are found in
raw RFID data: namely, redundant readings also known as duplicate readings,
false positives also known as cross readings and false negatives also known as
missing readings [1–4].

Fig. 3: Redundant readings example

Redundant readings are generated when an object is read by the reader
for longer period of time, with a millisecond read rates reader can gener-
ate a large amount of duplicate data. As illustrated in Figure 3, object O1
remained in reader r1 range for unexpectedly longer period, generating re-
dundant readings.

False positives are created in the data when the object is read by one
or more readers unexpectedly, i.e., the object is detected by the readers also
which were not intended to read the object. Reasons for false positives can be
reflection of signals from surrounding metal items or unexpected re-direction
of reader antenna(s). For an illustration, an example in Figure 4 shows the
moving path of object O1 [1]. The moving object enters into Hall-1 where
it was first detected by readerr1 at t1. At time time point t3, object O1 was
detected by two readers r1 and r2 placed in two different locations (Hall-1 and
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1. Introduction

Hall-2) with non-overlapping detection ranges. Due to spatial constraints of
two halls it is not possible for an object to be present at two locations at the
same time. Therefore, giving rise to false positives .

Fig. 4: False positives example [1]

False negatives happens in the data when the intended reader could not
detect the object in its proximity range. Therefore, the reader failed to gen-
erate any data about the object’s presence. An example in Figure 5 shows
an object O1 goes through three readers r1, r2 and r3 [2]. At first object O1
entered Hall-1 where reader r1 detected O1 from t1 until t3. After that, O1
was detected by reader r3 placed in Hall-2 from t7 until t9. However, it is not
possible for O1 to be detected by r3 unless it passes through reader r2 placed
in Hall-1, because to enter into the Hall-2 O1 must go through the detection
range of r1 and r2 in Hall-1. As a result, false negatives are generated in the
data.

Fig. 5: False negatives example [2]

With the presence of errors in raw RFID data, performing query analysis
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and high level business processing will lead to inconsistent business deci-
sions. Therefore, the raw RFID data must be cleansed before any high level
query or analysis is done over it.

To improve the quality and reliability of the raw RFID data, several solu-
tions are proposed in existing work. Trotter et al. have classified these so-
lutions into three main categories: Physical solutions, middle-ware solutions
and deferred solutions [20]. Physical solutions are related to the solutions
which use extra hardware to increase the quality of raw data as described
in [20]. For example, multiple RFID tags are attached to the same object
or multiple readers are deployed overlapping to each to reduce the chances
of missing the object [7, 20]. The middleware solutions include algorithms
which handle the data online and correct the data stream before the data is
passed to some storage [13, 14]. The deferred solutions handle the offline
data stored in the database [8, 17]. There are many approaches already used
in RFID data cleansing mainly focused on false negatives and false positives.
Most of the ongoing work is focused on middleware base solutions. How-
ever, working with continuous data stream is important but more challenging
than if the data is first stored in the database.

This thesis proposes several cleansing solutions using different approaches.
Different cleansing techniques focus on different kinds of errors present in
raw RFID data. The thesis proposes solutions based on graph which cap-
tures information about indoor space settings and reader deployment [1, 2],
a learning based approach which learns the parameters of proposed HMM
model from raw RFID data [3], and a regular expression matching based
approach which utilizes the error model devised from the domain knowl-
edge [4]. All the proposed solutions in this thesis have been validated using
a real airport baggage RFID data and synthetic raw RFID datasets. The real
dataset is collected by the RFID-based baggage handling system used at Aal-
borg Airport.

2 Symbolic Indoor Tracking

The indoor space are generally divided into different partitions and each
of these partitions are symbolized by certain name or number. To describe
the symbolic indoor tracking, an example floor plan of a university office
building is presented in Figure 6 [3]. The floor plan have several partitions
including rooms, halls, corridors and stairs. Each partition is identified with a
unique symbolic number [1–3] and may have one or more entrances (doors).
As shown in Figure 6, each entrance of the partition is deployed with an RFID
readers represented by a solid circles in red color and a dashed circle around
each red solid circle indicates the range of each reader.

As mentioned earlier, RFID technology is based on proximity analysis, i.e,
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Fig. 6: Symbolic indoor space with deployed RFID readers [3]

object with an RFID tag can only be detected when it present inside the range
of an RFID reader. The location where the object is detected is extracted by
mapping the reader tuple present in each reading to locations. The deployed
RFID reader may have different detection ranges and sampling frequency.
The object is continuously detected by the RFID reader within it detection
range and based on the sampling frequency of each RFID reader, the number
of reports about object’s presence are generated.

Typically, the format of each generated raw RFID reading is (deviceID,
objectID, t), which is tuple containing a reader identifier, object identifier and
time. The detection range of any positioning device is usually assumed to
be round with a configurable radius. Each reading gives accessibility to both
spatial (symbolic location) and temporal (time) information about the object.
A massive amount of raw RFID data is generated by the readers deployed in
indoor spaces.

For an illustrate, an example taken from [3] showing a movement history
of a person attached with an RFID tag tag1 shown in Figure 6. The raw data
generated about tag1 is presented in Table 1.

At first, a person with tag1 is detected by reader R1 at the entrance of the
building, generating four readings as shown in Table 1. The four readings
give information about same person and reader, therefore giving rise to re-
dundant readings. After leaving reader R1, tag1 is detected by several other
readers deployed inside the building. At time points t13 and t14, a person
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Table 1: Example raw RFID data [3]

with tag1 is detected by readers R4 and R9 simultaneously, due to the un-
expected detection range expansion of reader R4. Therefore making object
whereabouts unclear, thus giving rise to spatial ambiguities (false positives).
A moving person can appear in both locations, since two readers R4 and R9
detection range cover two separate locations.

After t16, a person with tag1 was next detected by reader R17 from time
point t26 until t29. However, looking at the movement path a person has
taken, it is clear that a person has passed through reader R10 before go-
ing through R17, but somehow reader R10 completely missed tag1, therefore
failed to create any data.

3 Thesis Overview

This section gives an overview of the papers included in this thesis.

3.1 Spatiotemporal Data Cleansing for Indoor RFID Tracking
data

This section gives an overview of Paper A [1].

Motivation and Problem Statement

RFID data cleansing is paramount to the RFID based applications, since the
data generated by these applications are inherently unclean. Therefore it is a
norm to cleanse the RFID data before any top level processing and analysis.

The work presented in [1] addresses the two main types of errors, redun-
dant readings which are referred as Temporal Redundancy and false positives
which are referred as Spatial ambiguity. Temporal redundancy occurs when
a moving object with an RFID tag is continuously read by a same reader
for more than allocated time. Spatial ambiguity occurs when a moving ob-
ject is detected by more than one reader simultaneously. As a result objects
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3. Thesis Overview

whereabouts are reported by several readers at different locations, therefore,
causing spatial ambiguities. To cater the problem of redundant readings and
spatial ambiguities present in the raw RFID data, following two tasks are
intended to accomplish it.

Temporal Redundancy Elimination. In this task raw RFID readings are ag-
gregate into tracking records. The data reduction is lossless i.e., size of the
raw data is significantly reduced without any loss of information.

Spatial Ambiguity Reduction. After getting data from first phase. The
spatial ambiguities are first identified in a given large set of tracking records
and later reduced by utilizing the information captured by distance-aware
graph model [1].

Solution Overview

To cater these errors a two phase solution shown in Figure 7 is presented in
paper [1].

Fig. 7: Two-phase spatio-temporal cleansing [1]

The Temporal Cleansing takes raw RFID readings (deviceID, objectID, t)
as an input. The raw readings are sequentially scanned and subsequently
turned tracking records of format (deviceID, objectID, ts, te).The aggregation
process is controlled by a threshold parameter τ. The raw RFID readings
of same object are combined together if the difference between the detection
time of two consecutive readings are less than threshold value; otherwise,
two different tracking records are created for the two readings. A new table
called Aggregate Tracking Table (ATT) is created which stores all generated
tracking records.
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The threshold τ for each reader is estimated using the detection range of
that reader and the speed with which the object is moving, see Figure 8

Fig. 8: Threshold setting example and formula [1]

The Spatial cleansing phase takes the data from first phase as an input. The
cleansing process starts first with identifying cross readings in the data, and
then remove them by using a distance-aware graph model [1]. The distance-
aware graph models the deployed RFID readers as the graph vertices and
paths connection them together as edges. Each edge captures the minimum
travel time require by the object to move from one reader to other. To keep it
flexible, minimum travel time is not captured directly on the edges, rather the
distance between the two readers and the speed of moving object between
the two readers, which are then used to calculate the exact travel time a
moving object may take to reach from one reader to another. The vertices
representing each deployed reader captures the minimum dwell time which
can be modified by tuning the sampling frequency of a reader.
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Fig. 9: Example distance aware graph model [1]

For illustration, a distance-aware graph model example is shown in Figure
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9. Each vertex represents a a deployed reader and captures the dwell time e.g,
reader r1 and its dwell time is shown as r1 : dt1, where, dt1 is the dwell time of
reader r1. The paths between readers are represented as edges and each path
captures the parameters true for the path connecting two particular readers
e.g., an edge between reader r1 and r10 captures the distance (d10,1) between
r1 and r10 and the speed (S10,1) with which an object can move between these
two readers.

The proposed algorithms for temporal redundancy elimination and spa-
tial ambiguity reduction were validated using both real airport baggage RFID
dataset and synthetic RFID datasets. The real dataset where obtained form
the automatic baggage handling system at Aalborg airport. The data about
20,000 bags were recorded continuously for two month period. The re-
sult of the experiment performed in [1] to validate the threshold formula
shown in Figure 8 indicates how the data reduction ratio remain unaffected
with the threshold values which are very small and very large. The data
reduction ratio used to measure the effectiveness is defined as defined as
# of records before cleansing
# of records after cleansing . The results are shown in Figure 10.
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Fig. 10: Effectiveness plot of the threshold formula [1]

Over all experiments show that the proposed algorithms both effective-
ness and efficiency.

3.2 Handling False Negatives in Indoor RFID Data

This section gives an overview of Paper B [2].
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Motivation and Problem Statement

In large indoor space like an airport, shopping malls etc., number of readers
are deployed. A commonly used passive RFID tags The massive amount of
data generated by RFID based applications need to be stored efficiently and
cleansed before using it for any high level business processing. One of the
key error present in raw RFID data is false negatives. False negatives, aka.,
missing readings occur in the data when one or more readers somehow fail
to generate the data about the object presence when present in its detection
range. False negatives can happen in the data for various possible factors
such as reader hardware malfunctioning, tag orientation, and other factors.
Even in the most ideal circumstances, it is very often that the missing rate
is between 30-40% [11]. With such a high error rate, the inconsistencies are
bound to happen when relying directly on the raw RFID data. The false neg-
atives can happen when a particular reader misses the object during some
epochs (reading cycles) and detects during some, therefore creating possible
gaps in between the data generated by that particular reader, such false neg-
ative are refereed as partial false negative while as when a reader completely
misses the object, a full false negatives are created in the data. This paper
specifically focuses on the full false negatives.

In [2] the problem recovering the missing information is formalized as
two parts. First, the places in the data where data is missing are located, and
second the missing information is inserted in the data.

Solution Overview

A new solution for handling false negatives raw RFID tracking data is pre-
sented in [2]. The cleansing process starts with the detection of false nega-
tives and then inserting the recovered data in the tracking data.The missing
reading recovery problem is presented as to find the most most likely path
between the last reader (source) where object was last detected and the next
reader (destination) where the object was next detected. Some of the possible
false negatives cases are shown in Figure 11.

Some of the possible false negatives are shown in Figure 11. A simplest
case of full false negatives is shown in Figure 11(a). In this case the RFID
readings from both previous (Rs) and next (Rd) reader are present and the
one reader(Rmiss) in between have completely failed to detected the object.
The second case in Figure 11(b) is the case where more than one reader in
between the Rs and Rd have not been able to detect the object. In this case it
is hard to recover the information, since there is a possibility of having more
than one path between Rs and Rd and object might have taken one of such
paths, which one is that is hard to find from given data. In Figure 11(c) a case
is presented, where there is no further evidence of any reading which might
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Fig. 11: False negative cases [2]

have indicated whether an object have moved forward or not, thus, any false
negative recovery may result in creating false positives in data.

A probabilistic distance-aware graph [2] based solution is presented in this
paper. The model is utilized first to locate the places where data has been
missed and then used to inset the right information. The proposed graph
shown in Figure 12 is an enhancement of a graph proposed in [1]. The graph
models the deployed RFID readers as vertices and captures the relevant in-
formation of each reader such detection range and sampling rate e.g., a ver-
tex (R1 : dt, S f ) represents the reader R1 with its detection time (dt) and
sampling frequency (S f ). The paths between readers represent edges which
captures the parameters like minimum travel time and transition probability;
The minimum travel time is the amount of time require to travel from one
reader to another and the transition probability is likelihood that a moving
objects moves form one reader to other reader e.g., the edge between the
readers R1 and R2 captures tt1,2 as minimum travel time and p1,2 as a transi-
tion probability with which objects move between R1 and R2. The transition
probabilities are learned from a historical data.

The devised graph is used first to detect errors by sequentially scanning
the raw data. Starting form first reader, every time a readings from new
reader appears algorithm checks if the readings are from one of the neighbors
of previous reader, the process is simply repeated if readings are from one
of the neighbor, otherwise false negative occurred in the data. The processes
is simply stopped if there is no neighbor found. Once the false negative is
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Fig. 12: Example Probabilistic distance-aware graph model [2]

detected, the recovery process of false negative starts by finding a set of can-
didate paths paths between the previous reader and next reader using the
probabilistic distance-aware graph. Next a most likely path is chosen from
a candidate set of paths using the transition probabilities captured by the
graph model. The information of each reader in the most likely path is then
filled using the information like detection range, sampling rate and minimum
travel time captured by the graph. The proposed algorithms were tested us-
ing a real airport passenger baggage RFID dataset and a synthetically gener-
ated RFID dataset. The experiments conducted indicate the effectiveness and
efficiency of proposed algorithms.

3.3 Learning-Based Cleansing for Indoor RFID Data

This section gives an overview of Paper C [3].

Motivation and Problem Statement

A learning-based RFID cleansing solution is proposed in [3]. The work is
aimed to address the challenges posed by the uncertainties (specifically, false
negatives and false positives) present in raw data. Many existing raw RFID
data cleansing techniques need detailed prior knowledge for cleansing op-
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erations. For offline indoor RFID data cleansing, the number of proposed
cleansing approaches [1, 2, 10] depend on graph models that capture the in-
door space topology, the reader deployment information, and relevant infor-
mation such as the minimum travel time and the minimum detection time. In
online RFID data case, the data is continuously streamed. In this case models
which are probabilistic in nature are built for cleansing raw RFID data [19].
Another approach [15] presented a model to handle online data by using the
correlated between the locations of neighboring objects. In contrast to most
of the existing works, the work presented in [3] overcomes such assumptions
and requires only some basic domain information about the indoor space
settings (more details are given in [3]). In this work the RFID data cleansing
problem is addressed using a machine learning approach. The RFID based
systems are generally non-deterministic and probabilistic in nature, there-
fore to model such a data a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [16] is a suitable
choice. A more formal problem definition is given below:

Definition 1
(RFID Data Cleansing Method) [3] Given the raw RFID data and the HMM
model λ. Using HMM model λ, the correct locations of a moving objects
are inferred by filtering out the false positives and fill in the inscribed false
negatives from raw RFID data.

Solution Overview

In Paper C [3], a HMM-based solution is provided to deal with the erroneous
raw RFID data. The probabilistic parameters of model are learned from raw
RFID data. In particular, a variant of the traditional HMM [16] an Indoor RFID
Multi-variate Hidden Markov Model (IR-MHMM) is proposed used in inferring
the exact reader locations of moving objects.

The RFID data acquired needs to be transformed into a set of multivariate
observations suitable for a IR-MHMM. The RFID data is first transformed
into binary multivariate time series, where the timestamped data represents
the status of deployed readers. The status of the reader is set to 1, if reader
detects the object otherwise set to 0.

To define the number of intervals to be used in the time series, a new
parameter α is introduced. Given the RFID data of a specific object, we can
get the number of intervals as T = (te−ts)

α , where ts and te are the first and last
reading reported about the specific moving object. For example we choose a
time granularity α = 0.5 seconds and total travel time (te − ts ) is 30 seconds,
we then have T = 30

0.5 = 60 intervals.
For a trajectory of a person with tag1 shown in Figure 6, we define a

binary multivariate (BS) time series as:

T S i = 〈BS(1)
i , BS(2)

i , ...., BS(T)
i 〉,
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T S i is a sequence of T binary vectors, each BSt
i represents the status of

readers detecting a moving object tagi at some time interval t. Each vector
is of the size equal to the number of deployed readers, and each data point
(bit) takes a binary value based on whether a corresponding reader detects an
object or not at time t. If a moving object is detected by one or more readers
at time t, the corresponding bits are set to 1, otherwise all the bits are set to
0.
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00000000000000000
00000000000000000
00010000000000000
00010000000000000
00010000000000000
00010000000000000
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00010000100000000

00000000100000000
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00000000000000001
00000000000000001
00000000000000001
00000000000000001

Fig. 13: Binary vector representation [3]

To illustrate the data transformation of raw RFID data into multivariate
binary reader observation sequences, the raw RFID data shown in Table 1 [3]
and the time granularity parameter α is set to 1s. A multivariate binary
reader observation sequences representing the raw RFID data from Table 1
are shown in Figure 13. In the example, the readers do not seem to have
detected tag1 in many intervals, and in the 16-th and the 17-th interval tag1 is
detected by two readers. A proposed IR-MHMM in [3] is able to predict the
status of a reader, i.e., whether a given reader will produce a reading or not.

The tracking of moving objects in an indoor space can be characterized
by two sets of random variables: visible variables are the observations in the
RFID data, and the invisible variables (hidden) represent the true unobserved
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locations of tracked objects. The two random variables are outcomes of two
stochastic processes which can be well modeled by Indoor RFID Multi-variate
HMM (IR-MHMM).

Definition 2 (IR-MHMM)
An IR-MHMM proposed in [3] is a Multi-variate Hidden Markov Model λ =
(S, V, A, B, π), where:

1. S = {s1, . . . , sN} is a set of states which are hidden.

2. V = (V1, . . . , VM) is the multi-variate observation space, with Vm =
{0, 1} for m = 1, . . . , M.

3. A is a transition probability distribution of states in S, A = (aij)i,j=1,...,N .

4. B is a probability distribution of observations, given the states in S.
B = (bik)i=1,...,N;k=1,...,M.

5. π = (πi)i=1,...,N is the initial state probability distribution.

For t = 0, 1, 2, . . . we denote with S(t) a random variable with values in
the state space S, and V(t) a multi-variate random variable with values in the
observation space V. The IR-MHMM defines a joint probability distribution
of these variables according to the graphical model shown in Figure 14, and
the conditional probability distributions P(S(1) = si) = πi (i = 1, . . . , N),
P(S(t+1) = sj|S(t) = si) = ai,j (i, j = 1, . . . N; t = 0, 1, 2, . . .), P(V(t)

k = 1|S(t) =
si) = bik (k = 1, . . . , M; i = 1, . . . , N; t = 0, 1, 2, . . .). Note that apart from the
standard Markov assumption, the model assumes that the components of
the observation vector are independent given the current hidden state. Con-
cretely, at a given point in time, whether a reader produces a false negative or
false positive reading only depends on the current hidden state of the tracked
object but not on the output of any other readers [3].

S1 S2 St-1 St

V1 V2
VM V1 V2

VM  V1  V2
 VM V1 V2

VM
1

1
1 2

2
2 t-1

t-1
t-1 t

t
t

Fig. 14: IR-MHMM for RFID raw data [3]

Consider the example of the moving object tag1 from Figure 6. A sub-
sequence of tag1 is taken to illustrate the state model. A state set S =
{S1, S2, ..., SN} models the covered and un-covered states through which tag1
passes. For example, state S1 represents the reader R1. We use a state se-
quence Q = {q(t), q(t+1), ..., q(T)} to model the transitions of object locations
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of tag1 from one state to another state over the T intervals. A state q(t) models
the object locations in the t-th interval which depends only on its previous
state q(t−1). In Figure 15, a state q(t) = S1 indicating that tag1 is in reader R1
at t = t1 and is dependent upon a state in the (t-1)-th interval q(t−1) = S1,
which is also in R1. A binary RFID data time series T Si models the vari-
ation of observation status of each deployed reader during the T intervals.
From Figure 15, the binary multivariate observations variables vt0 at time t0
is 1000000000000000000, which indicates that in t0-th interval, tag1 is tracked
by reader R1 only as shown in Table 1.

a1,1

b1m b1m b1m

State 
Sequence

timestamp

RFID data Time 
Series (ƬSi)

t0 t1 t2

a1,1

b1m

a1,1

t3

qi    = 
Si=S1

(t-1)
qi    = 
Si=S1

(t) qi     = 
Si=S1

(t+1)
qi     =      
Si=S1

(t+2)

qi    
(t-1) Hidden State

 Vt-1 Observation vector

a1,1

b1m

Transition probability

observation probability

vt0 =[1,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0]

vt1 =[1,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0]

vt2 =[1,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0]

vt4 =[1,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0]

Fig. 15: Movement history of a moving object tag1.

The topology of an HMM model is chosen in advance (prior), then the
estimation of fixed parameters are learned from a sample data. However
choosing the best HMM topology is not trivial. Two key components of
an HMM topology is the number of states and the connectivity. Typically
when a model is selected, several HMM’s with different number of states
and connectivity are trained and the one with maximum posterior probability
is selected. However, this approach have two main problems. 1) training an
HMM with each feasible topology is very costly and 2) learning parameters is
prone to get stuck into local minima. To overcome this problem, the best way
out is to learn the HMM parameters is by sampling from initial conditions,
which can be derived from the background information of the application
for which the HMM is modeled for. The similar approach is followed in
this work and derived the initial conditions from the domain knowledge.
Three different state space models are designed [3], namely, minimum-state
model (MSM), last-state model (LSM) and in-between-state model (ISM). The three
models are designed from indoor topology with different number of states
and with different connectivity.
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3. Thesis Overview

Data Cleansing

Once the models are ready i.e., the state set S is known, the probabilistic
parameters of the IR-MHMM are learned from the observed historical RFID
data using a general method EM (Expectation Maximization) [5]. After learn-
ing the model parameters, the model is used to cleanse the raw RFID data.
First the the most probably hidden state sequence is computed given the
observation using standard Viterbi algorithm [21]. Further on the most prob-
ably observation sequence is computed from the most probable hidden state
sequence pointwise for each timepoint t.

The work [3] also presented the evaluation framework which is used to
evaluate the effectiveness of proposed models. The inferred observation tra-
jectory is compared with the ground truth trajectory to find the similarity
between the two trajectories. A variant of traditional edit distance known as
weighted edit distance is used to quantify the dissimilarity by the number
of operations (insertion, deletion and substitution) needed to transform one
trajectory into the other. In weighted edit distance the cost of substituting
any symbol depends on which symbol in the string is deleted or inserted [3].
For evaluation, weighted edit distance computation methods is applied in
two different ways. In first way, two original sequences are used, an ob-
servation sequence inferred by a model and its corresponding ground truth
sequence. In this way both spatial and temporal aspects of the inferred obser-
vation sequences are computed.The edit distance score in our case quantifies
the accuracy the inference accuracy of learned models. Following the second
way, the two sequences, real observation sequence and the actual sequence
are first transformed into block sequences. The block sequences are formed
by merging together the same observation symbols into a single symbol. The
inferred block sequence length is directly dependent upon the accuracy of
the inferred results. Once the block sequences are ready, an edit distance is
measured on two. For an illustration, an example is presented in Figure 16.
Assuming a cost for insertion, deletion and substitution operation as 1, the
edit distance between original sequences and block sequences are measured.

           Gtraj1:  1 1 1 1  0 0 0   4 4 4 4   0 0 0   9 9 9 9  0 0  10 10 10 10 10  

Itraj1:  1 1 1 1  0 0 0 0 0 0  4   0 0 0   9 9 9 9  0 0  10 10 10 10 10  

 Itraj1 (block):         1            0              4      0          9          0                      10              

Gtraj1(block):      1           0              4      0          9          0              10            
ED Score

 = 0
ED Score

 = 3

Fig. 16: Edit distance example

An extensive experiments studies are done with both real airport passen-
ger baggage dataset and synthetic dataset [3]. The performance evaluation of
learned models are done with following two scenarios. 1) Online Scenario:
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In this scenario, two entirely different datasets were used, one for learning
and the other for testing the effectiveness of the learned models. 2) Offline
Scenario: In this scenario, a single dataset is used for both training (learning)
and testing.

A metric average error [3] is used to measure the effectiveness of proposed
approaches.

Average error =
sum of edit distance scores of all the sequences

total # of inferred symbols of each sequence

The effectiveness of three proposed structured models MSM, LSM and
ISM were highlighted by comparing the results of three with three un-structured
models with a state space of 25, 34 and 50 states, respectively [3]. The result
shown in Figure 17 clearly demonstrates the significance of structured mod-
els.
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Fig. 17: Structured Vs unstructured models [3]

The paper [3] presents the experiments to check the effect of increase
training data were done in both online and offline case. Also experiments to
check scalability by increasing state space size, versatility check by using dif-
ferent indoor environment like airport, office building, warehouse etc., were
done. A comparison with the state of art [1, 2, 10] is also done using query
analysis by issuing two type of queries, namely, stay queries and trajectory
queries. Overall results indicate our proposed models are effective, scalable
and versatile.

3.4 Mapping Raw RFID Data to Most Probable Indoor Paths

This section gives an overview of Paper D [4].

Motivation and Problem Statement

A key problem with raw RFID data is its quality. The raw RFID data is gen-
erated by unreliable devices and communicated through inconsistent radio
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3. Thesis Overview

frequency channels, and the indoor environments in which the devices oper-
ate are quite dynamic. These along with many other factors produce errors
in raw RFID data. With the presence of errors in the raw RFID data, any kind
of an high level processing will produce inconsistent results. It is therefore
required either to cleanse the RFID data physically, i.e., reduce the false pos-
itives and insert the false negatives into the data, or have technique to extract
some useful information from the raw data.

In [4], a new approach based on regular expression matching is proposed
to find the most probable indoor paths a moving object may have taken from
raw RFID data. Some of the exiting work in data mining, knowledge dis-
covery and molecular biology [22–24] follow similar approach, but not in the
context of handling raw indoor RFID data. In RFID-based setting, the raw
RFID data consists of readings whcih are generally in the form 〈r, o, t〉, which
means that reader r detected an object o in its detection range at time t. On
the other hand, indoor spaces are generally identified and represented as
symbols in a given indoor context, e.g., security check, tax-free shops, pass-
port checks, and boarding gates in an airport setting. In this work the goal
is to map an object’s raw RFID data to possible sequences of symbols that
are likely to be the object’s movement paths of semantic locations. In case
there are errors such as cross readings and missing readings present in the
raw data, mapping the raw data into symbol sequences that are perfectly
matching or sufficiently close to the actual paths is not easy. Therefore, the
major challenge in this work is to achieve accurate mapping from raw data
to indoor paths in the presence of errors in the data.

For illustration, an example of an airport baggage handling system with
multiple paths is presented in Figure 18 [4].

R2
R5

R6

R7 R9

R8

R1

R3
R4

Fig. 18: Example indoor route and layout [4]

A passenger may check-in his bag at any of the three check-in desks with
three readers (R1, R2 and R3). From there a bag continues with a route
through readers R4, R5, R6 and R7 until it takes one of the two belt-loader
readers (R8 or R9). The example set of routes is represented by regular ex-
pression pattern: p1 = (R1|R2|R3)0R40R50R60R70(R8|R9). The regular ex-
pression p1 have three sub patterns, first one is (R1|R2|R3), which indicates
that a bag can start from either R1, R2 or R3, followed by value 0, indicating
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that the bag is seen by no reader. Second, a single occurrence of sub-pattern
R40R50R60R70 followed by third and last sub-pattern (R8|R9), which indi-
cates that bag can go either to R8 or R9. Suppose that a bag’s raw RFID data
is captured as an input string s = R10R40R50R60R70R8, then we can say there
is a match of pattern p1 in s. In particular, R1 of s matches the sub-pattern
(R1|R2|R3), R8 at the end of s matches the sub-pattern (R8|R9), and in the
middle there is a single sub-pattern R40R50R60R70 in s. Therefore, there is a
match of p1 in s.

Solution Overview

The paper [4] presents a matching algorithm to map raw RFID data to most
probable indoor path moving object may have taken. The approach is com-
posed of three main components: an automaton that accepts regular expres-
sions as input, an error model that captures the distribution of possible errors
in the regular expression matching, and relevant matching algorithms that
map raw RFID data to probable indoor paths as sequences of symbols.

In the context of indoor RFID tracking, the regular expressions is set of
symbols which represent the deployed RFID readers and are simply referred
as RFID regular expressions (RRE). On the other hand, the ground truth
regular expressions represent the true traces of movement patterns of moving
object in a given floor plan. The true traces of object movements in a given
indoor space are generated first using the indoor space constraints and the
deployed reader characteristics, then specified as RREs. The indoor topology
is used to derive the connectivity between a pair of indoor locations where
RFID readers are deployed. Also the travel time (TT) constraint is used,
which is the time required to reach from one location to another. In order
to recognize RFID observation sequences of indoor moving objects, these
regular expressions are presented in an automaton.

For an illustration, an example RRE is shown in Equation 1. Each reader
in the path generates n readings about the moving object, depending on
reader’s sampling frequency. For ease of understanding, the travel time be-
tween any two directly connected readers is assumed to be 2 seconds and
sampling frequency of each reader is assumed to be same, each generating
4 readings. However, in reality travel time between readers may vary and
the sampling frequency of readers may be different. The true trace (ground
truth) is represented by following RRE.

GT = [a]{4}[00][b]{4}[00][c]{4}[00][e]{4} (1)

Here, [p]n represents that the pattern p occurs n times.
Other important component of the proposed approach is an error model

which captures the possible errors between the observation values and true
values. The error model is assumed to be an independent error distribution
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4. Summary of Contributions

for each character in a string. Each error value ei is a function of an obser-
vation value ri and the true value xi, i.e., ei = (ri, xi). The error model is
designed based on the indoor distance between the readers and the detection
range of each reader. The design principle is justified by reality, i.e., farther
the two readers less like it is to have an observation from one to be true for
other. For any true value there is a possibility of having multiple observed
values. In general each error value is function of observed value and true
value. The error distribution for each reader is represented in matrix called
certainty matrix.

Finally, the matching algorithm utilizes both the automaton representing
the RREs and the error model to find the most probable indoor paths from
the raw RFID data. The matching algorithm uses a minimum threshold value
find the set of candidate paths, then depending upon the k parameter returns
the top-k indoor paths.

4 Summary of Contributions

The major portion of this thesis are the four papers, each of which devises
new techniques to cleanse indoor RFID data.The four papers make the fol-
lowing contributions.

• Paper A [1] formalizes the problem of cleansing of redundant read-
ings and cross readings for indoor raw RFID tracking data. First, a
threshold-based cleansing algorithm is proposed to eliminate the re-
dundant readings in indoor RFID data. Second, an algorithm to reduce
the spatial ambiguities (cross readings) is proposed. The algorithm uses
a distance-aware deployment graph [1], which captures the spatiotem-
poral constraints of an indoor space and the deployed reader charac-
teristics. A spatial cleansing algorithm uses the proposed graph first
to identify the cross readings in raw RFID data, then to reduce the
identified spatial ambiguities. The paper also presents a through ex-
perimental studies to show that the algorithms proposed are effective,
efficient and scalable.

• Paper B [2] formalizes the problem of cleansing missing readings in raw
indoor RFID tracking data. A new weighted graph is devised, which
is the enhancement of the graph model proposed in [1]. The proposed
graph model is used to design an algorithms to single out the places
where information is missing in indoor processed raw RFID tracking
data. Subsequently, the graph model is used to design an algorithm
to recover the identified false negatives. The exact number of missing
readings are filled using the information captured by each graph ver-
tex. A thorough experimental study is done to evaluate the proposed
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false negative handling algorithms. The experimental results show the
effectiveness, efficiency and scalability of the proposed cleansing tech-
niques.

• In Paper C [3], a new machine learning approach to handle the uncer-
tainties in indoor raw RFID tracking data is proposed. A new Multi-
variate Hidden Markov Model (IR-MHMM) is proposed, which models
the errors present in indoor RFID data. A non-trivial problem of choos-
ing the state space and the structure of the model is catered by propos-
ing three different state space design principles to design IR-MHMM
for a given RFID reader deployment in an indoor floor plan. Paper also
presents an evaluation framework based on weighted edit distance to
find the correctness of results inferred by the learned models [3]. A de-
tailed experimental study is conducted using both real RFID baggage
data and synthetic data. The result not only demonstrate the efficiency,
scalability, versatility and effectiveness of the proposed learning-based
cleansing approach but also give insights about design principles of
proposed IR-MHMM.

• Paper D [4] proposes an approach based on regular expression match-
ing to find the most likely paths for object movements captured in raw
indoor RFID data. We design an automaton that captures all possi-
ble indoor path in regular expressions, together with the algorithm to
construct the automaton from a given indoor settings. An error model
is designed that describes possible errors between raw RFID data and
semantic symbols probabilistically. A new matching algorithms is de-
vised that uses the automaton and the error model to find the most
probable indoor path for given raw RFID data. Number of experiments
are performed using both synthetic and real data sets to justify the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of proposed algorithms.
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Abstract

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is increasingly being deployed in indoor
tracking systems, such as inventory management and airport baggage monitoring,
etc. Effective RFID data management is expected to be able to support various ap-
plications that range from monitoring to analysis. However, the “dirtiness” in raw
RFID readings hinder the progress of applying meaningful high level applications.
Hence, it is indispensable to cleansing RFID data in such systems.

In this paper, we focus on two quality aspects in raw indoor RFID data: tem-
poral redundancy and spatial ambiguity. The former refers to the large number of
repeated readings for the same object and the same RFID reader during a short pe-
riod of time. The latter refers to the undetermined whereabouts of an object due
to multiple RFID readings by different readers simultaneously. We investigate the
spatiotemporal characteristics of indoor spaces as well as RFID reader deployment,
and exploit them in designing effective data cleansing techniques. Specifically, we
aggregate raw RFID readings to reduce temporal redundancy; we design a distance-
aware graph to resolve spatial ambiguity with respect to the indoor topology and the
RFID reader deployment captured in the graph. We evaluate the spatiotemporal data
cleansing techniques using both real and synthetic datasets. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed techniques are effective and efficient in cleansing in-
door RFID tracking data.

c© 2013 IEEE
The layout has been revised.



1. Introduction

1 Introduction

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is increasingly being deployed in
indoor tracking systems, e.g., airport baggage monitoring. Without physical
sight or contact, an RFID tag attached to a moving object (e.g., a bag in an
airport) makes the object seen by an RFID reader when the object is in the
reader’s detection range. As a result, the RFID reader reports the object’s
presence to the database that manages the object positions. When multiple
RFID readers are deployed in an indoor space like an airport, objects like
bags with RFID tags are tracked by the reports from those readers.

Effective RFID tracking data management is expected to support various
applications that range from monitoring to analysis of indoor moving objects.
However, noises and errors abound in raw RFID data. Such “dirtiness” comes
from different sources. Essentially, radio frequency waves are not steady
and therefore the detection range of an RFID may change from time to time,
especially in an indoor space where there are various signal reflecting and/or
blocking entities like walls as well as changing flows of people. Such dirtiness
hinders the progress of applying meaningful high level applications, and
therefore we need to clean indoor RFID data.

In this paper, we focus on two kinds of dirtiness in indoor RFID tracking
data.

Temporal Redundancy: An RFID reader report (readerID, objectID, time)
means the object identified by objectID is seen by the reader identified by
readerID at time point time. A tagged object can be read many times by the
same reader within a short period, depending on the sampling frequency
configured for a reader1.

Spatial Ambiguity: An tagged object can be read by multiple readers
simultaneously. This may result from the unexpected change of the detection
range of a reader nearby. Such changes happen due to various reasons, e.g.,
metal items that reflect the signals or the re-direction of reader antenna(s). As
a result, the object is reported by multiple readers that are places at different
positions and spatial ambiguities are caused.

In other words, redundant readings arise temporally when an object is
detected multiple times by a device. In contrast, ambiguous readings appear
spatially where an object is detected by multiple readers simultaneously. In
this paper, we focus on these two issues in an indoor setting. Exploiting the
spatiotemporal constraints implied by indoor RFID reader deployment, we
design data cleansing techniques to remove the temporal redundancy and
reduce the spatial ambiguity.

An example is shown in Figure A.1. There are two readers r1 and r2 in
two rooms respectively. An object O1 moves in the left room from time point

1An RFID reader’s read rate can be as high as over 100 per second [1].
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Paper A.

t1 to time point t5, which yields five reports by r1 as the trajectory is within
r1’s detection range. This causes temporal redundancy in the RFID data. If
the times points t1, . . . , t5 are very close to each other, we compress the five
reports into a single tuple 〈r1, O1, [t1, t5]〉.

r1 r2

t1

t2 t3

t4

t5

O1

<r1, O1, t1>

<r1, O1, t2>

<r1, O1, t3>

<r1, O1, t4>

<r1, O1, t5>

From r1

<r1, O2, t3>

From r2

<r1, O1, [t1,t5]>

cleansing

Fig. A.1: An example of RFID data cleansing

On the other hand, at time point t3, object O1 is detected by both readers.
This is due to the unexpected expansion of r2’s detection range, as shown by
the dashed range. Consequently, from the RFID data, O1 seems to be in both
rooms at same time t3. Thus spatial ambiguity is caused. However, due to
spatial constrains, O1 can not appear in both locations, as they are separated
by walls. Neither can O1 move from one room to another room if time points
t2 and t3 are very close and the distance between the two rooms (through the
two doors) are long enough. By considering such spatiotemporal constraints,
our cleansing technique is able to remove spatial ambiguous reports such as
〈r2, O1, t3〉.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

• We formulate the data cleansing problem for RFID data obtained in
indoor spaces.

• We design a threshold based temporal cleansing algorithm to eliminate
temporal redundancy in indoor RFID data.

• We propose a distance-aware deployment graph to capture indoor spa-
tiotemporal constraints, and design a spatial cleansing algorithm that
utilizes the graph to identify and reduce spatial ambiguity in indoor
RFID data.

• We conduct extensive experimental studies to evaluate our spatiotem-
poral cleansing techniques. The experimental results demonstrate that
our cleansing techniques are effective, efficient and scalable.
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2. Related Work

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related
works on RFID data management/cleansing and symbolic indoor tracking.
Section 2.2 formulates the indoor RFID data cleansing problem that we tackle
in this paper. Section 4 details the temporal cleansing algorithm, followed by
the spatial cleansing techniques in Section 5. Section 6 presents extensive
experiments on both synthetic and real data sets. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper and discusses the directions for future research.

2 Related Work

In this section we review related work. We cover RFID data management and
cleansing in Section 2.1, and symbolic indoor tracking in Section 2.2.

2.1 RFID Data Management and Cleansing

In recent years RFID technology has been widely used in many scenarios such
as supply chain management [2–4], health care [5], people and object track-
ing [6–10]. Massive amounts of RFID data is generated by RFID-based appli-
cations, e.g., Wal-Mart produces about 7 terabytes of RFID data per day [3].
Roozbeh et al. [11] discuss the general challenges for RFID data management.

As raw RFID data are not clean, cleansing is needed. To handle missing
readings, smoothing filters [12, 13] are employed in the steaming context.
Mylyy [12] proposes a temporal smoothing filter with a fixed time window.
By counting the RFID readings in the filter window and comparing them to
given thresholds, this method reduces missing RFID readings from the data
stream. However, it is difficult to decide the best window size for varying
RFID data. Jeffery et al [13] proposes adaptive SMURF (Statistical sMoothing
for Unreliable RFid data). Modeling the RFID data streams as statistical sam-
ples of RFID tags, SMURF uses sampling estimators to automatically adjust
the filter window size.

On the other hand, techniques are also developed to handle duplicates in
RFID data. Mahdin et al. [14] use count Bloom Filters to remove duplicate
RFID data at the reader level. Assuming that cross reads are always less than
normal reads, Bai et al. [15] employs a counting based smoothing filter to
remove cross reads in RFID streams. Liao et al. [16] proposes a probability
model to estimate the tag density for each RFID reader, and utilize the model
to remove cross reads. Tinggaard et al [17] designs a data warehouse for
Bluetooth/RFID tracking data obtained from airport passengers, in order to
facilitate flow analysis on uncertain passenger movements.

Unlike these works [12–16] that conduct cleansing in pre-processing, Rao
et al. [18] proposes a deferred approach that uses declarative sequenced-
based rules to conduct data cleansing at query execution time.
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This paper differs from the aforementioned related works in two impor-
tant aspects. First, it focuses on off-line indoor RFID positioning data rather
than general streaming RFID data. Second, it exploits the spatiotemporal
constraints implied in an indoor space in data cleansing.

2.2 Symbolic Indoor Tracking

We briefly review symbolic indoor positioning and tracking using the exam-
ple floor plan shown in Figure A.2. The indoor space has several rooms and
a corridor that connects all the rooms. Each room has one or more doors. A
number of RFID readers are placed at the doors.
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Fig. A.2: Positioning device deployment

Raw Positioning Data

Symbolic indoor tracking employs the proximity analysis. An object is only
seen when it is within the detection range of a positioning device, e.g., an
RFID reader. Accordingly, the object’s seen position is indicated by the RFID
reader’s identifier in the raw reading. Each raw reading is in the format of
(deviceID, objectID, t), which means that the object identified by objectID is
detected by the device identified by deviceID at time t.

Usually the detection range of a positioning device is a circular region
with a pre-specified radius. A positioning device continuously detects objects
that are in its range, with the frequency determined by its sampling rate. All
the positioning devices in an indoor space generate large amount of raw
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readings. For the floorplan example shown in Figure A.2, an example table
of raw readings is shown in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Raw Readings Table

deviceID objectID t
r6 object1 t0
r6 object1 t1
r6 object1 t2
r7 object1 t3
r6 object1 t4
r7 object1 t5
r7 object1 t6
r6 object1 t7
r7 object1 t8
r7 object1 t9
r7 object1 t10
r8 object1 t14
r8 object1 t15
r8 object1 t16
r9 object1 t16
r9 object1 t19

deviceID objectID t
r9 object1 t20
r9 object1 t21
r1 object1 t24
r1 object1 t25
r1 object1 t26
r1 object1 t27
r2 object1 t29
r2 object1 t30
r2 object1 t31
r2 object1 t32
r3 object1 t33
r3 object1 t34
r3 object1 t35
r3 object1 t36
r3 object1 t37
r3 object1 t38

Graph Based Indoor Tracking

Jensen et al. [19] propose a graph based approach for indoor tracking based
on the raw positioning data generated by devices like RFID readers. A de-
ployment graph is constructed to capture the deployment of positioning de-
vices and the indoor topology. In particular, a partitioning device is one that
partitions the indoor space into different parts such that an object must be
seen by the device when the object moves from one part to the other. All
such partitioning devices partition the indoor space into different cells. A
device deployment graph Gdev is formally defined as labeled graph Gdev =(
V, E, D,LE

)
, where:

1. V is the set of vertices; each vi ∈ V represents a cell.

2. E is the set of edges, where E = {(vi, vj) | vi, vj ∈ V ∧ vi 6= vj }. An
edge between two cells indicate that objects can move from one cell to
the other under the surveillance of one or more devices.

3. D = Sdevice is a set of positioning devices.

4. LE : E → 2D maps an edge to a subset of D. Specifically, an edge is
labeled by the identifiers of those devices that monitor the edge.
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Figure A.3 presents the deployment graph for the indoor setting shown
in Figure A.2. Note that vertex 9 in the graph represents the outdoor space.
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Fig. A.3: Deployment graph for the deployment in Figure A.2

In addition to the deployment graph, two mapping structures [19] are de-
fined to facilitate the indoor tracking. First, mapping D2V : D → 2V returns
a set of cells D2V(ri) that have a given device ri on their edges. Referring
to Figure A.3, device r1 is in the label of the edge between cells 5 and 6, so
D2V(r1) = {5, 6}. In capturing the possible movements of objects the map-
ping is quite useful. If an object’s movement is observed by device ri at time
t, it must have moved from a cell in D2V(ri). Likewise if an object leaves de-
vice ri, it definitely enters a cell in D2V(ri). Second, mapping V2D : V → 2D

returns the set of devices V2D(vi) that monitor the edges of the given cell vi.
In the example shown in Figure A.3, V2D(1) returns {r6, r5, r7, r12}.

This paper distinguishes itself from the previous work [19] with several
important characteristics. First, this paper considers the overlaping between
different positioning devices, whereas the previous work [19] assumes that
devices do not overlap. Second, in relation to the first point, this paper is
intended to decide where an object really is when it is seen by multiple de-
vices, whereas the previous work [19] focuses on tracking the object when
it is not seen by any device. This important difference is illustrated in Fig-
ure A.4. Third, in order to support data cleansing, this paper proposes a
graph (Section 5.1) different from the deployment graph [19].
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Fig. A.4: Difference from the previous work

3 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the data cleansing problem that we tackle in this
work. We present the definitions and the main cleansing tasks in Section 3.1.
We give an overview of our solution in Section 3.2. Table A.2 lists the notation
used throughout the paper.

3.1 Definitions and Tasks

Without loss of generality, we assume that all raw readings are ordered by
their detection times in the Raw Reading Table (RRT). We formally define
other concepts as follows.

Definition 3
(Temporal Redundant Readings) Two raw readings rri and rrj are tempo-
ral redundant readings if |rri.t − rrj.t| ≤ τ,2 rri.deviceID = rrj.deviceID and
rri.objectID = rrj.objectID.

Definition 4
(Tracking Record) Given a series of temporal redundant readings rr1, rr2, . . . rrk
(rr1.t < rr2.t < . . . < rrk.t), a tracking record tr is a temporal aggrega-
tion of them. Formally, tr is in the format (deviceID, objectID, ts, te), where
tr.deviceID = rri.deviceID, tr.objectID = rri.objectID, tr.ts = rr1.t, and tr.ts =
rrk.t for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

A tracking record states that the object (objectID) is detected by a device
(deviceID) during the time interval [ts, te].

2τ is an application-specific threshold [15, 20].
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Table A.2: Notation

Notation Meaning
ri, rj RFID readers

rr, rri, rrj Raw RFID readings
tr, tr′ tracking records
RRT Raw reading table
ATT Aggregate tracking table
Gdd Distance-aware deployment graph
dti The minimum dwell time of reader ri
di,j The minimum indoor distance between ri and rj
Si,j The maximum indoor moving speed between ri and rj

Definition 5
(Spatial Ambiguous Tracking Records) Two tracking records tr′ and tr are
spatial ambiguous if tr′.deviceID 6= tr.deviceID and tr′.objectID = tr.objectID, if
tr′.[ts, te] ∩ tr.[ts, te] 6= ∅, or if tr.ts − tr′.te ≤ min_tt. 3

Given a raw reading table RRT, we intend to accomplish the following
two tasks.

Task 1: Temporal Redundancy Elimination. This task is to aggregate
raw readings into more meaningful tracking records. This way is expected to
significantly reduce the data size without any information loss.

Task 2: Spatial Ambiguity Reduction. This task is to be done after the
first task. Given a large set of tracking records, we identify spatial ambigu-
ous tracking records and reduce such spatial ambiguities by referring to the
spatiotemporal constraints imposed by the positioning device deployment as
well as the indoor topology.

We call these two tasks together spatiotemporal data cleansing. We proceed
to give a solution overview for it.

3.2 Overview of Spatiotemporal Data Cleansing

We design a two-phase solution for spatiotemporal data cleansing for indoor
RFID data, as shown in Figure A.5.

The first phase, called Temporal Cleansing, sequentially scans data from the
raw reading table and generates more meaningful tracking records by aggre-
gating on the time. The aggregation results are controlled by the threshold
τ. If an object’s two consecutive raw readings are apart from each other for
a period longer than τ, they will be put into two different tracking records;

3min_tt is the minimum traveling time for an object to move from tr′’s device to tr’s device.
It is to be detailed in Section 5.3.
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(deviceID, objectID, ts, te)

Temporal Cleansing

Spatial Cleansing

(deviceID, objectID, ts, te)

(deviceID, objectID, t)

Fig. A.5: Two phase spatiotemporal data cleansing

otherwise, they will be aggregated into the same tracking record. We store
all generated tracking records in the Aggregate Tracking Table (ATT).

Consider all the raw readings about object1 from Table A.1, and suppose
that threshold τ is specified as four time units. The temporal cleansing on
all those readings will generate the aggregate tracking table as shown in
Table A.3. For example, tracking record (r6, object1, t0, t7) means that object1
is tracked by a reader r6 from time t0 to time t7.

Table A.3: Aggregate Tracking Table (ATT)

deviceID objectID ts te
r6 object1 t0 t7
r7 object1 t3 t10
r8 object1 t14 t17
r9 object1 t19 t21
r1 object1 t25 t34
r2 object1 t26 t32
r3 object1 t31 t38

The second phase, called Spatial cleansing, takes the aggregate tracking
table as input, identifies possible spatial ambiguities, and reduce them by a
distance-aware graph for all positioning devices in the indoor space.

We look at the idle time between tr and tr′, i.e., tidle = tr.ts − tr′.te, and
compare it with the minimum traveling time min_tt an object need to move
from device tr′.deviceID to device tr.deviceID. If tidle < min_tt, it is impossible
for the object to move so fast from one device to the other, and therefore
tracking record tr’s time interval will be truncated accordingly. Note such a
truncation may remove the entire tracking record tr if tr.te is also too early
to be possible with respect to the minimum movement time. Such minimum
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times between devices are captured in a distance-aware graph, to be detailed
in Section 5.

Refer to the running example whose ATT is shown in Table A.3. As-
suming the minimum movement time between device r6 and r7 is one time
unit, tracking record (r7, object1, t3, t10) is truncated to (r7, object1, t8, t10) by
the spatial cleansing. The result is shown in Table A.4.

In the example above, we assume that the first tracking record in ATT
is correct and we make the spatial cleansing check each subsequent tracking
record in ATT with respect to its previous tracking record tr′ for the same
object. This assumption holds in the airport scenario because the bags are
first handled manually by the staff at check-in desks, and thus it is unlikely
for the first readings to be incorrect. As a matter of fact, our spatial cleansing
can be extended to other cases where the known correct tracking record(s) is
not the first one. In such a case, we need to make the spatial cleansing work
both in the forward and/or backward directions starting from the known
correct record. For example, in the airport scenario “belt loader readers" may
be placed at an airplane and they thus yield known correct ending records.

Table A.4: Result of Spatial Cleansing

deviceID objectID ts te
r6 object1 t0 t7
r7 object1 t8 t10
r8 object1 t14 t17
r9 object1 t19 t21
r1 object1 t25 t34
r2 object1 t26 t32
r3 object1 t31 t38

4 Temporal Cleansing

In this section, we detail the temporal cleansing that eliminates the temporal
redundancy in RFID data.

Algorithm 1 describes the temporal cleansing process. The algorithm
starts with the initialization of a new aggregate tracking table ATT (line 1).
For each raw reading rr from RRT, all the aggregate tracking records with
the same device and object as rr in the current ATT are fetched into set trs
(line 4). If trs is not empty and rr is temporally close enough to an existing
tracking record tr in trs, i.e., rr.t− tr.te ≤ τ, tr’s time interval is extended to
rr.t and rr is processed (lines 5–10). Otherwise, rr cannot be combined to any
existing tracking record, and therefore a new tracking record is created for it
and inserted to ATT (lines 11–12).
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Algorithm 1 TemporalCleansing(Raw reading table RRT, Threshold τ)

1: ATT ← ∅; trs← ∅
2: for each rr ∈ RRT do
3: f lag← false
4: trs← {tr ∈ ATT | tr.objectID = rr.objectID∧ rr.deviceID = tr.deviceID}
5: if (|trs| > 0) then
6: for each tracking record tr ∈ trs do
7: if (rr.t− tr.te ≤ τ) then
8: tr.te ← rr.t;
9: f lag← true;

10: break
11: if f lag = false then
12: insert (rr.deviceID,rr.objectID, rr.t, rr.t) to ATT

Note that the temporal cleansing here is characterized by its off-line pro-
cess manner and the use of threshold τ to control the temporal aggregation.
In contrast, the pre-processing employed in the previous work [19] assumes
data are online in a stream and it does not use a time threshold.

We use the formula shown in Eq. A.1 to set the threshold τ.

Threshold(τ) =
detection range diameter

object moving speed
(A.1)

Here, we estimate how long it takes an object to move through a circular
detection range of a reader. An example is shown in Figure A.6. In Section 6,
we experimentally test the effect of this method for setting τ.

Fig. A.6: An example of threshold setting

5 Distance-Aware Spatial Cleansing

In this section, we elaborate on spatial cleansing, i.e., reducing the spatial am-
biguity by exploiting spatiotemporal constraints imposed by the RFID reader
deployment and the indoor topology. In Section 5.1, we describe a graph that
captures those indoor spatiotemporal constraints. In Section 2.3, we detail
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how to construct such a graph given the RFID reader deployment in an in-
door space. In Section 5.3, we propose the spatial cleansing algorithm using
the graph.

5.1 Distance-Aware Deployment Graph

As described in Section 2.2, spatial ambiguity takes place when two tracking
records temporally overlap or are too close to each other. For such cases, we
need to check if the two involved readers are close enough in the deployment.
If they are not close enough for the object to move from one to the other
during the time gap or for it to be seen simultaneously by the two readers, the
two tracking records are dirty as they tell wrong information with respect to
the reality. In order to reduce such spatial ambiguity, it is necessary to know
the distances between readers. However, such information is not captured in
the deployment graph [19] as shown in Figure A.3.

Motivated as such, we propose a distance-aware deployment graph in this
section. The goal of such a graph is to enable deriving the minimum travel
time from one reader to another. The basic idea is to model the readers as
graph vertices and capture such minimum travel times in the corresponding
graph edges. For the sake of flexibility, we do not use the travel time directly
as the graph weights. Instead, for each edge connecting two readers ri and
rj, we store the minimum indoor walking distance between them and the
maximum walking speed allowed by the physical conditions.

Formally, the distance-aware deployment graph is a weighted graph Gdd =
(V, E,LV ,LE), where

1. V is a set of vertices. Each vertex vi ∈ V represents a deployed posi-
tioning device ri.

2. E is the set of edges, where E = {(ri, rj) | ri, rj ∈ V ∧ ri 6= rj ∧D2V(ri)∩
D2V(rj) 6= ∅ }.

3. LV : V → R assigns to a vertex vi the minimum dwell time that an ob-
ject o should spend in device ri’s detection range such that o is detected
by device ri.

4. LE : E→ R×R assigns to a edge (ri, rj) the minimum indoor walking
distance between two devices ri and rj and the maximum speed with
which an object can move between them. Specifically, LE((ri, rj)) =
(di,j, Si,j).

The distance-aware deployment graph corresponding to floor plan in Fig-
ure A.2 is shown in Figure A.7. Our specific design on the weights above are
justified by practical needs. Different RFID readers (and other positioning
devices) usually imply different minimum dwell times for detection. Even
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for one particular reader, its minimum dwell time may be changed due to the
tuning of its physical parameters (e.g., sampling frequency). Therefore, our
design of individual graph vertex weights can support such differences and
possible changes.

On the other hand, the travel time between two readers does not solely
depend on the distance between them. For example, the moving speed of the
conveyor belt system in an airport is tunable, in order to cope with different
baggage traffic loads. As a result, the minimum travel time between two
readers monitoring the belt is not merely determined by the distance but also
by the current moving speed of the belt. Furthermore, in a large conveyor belt
system or multiple belt systems, the moving speed is not always the same
among different parts. Therefore, our design of both distance and speed
weights on each edge is necessary to support such needs in reality.
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Fig. A.7: Example of distance-aware deployment graph

5.2 Distance-Aware Deployment Graph Construction

The distance-aware graph is constructed by Algorithm 13. It explicitly takes
the set of devices and their weights as input. For each pair of devices ri and
rj (lines 2–3), the indoor shortest path P is found if the edge (ri, rj) is not in
the graph yet (lines 4–6). If P only contains devices ri and rj, a new edge is
created with the corresponding weights (line 7–8). Otherwise, each pair of
consecutive devices on P are processed likewise (line 10–14).

Inside Algorithm 13, the indoor shortest pathes are computed according
to the algorithms proposed elsewhere [21]. For the sake of simplicity, the
input for those algorithms are implicitly passed to Algorithm 13.
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Algorithm 2 DistanceGraphConstruction(Devices D, Device weights W)

1: Gdd(V, E,LV ,LE)← (D, ∅, W, ∅)
2: for each device ri ∈ D do
3: for each device rj ∈ D and rj 6= ri do
4: if (ri, rj) ∈ Gdd.E then
5: continue
6: find the indoor shortest path P from ri to rj
7: if there is no other device on P then
8: add edge (ri, rj) to Gdd.E with the weights between them
9: else

10: for each pair of consecutive devices rk and rl on P do
11: if (rk, rl) ∈ Gdd.E then
12: continue
13: else
14: add edge (rk, rl) to Gdd.E with the weights between them

15: return Gdd

5.3 Spatial Cleansing Algorithm

We use the information captured by the distance-aware deployment graph
(Gdd) to conduct the spatial cleansing for the indoor RFID tracking data. To
identify and reduce the possible spatial ambiguity involving two RFID read-
ers rs and rt, we first compute the minimum traveling time (min_tt(rs, rt))
that a moving object needs to reach from rs to rt. Specifically, we apply the
Dijkstra’s algorithm to graph (Gdd), expanding the search from rs until rt
is reached. In the process, we also take into account the minimum dwell
time of a device ri, which is captured by the corresponding vertex vi’s weight
Gdd.LV(vi), in prioritizing the visiting order of unvisited vertices (devices).
Due to the page limit, we omit the low level details of min_tt(rs, rt) compu-
tation.

The spatial cleansing procedure is shown in Algorithm 3. It takes the
aggregate tracking table (ATT) and the distance-aware deployment graph
Gdd as input. For each tracking record tr in ATT, the spatial cleansing works
as follows. We first check its dwell time4 (line 2).

4Given a tracking record tr, its dwell time is tr.te − tr.ts.
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Algorithm 3 SpatialCleansing(Aggregate tracking table ATT, Distance-
aware deployment graph Gdd)

1: for each tr in ATT do
2: mdt← Gdd.LV(tr.deviceID)
3: tr′ ← the previous record in ATT such that (tr.objectID = tr′.objectID) ∧

(tr.deviceID 6= tr′.deviceID)
4: if tr′ = null then
5: continue
6: mtt← min_tt(tr′.deviceID, tr.deviceID)
7: if (tr.ts − tr′.te < mtt + mdt) then
8: tr.ts ← tr′.te + mdt + mtt
9: if (tr.te − tr.ts ≤ 0) then

10: delete tr from ATT

Next, we get tr’s previous tracking record tr′ from ATT that involves the
same object and device as tr (line 3). We assume that tr′ is cleaned since it
appears before tr′, and subsequently clean tr with respect to tr′ (lines 6–
10). Specifically, we get the minimum traveling time from tr′.deviceID to
tr.deviceID (line 6) according to the procedure described above. If the idle
time between tr′ and tr, i.e., tr.ts − tr′.te, is too short compared to the min-
imum traveling time plus the minimum dwell time for tr.deviceID (line 7 tr
appears too early as a tracking record. Therefore, we truncated tr.ts accord-
ingly (line 8) to make sure the idle time is sufficient with respect to the spa-
tiotemporal constraint. Further, we delete tr from ATT if its updated dwell
time is too short (lines 9–10).
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Fig. A.8: Spatial Cleansing Case 1

We illustrate spatial cleansing cases in Figure A.8, A.9 and A.10. The case
shown in Figure A.8 is a clean case where the idle time between two con-
secutive tracking records is sufficiently long, i.e., longer than the minimum
traveling time between devices r6 and r7. We need to do nothing for such a
case in the spatial cleansing.
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Fig. A.9: Spatial Cleansing Case 2

The case shown in Figure A.9 illustrates that we need to truncate tr.[ts, te],
cutting tr’s part shown in black, because the idle time between tr′ and tr is
too short, i.e., shorter than the minimum traveling time between devices r6
and r7.
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Fig. A.10: Spatial Cleansing Case 3

The case shown in Figure A.10 takes place as a subcase of the previous
case. Here, tr is deleted after the spatial cleansing because its remaining
dwell time is too short.

6 Experimental Studies

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate our devised indoor RFID
data cleansing techniques. Section 6.1 describes the experimental settings.
Section 6.2 presents the experimental results.

All the experiments were implemented in C++. They were run on a 64-
bit Windows 7 enabled PC with 2.8GHz core i7 processor and 7.89GB main
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Table A.5: Experiment Parameters

Parameters Settings
Detection range 1m, 3m, 5m

Number of objects 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000
Number of floors 1, 2, 3
Number of doors 100, 200, 300

Threshold (τ) 5, 10, 15, 20. 25, 30

memory.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We describe the performance metrics used in our evaluation, followed by the
descriptions of the datasets used.

Metrics

The performance of our proposals is evaluated by two metrics: efficiency and
effectiveness. The efficiency is measured by counting the clock time.

The effectiveness is measured by the data reduction ratio, defined as:

data reduction ratio =
# of records before cleansing
# of records after cleansing

. Specifically, the data reduction ratio for temporal cleansing is |RTT|−|ATT|
|RTT| ,

where RTT and ATT are respectively input and output of the temporal cleans-
ing (Algorithm 1). The data reduction ratio for spatial cleansing is |ATT|−|ATT′ |

|ATT| ,
where ATT′ refers to the spatial cleansing method (Algorithm 3)’s output.
We also test the trends of the effectiveness by varying the thresholds of both
algorithms.

We further measure the effectiveness of our spatial cleansing algorithm
by counting the number of trajectories free of spatial ambiguity before and
after cleansing.

Datasets

We used both synthetic and real data in our experimental studies. The pa-
rameter settings are summarized in Table A.5. The default values are bolded.

Synthetic Data. For simplicity, we regard hallways and staircases as
rooms, and staircase entrances as doors. We adopt a floor plan with 85 rooms,
which are connected by 100 doors. We vary the number of floors, and also
the number of rooms and doors. Each pair of adjacent floors are connected
by 2 staircases.
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By default, there are 5000 RFID tagged objects moving inside a 2-floor
building. The movement of an object follows the random waypoint model [22]
with a constant speed of 1.1m/s . More specifically, an object in a room can
move inside the room, or move to another room that is chosen at random.
On the way to the destination, an object can be detected by one to ten RFID
readers. The RFID readers are deployed at the doors that connect different
rooms. The detection range of each reader is randomly chosen from 1m-5m.

Real Data. We use the real data set collected from Aalborg Airport that
operates with an automatic RFID-based baggage handling system. As shown
in Figure A.11, the baggage handling system features a number of specific
semantic locations (e.g., check-in desks, sorter) and RFID readers. A total of
5 RFID readers are deployed in different semantic locations.

R1

R1
R5 R2

R4 R3

Screening

Fig. A.11: Baggage hall at Aalborg Airport

During the check-in phase, each bag is attached with a passive RFID tag
which is to be detected by the deployed RFID readers. From check-in desks
(CD), bags pass the screening area through conveyor belts. After a successful
security screening, the bags enter the main sorting area (SO) where the sort-
ing system ensures that the bag is pushed into a designated chute. Note the
bags move in a constrained manner on different conveyors belts before reach-
ing into chutes. The length and the speed of each conveyor are different. Such
constraints are captured in the proposed distance-aware deployment graph,
and subsequently utilized in spatial cleansing.

The bags in chutes are then loaded into wagons by the baggage han-
dling staff before they are transported to a designated aircraft through one
of the gateways (GW-1 or GW-2). On the other hand, arrival bags are carried
by wagons from an aircraft to the arrival hall (AR) through gateway GW-1
where baggage handling staff unloads the bags from wagons on to the arrival
conveyor belt.

We have continuously recorded the data for two consecutive months.
Then, we collect more than half a million raw reading records for about 20000
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RFID tagged bags. The real data used for our experiments were obtained
through the system installed by Lyngsoe Systems.

6.2 Experimental Results

We start with investigating the effect of the formula (equation A.1) for set-
ting threshold. We fixed the default detection range as 3m and compared
the effectiveness of temporal cleansing (data reduction ratio) using different
threshold values. The result is shown in Figure A.12. The data reduction
ratio seems to flatten at very small and very large threshold values. With a
larger threshold, more raw readings are aggregated together and with very
small thresholds not many raw readings are aggregated together. The size
of threshold is bounded at the low end by the sampling frequency and at
the higher end by the detection range of the reader. The results show how
application parameters can be effectively used to set the threshold.
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Fig. A.12: Effectiveness of the threshold formula (Eq. A.1)

Sections 6.2 and 6.2 report the spatiotemporal cleansing results on syn-
thetic and real data, respectively. Section 6.2 briefly shows the experimental
results on the distance-aware deployment graph construction.

Spatiotemporal Cleansing Results on Synthetic Data

The results on the temporal cleansing effectiveness are reported in Figure A.13.
By transferring raw readings into aggregated tracking records, a signif-

icantly large portion of redundant records can be eliminated, as shown in
Figure A.13(a). Specially, for the dataset having 10K objects, the reduction
ratio is as high as over 90% in all tested cases. Also, the data reduction ratio
increases while enlarging the value of the threshold. With a larger threshold,
the chance is higher for raw readings being aggregated into a single tracking
record. After the threshold exceeds some value, say 15, the increasing trend
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Fig. A.13: Cleansing effectiveness on synthetic data
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Fig. A.14: Cleansing efficiency on synthetic data
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flattens. It implies that most raw readings could be aggregated by using a
reasonably large threshold. Meanwhile, the ratios slightly vary for different
numbers of objects, since the trajectories for different objects are generated
independently.

The aggregate tracking table returned by the temporal cleansing is passed
to Algorithm 3 to do the spatial cleansing. We also test the data reduction
ratio for spatial cleansing. According the results reported in Figure A.13(b),
the data could be further reduced by removing spatial ambiguities. Over 10%
of records with spatial ambiguities can be reduced for the default dataset.
Again, the data reduction ratio increases slightly after the threshold reaches
15. Larger threshold values correspond to stricter spatial distance constrains
between readers, and thus more records can be disqualified.

We also test the spatiotemporal cleansing effectiveness with respect to the
number of objects and report the results in Figure A.13(c). The effectiveness
of temporal cleansing does change much with increasing number of objects,
as can be seen from the left Y-axis. More than 90% of raw data is reduced after
temporal cleansing that loses no information. Regarding spatial cleansing
effectiveness, slight decrease is noticed when number of the object increases,
see from the right Y-axis. The overall data size is further reduced by 6-10%.
These findings suggest that proposed spatiotemporal cleansing is effective.

The results on efficiency are reported in Figure A.14. Referring to the
results shown in Figure A.14(a), the temporal cleansing algorithm is effi-
cient, e.g., it takes less than 15 seconds for handling 10000 objects (about 1M
records). It also scales well with respect to the varied thresholds.

The results about spatial cleansing efficiency are reported in Figure A.14(b).
The algorithm achieves better efficiency at a higher threshold. The reason is
that fewer tracking records are generated by temporal cleansing using larger
thresholds.

Figure A.14(c) reports the results on the efficiency with respect to the
number of objects for both spatial and temporal cleansing algorithms. Both
algorithms take less than 15 seconds for the largest testing dataset. The pro-
cessing time of temporal cleansing increases quadratically, which is consistent
with Algorithm 1. For spatial cleansing, the running time increases linearly.
It is more efficient because its complexity is lower and it has a much smaller
input, as the size of an aggregate tracking table is much smaller than that of
a raw reading table.

To further study the cleansing effectiveness, we count the trajectories
with/without spatial ambiguities before and after the spatial cleansing. The
results are shown in Figure A.15. It can be seen that the portion of trajectories
free of spatial ambiguity is increased by 40% in the worst case, and by up to
85% in the best case. These results show that our spatial cleansing technique
is effective in ambiguity reduction.
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Fig. A.15: Valid path evaluation on synthetic data

Spatiotemporal Cleansing Results on Real Data

We also use the real dataset from Aalborg Airport to test the effectiveness of
both temporal and spatial cleansing algorithms. The results are reported in
Figure A.16.
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Fig. A.16: Cleansing effectiveness on real data

For both cleansing algorithms, the effectiveness increases with the in-
crease of thresholds. A larger threshold tends to aggregate more raw read-
ings in temporal cleansing and thus exclude more tracking records to pass
to the spatial cleansing. After the threshold reaches 25, data reduction ratios
of both algorithms do not show significant changes. The “turning point” of
the threshold, which is determined by the objects’ moving patterns, can be
viewed as a limit of the increasing trend.
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Fig. A.17: Cleansing efficiency on real data

We measure the efficiency of both algorithms over the real dataset and
report the results in Figure A.17. The processing time of both algorithms
decreases with the increase of the threshold. The trend is opposite to the
observations in Figure A.16, since the more data to be cleansed, the more
efforts have to be paid.

We also test the effectiveness of spatial temporal cleansing on real data by
counting the trajectories with and without spatial ambiguities. Figure A.18
reports the relevant results.
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Fig. A.18: Valid path evaluation on real data

Figure A.18(a) shows that before cleansing more than 25% trajectories
have spatial ambiguities. In contrast, Figure A.18(b) shows that after our
spatial cleansing only around 8% trajectories still have spatial ambiguities.
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This again demonstrates the effectiveness of our spatial cleansing technique.

Distance-Aware Deployment Graph Construction Results

Finally, we evaluate the efficiency of the distance-aware deployment graph
construction (Algorithm 13). We use three buildings with 100, 200, and 300
doors. Since we deploy RFID readers at doors, we define the coverage ratio
as # of readers

# of doors . By varying the coverage ratio of a given building, we tune the
number of vertices therefore the size of the deployment graph. The relevant
results are shown in Figure A.19.
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Fig. A.19: Distance-aware graph construction

In Figure A.19, each reported value is the average of 50 runs of Algo-
rithm 13. The construction time increases super linearly with the increase
of the coverage ratio. Also, the construction efficiency scales well with the
increase of the number of doors. In all tested cases, the construction time is
below 0.6 second. We can conclude that by using Algorithm 13, the deploy-
ment graph can be efficiently constructed.

We also study the graph construction time cost for real data. To con-
struct a distance-aware deployment graph for a real reader deployment in
Figure A.11, it takes less than 50 milliseconds, which is very efficient. Due to
the space limit, we omit the further details.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we study data cleansing for indoor RFID tracking data. We
focus on two relevant tasks: temporal redundancy elimination and spatial
ambiguity reduction. For the former, we design a temporal cleansing algo-
rithm to aggregate raw RFID readings temporally such that the data size
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is compressed without information loss. For the latter, we design a spa-
tial cleansing technique. We propose a distance-aware deployment graph to
capture the spatiotemporal constraints implied by the deployment of RFID
readers as well as the indoor topology. By exploiting the spatiotemporal con-
straints captured in the graph, we design a spatial cleansing algorithm to
reduce the spatial ambiguity in RFID data. We conduct extensive experimen-
tal studies using both synthetic data and real data. The results demonstrate
that the proposed techniques are effective and efficient in fulfilling the data
cleansing tasks for indoor RFID data. The techniques proposed in this paper
also apply to indoor tracking data obtained by other symbolic positioning
technologies, e.g., Bluetooth.

There are several directions for future work on cleansing indoor tracking
data. First, it is interesting to make use of the Radio Signal Strength Informa-
tion (RSSI) if such information is available in the raw data. RSSI may indicate
the distance between an object and the relevant positioning device(s), which
can be exploited to enhance the data cleansing.

Second, it is possible to conduct individualized data cleansing for dif-
ferent objects if their individual features (e.g., moving speed and pattern)
are known. In this paper, we use the maximum speed of all objects in the
distance-aware deployment graph. To support individualized cleansing, the
graph and the device-to-device minimum traveling time computation should
be adapted accordingly for individual objects.

Third, it is relevant to conduct queries and/or mining tasks on cleansed
indoor tracking data in order to obtain more interesting and more informative
results. Here is the conclusion.
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Abstract

The Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is a useful technology for object tracking
and monitoring systems in indoor environments, e.g., airport baggage tracking. Nev-
ertheless, the data produced by RFID tracking is inherently uncertain and contains
errors. In order to support meaningful high-level applications including queries and
analyses over RFID data, it is necessary to cleanse raw RFID data. In this paper,
we focus on false negatives in raw indoor RFID tracking data. False negatives occur
when a moving object passes the detection range of an RFID reader but the reader
fails to produce any readings. We investigate the topology of indoor spaces as well as
the deployment of RFID readers, and propose the transition probabilities that capture
how likely objects move from one RFID reader to another. We organize such proba-
bilities, together with the characteristics of indoor topology and RFID readers, into a
probabilistic distance-aware graph. With the aid of this graph, we design algorithms
to identify false negatives and recover missing information in indoor RFID tracking
data. We evaluate the proposed cleansing approach using both real and synthetic
datasets. The experimental results show that the approach is effective, efficient and
scalable.

c© 2014 IEEE
The layout has been revised.



1. Introduction

1 Introduction

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology modernizes object track-
ing and monitoring systems in indoor environments, e.g., airport baggage
tracking. Most RFID applications today use passive RFID tags that are pre-
ferred for their small size, cheap price, and low energy need. A typical RFID
based system consists of tags each attached to an object (e.g., a bag in an air-
port) and readers each being able to detect the tags within a distance through
RF communication. As a result, an RFID reader reports an object’s presence
to the database that manages the object positions. When multiple RFID read-
ers are deployed in an indoor space like an airport, objects like bags with
RFID tags are tracked by the reports from those readers.

Effective management of indoor RFID tracking data opens new doors for
various applications that range from monitoring to analysis of indoor moving
objects. However, the unreliable nature of raw data captured by readers is a
major factor hindering the development of such applications. Under normal
circumstances, it is quite often that the loss and error rate is between 30-
40% [1]. RFID data errors come from different sources. The read events are
frequently missed due to the detection ability of a reader, the quality of an
RFID tag, and constraints of the environment [2]. Radio signals are not con-
sistent and tend to change time to time, especially in indoor environments
where signals get reflected and/or blocked by different entities and there-
fore readers sometimes may miss the tags nearby which are supposed to be
detected.

Cleansing raw RFID data is necessary in order to support high-level busi-
ness logic processing, e.g., queries and analyses. In this paper, we focus
on false negatives in indoor RFID tracking data. False negatives occur when
a reader fails to read out a tag in its detection range. A large number of
tags within a reader’s detection range are not read consistently due to either
their distance from the reader, orientation with respect to reader, presence
of metal, dielectric or water close to the tag and other factors. We will ex-
ploit spatio-temporal constraints of indoor spaces as well as the properties of
deployed RFID readers to design a data cleansing technique to identify and
recover such false negatives.

An example is shown in Figure B.1. There are two readers r1 and r2 in
one hall and r3 in another hall. An object o1 enters the hall at time point t1
and is continuously tracked by r1 until time point t3. After that, object o1 is
detected by r3 at time point t7 and r3 keeps tracking o1 until time point t9.
However, object o1 is not supposed to be detected by r3 before it is detected
by reader r2 on its way, because to enter into the hall where r3 is, object o1
must pass the detection range of r1 and r2 and cannot remain undetected for
time interval [t3, t7]. By considering such indoor spatio-temporal constraints,
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Fig. B.1: An example of RFID data cleansing

our cleansing technique will detect and fill in the missing information about
the whereabouts of the object in the format of (o1, r2, [ts, te]). Time points
ts and te will be determined by using indoor spatio-temporal aspects of the
indoor space and the properties of deployed RFID readers.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

• We formulate the false negative handling problem for RFID data ob-
tained in indoor spaces.

• With the aid of a probabilistic distance-aware graph model1, we design
algorithms to detect the occurrences of false negatives in indoor RFID
data.

• Furthermore, we design an algorithm to recover tracking information,
whereabouts of an moving object, for the identified false negatives in
indoor RFID data.

• We conduct extensive experimental studies to evaluate our false neg-
ative cleansing technique. The experimental results demonstrate that
our cleansing techniques are effective, efficient and scalable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the pre-
liminaries. Section 2 details the probabilistic distance-aware graph model.
Section 3 proposes the algorithms for false negative handling. Section 4 re-
ports on extensive experiments. Section 6 reviews the related works. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

1The graph model was briefly introduce in our previous work [?]. We include the definitions,
and give detailed examples in Section 2.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Symbolic Indoor Tracking

We describe symbolic indoor positioning and tracking using the example
floor plan shown in Figure B.2. The indoor space is partitioned into several
rooms, corridors and a staircase, each having its own number. Each room has
one or more doors. A number of RFID readers are placed at the doors, where
the numbered circles represent the deployed RFID readers and their detection
range. Each indoor partition semantically represents an independent piece
of space that is connected with each other through one or several doors.
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Fig. B.2: Example Floor Plan

Generally most of the indoor tracking technologies employ the proximity
analysis, i.e, object is only seen when it is within the detection range of a
tracking device, e.g., an RFID reader. Accordingly, the object’s seen position
is indicated by the RFID reader’s identifier in the raw reading. Each RFID
reader continuously detects object in its range and generate reports with the
frequency determined by its sampling rate. Each raw reading is in the format
of (deviceID, objectID, t), which means that the object identified by objectID is
detected by the device identified by deviceID at time t.

Usually the detection range of a positioning device is a circular region
with a pre-specified radius. All the positioning devices in an indoor space
generate large amount of raw readings. To illustrate, a movement of an object
object1 through the floor plan example shown in Figure B.2, a set of raw
readings generated about object1 is shown in Table B.1.

We used a mechanism proposed in [3] to merge the raw readings into
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Table B.1: Raw Readings Table

deviceID objectID t
r1 object1 t0
r1 object1 t1
r1 object1 t2
r1 object1 t3
r1 object1 t7
r1 object1 t8
r4 object1 t12
r4 object1 t13
r4 object1 t15

deviceID objectID t
r4 object1 t16
r9 object1 t20
r9 object1 t21
r9 object1 t22
r9 object1 t23
r17 object1 t31
r17 object1 t32
r17 object1 t33
r17 object1 t37

more meaningful tracking records. The raw reading are sequentially scanned
from the raw reading table to generate tracking records by aggregating on
the time. A threshold τ is used to control the aggregation results. Two con-
secutive readings of an object are merged together if they are apart from each
other for a period less than τ, otherwise, they will be put into two different
tracking records. We store all generated tracking records in Aggregate Track-
ing Table (ATT). Each generated tracking record is in the format of (deviceID,
objectID, ts, te, r_Count), which means object identified by objectID is detected
by device identified by deviceID during time interval [ts,te] r_Count times.

Consider all the raw readings about object1 from Table B.1, and suppose
that threshold τ is 3 time units. The temporal cleansing [3] on all those
readings will generate the aggregate tracking table as shown in Table B.2. For
example, tracking record (r1, object1, t0, t3, 4) means that object1 is reported 4
times by a reader r1 from time t0 to t3. Without loosing any information we
also keep the count of the readings by each reader. The count will be used to
fill in the missing readings.

Table B.2: Aggregate Tracking Table (ATT)

deviceID objectID ts te r_Count
r1 object1 t0 t3 4
r1 object1 t7 t8 2
r4 object1 t12 t16 4
r9 object1 t20 t23 4
r17 object1 t31 t33 3
r17 object1 t37 t37 1
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2.2 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the problem of false negatives in indoor RFID
tracking data. Table B.3 lists the notation used throughout the paper.

Table B.3: Notation

Notation Meaning
ri, rj, Ri, Rj RFID readers
Rs, Rd Source reader and destination reader
rr, rri, rrj Raw RFID readings
tr, tr′ tracking records
RRT Raw reading table
ATT Aggregate tracking table
Gpdm Probabilistic distance-aware graph

model
dti The minimum dwell time of reader ri
S fi

a sampling frequency of reader ri
pij a transition probability between ri and

rj

Without loss of generality, we assume that all raw readings are ordered by
their detection times and are aggregated into tracking records stored in Ag-
gregate Tracking Table (ATT). We formally define other concepts as follows:
Definition 6
(False Negatives) Given a reader ri and a moving object O, if object O goes
through the detection range of reader ri during time interval [t, t′], but ri
does not generate any reading about O’s presence during time interval [t, t′],
a false negative occurs in the data.

Definition 7
(False Negative Handling) Given an Aggregated Tracking Table (ATT), the
false negative handling process detects false negatives and inserts recovered
tracking record into the ATT.

In this paper our main task has two parts, one is to detect the occurrences
of the false negatives in the data, and secondly to recover false negatives
(missing information).

3 Probabilistic Distance-Aware
Graph Model

We propose a probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm in this section.
The graph model constructed captures the deployed reader information and
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enable deriving the minimum travel time and most probable path from one
reader to another. The basic idea is to model the readers as graph vertices and
assign to each vertex a corresponding reader’s information such as detection
range and sampling rate. The minimum travel times required to move from
one reader to another is captured in the graph edge between them, the edge
also captures the transitional probability, which captures how likely a moving
objects moves from one reader to another.

3.1 Transition Probabilities

At each step a move to next reader (vertice) only depends on current reader
and not on a number of readers that precede it, thus holding a Markov prop-
erty of "memorylessness". A moving object at reader ri, moves to a neighbor-
ing reader rj with a probability proportional to the probability weight of the
edge (ri,rj), that is, the probability of a transition from ri to neighboring rj is:

p(ri, rj)

∑k∈N(ri)
p(ri, k)

(B.1)

where, N(ri) is the set of neighbors of reader ri. The transitional proba-
bility p(ri, rj) denotes the probability that a moving object is detected by rj at
some time later after t given that it was detected by ri at time t without any
third reader involved in-between.

Definition 8
(Transition) A transition takes place when a moving object moves from a
reader ri to another reader rj without passing through any intermediate read-
ers.

When a finite number of readers, r1, r2, r3...rn are deployed, a probabilistic
matrix is used to model them probabilistically:

P =


p(r1, r1) p(r1, r2) · · · p(r1, rn)
p(r2, r1) p(r2, r2) · · · p(r2, rn)

...
...

...
...

p(rn, r1) p(rn, r2) · · · p(rn, rn)

 (B.2)

For each deployed reader ri,
n
∑

j=1
p(ri, rj) = 1. The transitional probabil-

ities are recorded on a historical data generated by deployed readers. The
elements of the transition matrix P are then obtained as follows:

p(ri, rj) =


Nij
Ni

, if (ri, rj) ∈ Gpdm.E;

0, otherwise.
(B.3)
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Above,

• Nij is the number of objects moving from ri to rj

• Ni is the total number of objects moving from ri.

The generated path with a random walk consists of edges which corre-
spond to first entrance to an arbitrary vertex in a graph Gpdm, other than
starting vertex.

3.2 Graph Model

Formally, a probabilistic distance-aware graph model is a weighted graph
Gpdm = (V, E,LV ,LE), where

1. V is a set of vertices. Each vertex vi ∈ V represents a deployed reader
ri.

2. E is the set of edges, where E = {(ri, rj) | ri, rj ∈ V ∧ ri 6= rj}. One
can move from ri to rj without being detected by any other reader in
between.

3. LV : V → R×R assigns two values to each vertex vi , a corresponding
reader ri’s minimum dwell time and sampling frequency. Specifically,
LV(ri) = (dt, S f ).

4. LE : E → R×R assigns two values to an edge (ri, rj) the minimum
travel time between two readers ri and rj and the transition probability.
Specifically, LE(ri, rj) = (tti,j, pri ,rj ).

A probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm is enhanced from a dis-
tance deployment graph proposed in [3]. An example probabilistic distance-
aware graph of corresponding floor plan in Figure B.2 is shown in Figure B.3.
The choice of weights captured by the graph is justified by practical needs.
The deployed RFID readers (or any other positioning device) usually imply
different minimum dwell times and sampling rate. However, it is also possi-
ble that a minimum dwell time or sampling rate of a particular reader may be
changed due either by tuning its parameters or by surroundings. Our design
of vertex weights are flexible and can support such differences and possible
changes.

The travel time between two readers is not solely depend on the distance
between them. In order to determine the travel time exactly, the moving
speed with which objects are moving. For example, the speed of the con-
veyor belt system in an airport keep changing with the baggage traffic loads.
Therefore, the travel time between readers monitoring the belt is not merely
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Fig. B.3: Example of probabilistic distance-aware graph model

determined by the distance but also by the speed of the conveyor belt. Fur-
thermore, in a large conveyor belt system or multiple belt systems, the mov-
ing speed is not always the same among different parts. Therefore, our design
of having travel time weight (determined by both distance and speed) on each
edge is necessary to support such applications. A moving object can move
to any of the available connected paths.The traffic load of each of the outgo-
ing paths from a particular location is presented as transition probabilities,
we capture such probability in a transition matrix. The probability weight
captured by each edge will be used to predict the most likely path an object
may have taken. We also capture the read rate (sampling frequency) of each
reader along with minimum dwell time on each vertex. This information will
be used to find the exact count of readings.

4 Handling False Negatives

The false negative handling process takes aggregated raw data, detects the
occurrences of false negatives in it and then subsequently recovers them by
filling the missed information one by one. Once the false negative(s) are
detected, we look to find the paths between source reader Rs and destination
reader Rd. We require paths to be simple (loop-free). To further understand
the process we need following definitions:

Definition 9
(Path) A path δ is a sequence of readers r1, r2, r3, ....., r|δ|, where there is an
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edge connecting ri and ri+1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n. A path is simple if all ri are all
distinct.

Definition 10
(Candidate Path) Given a source reader Rs and a destination reader Rd, a

path from Rs to Rd, represented as Rs
δ
 Rd is a candidate path if it satisfies

the spatio-temporal constraints captured by a graph.

Definition 11
(Most Likely Path) Given a set of candidate paths

{
δm
}

, a most likely path
is:

δ∗ = argmax
m

∏
Eij∈δm

pi,j

4.1 Topological Scenarios

Before going directly into false negative cleansing it is important to under-
stand different underlying deployed reader topological scenarios. To iden-
tify false negatives in indoor RFID tracking data, we use a probabilistic
distance-aware graph model which captures the reader deployment infor-
mation. Some of the possible topological scenarios are shown in Figure B.4.
Each scenario represent a sub-graph of a deployed graph, where Rs, Rd, Ri, Rj
and Rn are the deployed readers. More specifically, we discuss several sce-
narios here to better explain how our proposed probabilistic distance-aware
graph model is used to find a path between two readers:

Ri

Rj

Rn

Rd
Rs

RjRs RdRi

Ri

Rj

Rs Rd

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2 (c) Scenario 3

Fig. B.4: Possible topological scenarios

Scenario 1: Figure B.4(a) represents a simple case, where a single path
from source reader Rs goes to a destination reader Rd. Source reader Rs has
only one out going edge to Ri and destination reader Rd has one incoming
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edge from Rj. Between Ri and Rj there can be none or many readers de-
ployed all connected in linear fashion. Therefore, it is to easy to find that
the next expected reader from source reader Rs, then subsequently from each
successor readers until destination reader Rd is reached. Here the proba-
bilities captured by the edges are not relevant. If from the data we have a
tracking record generated by Rs and next tracking record is not of a reader
Ri, we simply conclude that Ri has failed to detect the object, thus forming
a false negative. We can fill the missing information with 100% certainty, as
the probability of the edge (Rs, Ri) is 1. Similarly, we can detect if any other
reader failed to detect an object and fill the missing readings. It is also possi-
ble that we only have tracking record of Rs and then a tracking record from
Rd, which means all the deployed readers between Rs and Rd have failed to
detect a moving object. In this case we can find whole path between Rs and
Rd and fill the missing readings of each reader using a graph model Gpdm.
Both these cases are depicted in Figure B.5(a) and Figure B.5(b) respectively.

Scenario 2: Figure B.4(b) is a case where source and destination reader
have several paths in between them. Here source reader Rs have many out-
going edges to Ri, Rj to Rn. The outgoing paths seems to go independent
until they reach Rd. In this case object can move to any of the connected
paths to reach Rd from Rs. Here, we can find the all candidate paths using
the spatio-temporal constraints captured by a graph. Once the candidates
paths are found, transitions probabilities captured by each edge of graph can
be used to choose the most probable path to reach destination reader Rd. If
from the data a next tracking record after a tracking record of Rs is not from
any of the neighbors N(Rs), it is difficult to say that which reader on which
outgoing path have failed to detect the moving object without traversing the
each path until the Rd is reached. Again both cases depicted in Figure B.5(a)
and Figure B.5(b) are possible, it could be just one missing reader or many in
between Rs and Rd.

Scenario 3: Figure B.4(c) is a sub-case of previous case where source
reader Rs and destination reader Rd have two paths between them. Both
paths satisfies the spatio-temporal constraints equally, making it difficult to
directly find a first candidate path. A most likely path will finally be decided
on the transition probabilities the edges of a graph capture. If from the data
the next tracking record after tracking record of reader Rs is not from either
Ri or Rj, we use a transition probability weights on the edges to choose a
next node. However, Rd can be reached through both reader Ri and Rj, an
edge with highest probability will always be chosen.

4.2 False Negatives Cleansing

We used the information captured by a probabilistic distance-aware graph
model (Gpdm) to handle the false negatives in the indoor RFID tracking data.
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We will present detecting false negative algorithm in Section 4.2, followed by
the false negative recovery algorithm in Section 4.2.

Detecting False Negatives

The false negative detection procedure is shown in Algorithm 4. The algo-
rithm take the Aggregated Tracking Table (ATT) and a probabilistic distance-
aware graph model (Gpdm) as an input.

Algorithm 4 DetectingFalseNegatives (Aggregate tracking table ATT, Prob-
abilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm)

1: path← ∅; neighbors← ∅;
2: for each tr in ATT do
3: neighbors← getNeighbors(tr.deviceID , Gpdm)
4: if (neighbors.length > 0) then
5: tr′ ← the next record in ATT such that (tr.objectID

= tr′.objectID)
6: if (tr′ = null) then
7: continue
8: if (tr′.deviceID ∈ getNeighbors(tr.deviceID, Gpdm)) then
9: continue

10: else
11: path← f indPath(Gpdm, tr, tr′)
12: prev_te ← tr.te
13: FalseNegativeRecovery(prev_te, path)

Considering the first reader always reads the object, therefore we always
have first tracking record of a moving object. For each tracking record tr in
ATT, the false negative cleansing works as follows. We first find out all the
outgoing neighbors of the first tracking device (tr.deviceID) (line 3). At line 4,
we check if the current device tr.deviceID is not the last device. Next we
get tr’s next tracking record tr′ from ATT that involves the same object as tr
(line 5). We assume that tr.deviceID is current valid reader since it appears
before tr′. We first check if the next tracking record (tr′) is null (line 6). If
next tracking record is null, that is, we do not have any notion of destination
reader, we simply continue with another object. Next we check, if there is
a next tracking record (tr′). If there is and tr′.deviceID is equal to one of
the neighbors of current tracking reader tr.deviceID, we simply continue the
process (lines 8-9). Otherwise there is false negative(s), we will use Algorithm
5 to find a most likely path in a graph Gdpm between current tracking reader
tr.deviceID and next tracking reader tr′.deviceID (line 10). Once the path is
retrieved, we will used Algorithm 7 to fill in the missing readings of each
reader in the path.
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Referring to the example aggregate tacking table shown in Table B.2, we
detected false negative in the data using a graph model Gpdm. Result of this
phase is shown in Table B.4.

Table B.4: Result of False Negative Detection Phase

deviceID objectID ts te r_Count
r1 object1 t0 t3 4
r1 object1 t7 t8 2
r4 object1 t13 t16 4
r9 object1 t20 t23 4
...

...
...

...
...

r17 object1 t31 t33 3
r17 object1 t37 t37 1

The Algorithm 5 presents the procedure f indpath(), which takes a prob-
abilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm and two tracking records tr and
tr′ as an input. The algorithm calls the findAllPaths procedure shown in Al-
gorithm 10 to get all the possible paths between source reader Rs and des-
tination reader Rd using a graph Gpdm. Both Rs and Rd are extracted from
tracking records tr and tr′ respectively at line 2 and 3 of Algorithm 5. To
check if the path satisfies the temporal constraint, a total traverse time (Tcal)
is calculated (lines 5-15). A total traverse time Tcal is a time a moving object
takes to traverse a path from Rs to Rd. A minimum travel time mtt between
the readers (line 12) and the minimum dwell time mdt (line 11) of each cor-
responding reader is used to calculate the Tcal . If the total traverse time of
a path is larger than the time object was first tracked the destination reader
Rd, the path is treated as invalid and is deleted from the set of candidate
paths (line 17). A most likely path is then estimated based on the maximum
likelihood decision rule, Here transition probabilities are used as maximum
likelihoods. A most likely path is returned at line 20.
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Algorithm 5 findPath(Probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm, Track-
ing record tr, Tracking record tr′)

1: neighbors← ∅; path← 0; paths[]← ∅;
2: Rs ← tr.deviceID
3: Rd ← tr’.deviceID
4: f indAllPaths(Gpdm, Rs, Rd, paths)
5: for each path p in paths do
6: Tcal = 0
7: for each reader R in path p do
8: R′ ← the next reader in path
9: if (R′ = Rd) then

10: mtt← Gedd.LE(R, R′).tt
11: mdt← Gedd.LV(R′).dt
12: Tcal = Tcal + mtt + mdt
13: break
14: mtt← Gedd.LE(R, R′).tt
15: Tcal = Tcal + mtt
16: if ( tr.te + Tcal > tr′.ts) then
17: delete p from paths

18: for ( all paths
{

δm
}n

m=1 in paths) do

19: path = argmax
m

∏
Eij∈δm

pi,j

20: return path

In Algorithm 10 the procedure findAllPaths() is shown, which takes a
graph Gpdm, source reader Rs and destination Rd as an input and returns
all the paths between Rs and Rd. The algorithm follows an improved depth-
first search paradigm, which estimates all the possible paths between two
readers. The algorithm is typical backtracking algorithm.

Algorithm 6 findAllPaths(Probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm,
Source reader Rs, Destination reader Rd)

1: stack S← ∅ ; neighbors← ∅ ; paths← ∅ ;
2: S.push(Rs)
3: if (curr = Rd) then
4: paths[]← S

5: neighbors← getNeighbors(Rs, Gpdm)
6: for each n in neighbors do
7: if (n not in stack S) then
8: f indAllPaths(Gpdm, n, Rd)

9: S.pop()

Taking data shown in Table B.4 as an example, suppose we choose r9 as
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source reader Rs and r17 as destination reader Rd. Looking at at the floor
plan shown in Figure B.2, we found following set of possible paths between
source reader r9 and destination reader r17, which are further further pruned
using a spatio-temporal constraints imposed by a graph.

r9  r17 =


r9 → r10 → r17,
r9 → r12 → r17,

r9 → r11 → r16 → r17,
...


After getting a set of candidate paths between r9 to r17, path r9 → r10 →

r17 is assumed to a most likely path.

Recovering False Negatives

The false negative recovery procedure is shown in Algorithm 7. It takes a
most likely path path and a last timestamp (prev_te) a moving object was
detected before false negative occurred as input. A path contains all the
readers between source reader Rs and destination reader Rd.

Algorithm 7 FalseNegativeRecovery(Previous Timestamp prev_te, Most
Likely path path)

1: mtt← 0 ; mdt← 0 ; samp_rate← 0 ;
2: for each N in path do
3: N′ ← the next element in path
4: if (N′ 6= tr′.deviceID) then
5: mtt← Gedd.LE(N, N′).tt
6: mdt← Gedd.LV(N′).dt
7: samp_rate← 1/Gedd.LV(N′).S f
8: insert(N′ , tr.objectID , prev_te + mtt,

prev_te + mtt + mdt, mdt
samp_rate )

9: prev_te ← prev_te + mtt+mdt

We fill the missing information of each reader in the path one by one by
retrieved a minimum traveling time between the current readers and next
reader in the path (line 5). We also retrieved the minimum dwell time of a
corresponding reader (line 6). This information is then used to fill in exact
starting and end time of newly filled tracking records. We fill the exact num-
ber of readings a reader can generate using a sampling rate and the minimum
dwell time of a corresponding reader.

Referring to the running example shown in Table B.4, we assume after
calculating the probabilities, the path r9 → r10 → r17 is most likely path. As-
suming minimum traveling time between device r9 and r10 is 2s, a minimum
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dwell time (dt ) of device r10 is 4s and a sampling frequency (S f ) is 1/s, i.e.,
one reading cycle per second. A new tracking record (r10, object1, t26, t29, 4)
is added to set of tracking records of object1. The reading count is calculated
as min. dwell time

sampling interval = 4s
1s = 4. Here, sampling interval = 1

S f
. The result is shown

in Table B.5.

Table B.5: Result of False negative cleansing

deviceID objectID ts te r_Count
r1 object1 t0 t3 4
r1 object1 t7 t8 2
r4 object1 t13 t16 4
r9 object1 t20 t23 4
r10 object1 t26 t29 4
r17 object1 t31 t33 5
r17 object1 t37 t37 1

In the example above, we assume that the first tracking record in ATT
is always recorded and we make the false negative cleansing check on each
subsequent tracking record in ATT with respect to previous tracking records.
This assumption holds in the airport scenario because the bags are first han-
dled manually by the staff at check-in desks, and thus it is unlikely for the
first readings to be missed. As a matter of fact, our false negative cleansing
can be extended to other cases where the known correct tracking record(s) is
not the first one. In such a case, we need to make the false negative cleans-
ing work both in the forward and/or backward directions starting from the
known correct record. For example, in the airport scenario “belt loader read-
ers" with high precision rate may be placed at an airplane and they thus yield
known correct ending records.

Rd RnRmissRs

RdRmissRs Rmiss

RsR1 RmissR2

(a) False negative case 1

(b) False negative case 2

(c) False negative case 3

Fig. B.5: False negative cases
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We illustrate false negative cases in Figure B.5. The case shown in Fig-
ure B.5(a) is a simple case where the information of both readers, a source
reader (Rs) and destination reader (Rd) is present and there is only one reader
(Rmiss) which fails to detect a moving object. We use the information of Rs
and Rd captured by a graph Gpdm to fill in the missing information of reader
Rmiss. The case shown in Figure B.5(b) illustrates the case when more than
one readers in between Rs and Rd fail to detect a moving object. We start from
Rs and finds the most likely path a moving object may have taken to reach
destination reader Rd and fill in the missing information by using the infor-
mation captured by a graph Gpdm. The case shown in Figure B.5(c) illustrates
a case where a moving object is tracked by all the reader from first reader R1
till Rn−1, Rn−1 is represented by Rs in Figure B.5(c). The last reader(s) Rmiss
somehow fails to detect the object. Without any further evidence of object
movement, it is hard to determine the final destination of a moving object.
Therefore, filling any new data by any workaround solution may give rise to
false positives. All the three cases may possibly occur several times during a
travel from source to destination.

5 Experimental Study

In this section, we report the results from the experiments we conducted
to evaluate our devised false negative cleansing techniques for indoor RFID
data. A computer with a 64-bit Windows 7, a 2.8GHz core i7 processor, and
8GB main memory is used to run all the experiments, which were imple-
mented in C++.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We describe the performance evaluation metrics used to evaluate our experi-
ments followed by the description of the datasets used.

Metrics

We consider two performance metrics: efficiency and effectiveness. The effi-
ciency is measured by counting clock time.

The effectiveness is measured by recovery rate, which is defined as:

recovery rate =
# of recovered records
# of missing records

The number of recovered records in the numerator represents the number of
tracking records recovered by our cleansing process. Specifically, the recov-
ered records for false negative cleansing is |ATT′| − |ATT| where ATT′ refers
to the output of false negative recovery method shown in (Algorithm 7).
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We further measure the effectiveness of our false negative cleansing al-
gorithm by counting the number of trajectories free of false negatives before
and after cleansing.

Datasets

For our experimental evaluation we used both synthetic and real data. The
parameter settings are shown in Table D.4. The default values are shown in
bold.

Synthetic Data. We generated the synthetic data for a floor plan with
85 rooms. For simplicity we regard hallways and staircases as rooms, and
staircase entrances as doors. We vary the number of parameters like number
of objects, detection range etc. By default, there are 5000 RFID tagged-objects
moving inside the building. Each object movement follows a random way-
point model [4] with a constant speed of 4km/h. To generate object move-
ments, an object in a room can move inside the room or move to any other
room chosen randomly and then move along a shortest path from the source
location to the destination location. While moving from current room to
destination room, an object can be detected by one or more RFID readers de-
ployed at each door with a default detection range of 3m. The false negatives
are introduced by partially or fully muting a randomly selected reader(s) for
a randomly selected set of objects depending on the false negative rate, which
is defined as # of false negative records

total # of records . While generating the synthetic RFID data,
we also generated ground truth by recording all the readings of the moving
objects with 100% accuracy i.e., each deployed reader detects an object on
each reading cycle and generates a reading.

Table B.6: Experimental parameters

Parameters Settings
Detection range: 1m, 3m, 5m
Object number: 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000
False negative rate: 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%
Threshold (Syn.): 5s, 10s, 15s, 20s
Threshold (Real): 5s, 10s, 15s, 20s, 25s, 30s, 35s, 40s,

45s, 50s

Real Data. We use the real data set collected from Aalborg Airport
that operates with an automatic RFID-based baggage handling system. As
shown in Figure B.6, the baggage handling system features a number of spe-
cific semantic locations (e.g., check-in desks) and RFID readers. During the
check-in phase, each (randomly selected) bag is attached with a passive RFID
tag which is to be detected by the deployed RFID readers. From check-in
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Fig. B.6: RFID-based baggage handling system at Aalborg Airport

desks, bags pass the screening area through conveyor belts. After a success-
ful security screening, the bags enter the main sorting area where the sorting
system ensures that the bag is pushed into a designated chute. The bags are
then loaded into wagons by the baggage handling staff before they are trans-
ported to a designated aircraft through one of the gateways (GW-1 or GW-2).
On the other hand, arrival bags are carried by wagons from an aircraft to the
arrival hall through gateway GW-1 where baggage handling staff unload the
bags from wagons on to the arrival conveyor belt.

We have continuously recorded the data for two consecutive months. We
collect more than half a million raw reading records for about 20000 RFID
tagged bags going from Aalborg to Copenhagen airport. The real data used
for our experiments were obtained through the baggage handling system
installed by Lyngsoe Systems.

5.2 Experimental Results

In this section we present the experimental results on synthetic data followed
by the results on real data. In the end we also present the results of probabil-
ity distance-aware graph construction.

We do not provide comparisons of our proposal with existing, related pro-
posals (see Section 6) because these are all focused on improving the tracking
accuracy at either the hardware or the middleware level. This is orthogonal
to our focus that simply assumes a given set of tracking data.

Results on Synthetic Data

In the following experiment, we use the data about different set of objects 1K,
2K, 5K and 10K. The raw data of each set is aggregated into tracking records
using different threshold 5, 10, 15 and 20 seconds. The results on the false
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negative cleansing effectiveness are reported in Figure B.7(a). For each set
of data, the recovery rate is quite significant on almost each threshold value.
The recovery rate here is based on the total number of recovered during the
cleansing process. Result shows that around 97-99% of false negatives were
recovered. The recovery rate seems to slightly decrease with larger datasets
and with large threshold values. A larger datasets tends to have more more
missing records, therefore the probability of having higher number of missing
records which can not be recovered. However, the slight decrease with higher
threshold values does not have any apparent reason.

Results about false negative cleansing efficiency are reported in Figure
B.7(b). The algorithm achieves better efficiency at a higher threshold. The rea-
son is that fewer tracking records are generated by aggregation using larger
thresholds. The cleaning algorithm takes less than 1s for handling a data of
10000 moving objects (about 1M records), also scales well with respect to the
varied thresholds.

Figure B.7(c) reports the results on the efficiency with respect to the num-
ber of objects for false negative cleansing algorithm. In this experiment we
fixed the threshold value to 15s to aggregate the data. Algorithm take less
than 1 second for the largest testing dataset. The running time for false neg-
ative cleansing algorithm do not increase too fast. It is efficient because the
complexity is lower. Aggregated data tend to get much smaller in size than
that of a raw data.
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Fig. B.8: Error rate vs. False negative rates

In Figure B.8, we present the result on the effectiveness of our false neg-
ative cleansing algorithm with respect to the false negative rate. The false
negative rate represents the amount of false negatives present in the gener-
ated RFID data. All the missing readings are counted as false negative. The
error rate is define as # of false negatives

# of total readings . The error rate is directly dependent
on the amount of false negatives in the data, higher false negative rate on the
other hand directly reflects to the reading accuracy of the readers. Our false
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negative cleansing algorithm however managed to decrease the error rate
substantially even when the reading accuracy is very low i.e., when the false
negative rate is high. With the false negative rate high as 50%, our algorithm
still manages to bring error rate down to 10%, thus signifies the effectiveness
our false negative cleansing algorithm.

Results on Real Data

We also use the real dataset from Aalborg Airport to test both the effective-
ness and efficiency of our proposed false negative cleansing algorithms. The
results in Figure B.9(a) reports effectiveness of false negative cleansing on
real data. The recovery rate in real data is also significantly on higher side.
The recovery rate is almost 97% on each threshold value, which is relatively
slightly lower than that of synthetic data. The reason behind this is the large
amount of moving objects (bags in this case) are not detected by the last de-
ployed reader i.e., R4 and R3 in Figure C.23. As mentioned earlier the bags
are loaded into a wagons which then passes through the gateway readers R3
and R4. The probability of not detecting a bag is higher when they are moved
together than moving individually.

We measure the efficiency of false negative cleansing on real data. In
Figure B.9(b), we report the result of false negative cleansing. With the in-
crease of threshold the processing time of false negative cleansing algorithm
decreases. The trend directs reflects that more data to be cleansed, more time
is required. However, it may be noticed that our algorithm is still faster even
when the data is least aggregated (smaller threshold).

We also test the effectiveness of false negative cleansing on real data by
estimating the valid path ratio which is (total # of trajectories) - (# of invalid trajectories)

total # of trajectories
. The results are reported in Figure B.9(c). The result shows that before
cleansing more than 30% paths have false negatives, thus are counted as
invlaid. However, after false negative cleansing, more than 93% of trajectories
are valid. This again demonstrates the effectiveness of our false negative
cleansing technique.

We investigate the mechanism behind our proposed false negative cleans-
ing, we used a raw RFID data trace of a single moving object with RFID tag
attached. The readings are generated with a simulator with realistic param-
eter. The cleansing of these readings are challenging as the data is highly
unreliable.

In Figure B.10, a time line of a tracking history of a moving object is
shown. The reality shown in the figure represents the ground truth (e.g,
the readings produced by 100% perfect reader). The raw trace shown in
figure shows some of the readers failed to detected the object. During time
interval [t3, t4] and [t11, t12], moving object remain completely undetected,
and partially detected during time interval [t5, t6], [t7, t8] and t9, t10. A false
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Fig. B.10: False negative cleansing of a single tag data trace

cleansing trace shows how our false negative cleansing algorithm fills in all
the missing readings of using a spatio-temporal constraints and the transition
probabilities captured by a distance probabilistic graph Gpdm. In cleansed
trace we can see our algorithm could not recovered the readings of last reader
because it is hard to detect the false negative if there is no future evidence
that the object might have actually passed through the last reader, therefore
can not be recovered back. On the whole our algorithm recovers the false
negatives in all the cases except a case when there is no future evidence.

6 Related Work

Data cleansing is a key requirement of RFID middleware. Existing proposals
in RFID data cleansing target the filtering of false negatives. To reduce such
errors, basic filter are incorporated in RFID middleware solutions [1] [?]. The
common solution applied to suppress these errors are low pass filters com-
monly called as smoothing filters.

In [6], Mylyy proposes a temporal smoothing filter with a fixed time
window. By counting the RFID readings in the filter window and compar-
ing them to given thresholds, this method reduces false negatives from the
data stream. Jeffery et al. [7] propose smooth RFID data in temporal slid-
ing window and also group several readers in a spatial granule to correct
false negatives and remove outliers. However, it is difficult to decide the best
window size for varying RFID data especially in the mobile environments.
In such environments it is important to ensure balance between two appli-
cation requirements, Completeness: to ensure that all tags are reader in the
reader’s detection range and Tag Dynamics: to capture the dynamics of tag
movement in and our from the reader’s detection range. The completeness
is ensured by setting large window sizes to smooth out the false negatives
from a data, but they are not efficient in detecting tag transitions and also
introduces false positives. On the other hand small window sizes are able
to detect transitions, but they are not capable of compensating for the false
negatives.
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Jeffery et al. [8] propose adaptive SMURF (Statistical sMoothing for Unre-
liable RFid data), which uses sampling estimators to automatically adjust the
filter window size. Valentine et al. [9] presented an adaptive sliding-window
based approach for reducing false negative reads in RFID data streams. How-
ever due to smaller window size used, it produces more false negatives.

Xie et al. [10] propose a sampling based method for information recovery
in RFID data. Chen et al. [11] propose a Bayesian inference based approach,
which takes full advantage of data redundancy, for cleaning RFID raw data.
The likelihood is captured by designed a state detection model. Yan et al. [12]
propose a Kalman Filter based cleaning method, which solves false negative
and false positive from single readers.

Gu et al. [13] propose a data imputation model for RFID by efficiently
maintaining and analyzing the correlations of the monitored objects. The
spatio-temporal correlation between monitored objects are used to fill in the
false negatives. In [3], we propose a distance-aware deployment graph based
on RFID reader deployment graph [14] to handle spatial ambiguities in in-
door RFID data.

This work is different from the related works in several aspects. First,
this work has a unique setting, namely indoor space where spatio-temporal
constraints can be exploited for data cleansing. Second, this work utilizes a
probabilistic distance-aware graph model to identify and recover false nega-
tives. Third, the proposals in this work can be applied to cleanse other kinds
of symbolic indoor tracking data, e.g., Bluetooth tracking data.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we study indoor RFID tracking data cleansing. We focus on
false negatives in indoor raw RFID tracking data. To handle false negatives
in the indoor RFID tracking data, we designed a false negative detection and
recovery algorithm which utilizes a probabilistic distance-aware graph model
which capture transition probabilities together with the spatio-temporal con-
straints implied by the deployment of RFID readers as well as the indoor
topology. We conduct extensive experimental studies using both synthetic
data and real data. The results demonstrate that the proposed techniques are
effective and efficient.The techniques proposed is applicable to indoor track-
ing data obtained by other symbolic positioning technologies, e.g., Bluetooth.

For future work there are several directions to consider for cleansing
indoor tracking data. First, it is interesting to consider the Radio Signal
Strength Information (RSSI) parameter of indoor tracking devices, it can be
exploited to enhance the data cleansing. RSSI can be used to derive the dis-
tance between an object and the relevant positioning device(s).

Second, it will be interesting to verify the possibility to conduct data
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cleansing for each objects individually, given that their individual features
(e.g., moving speed) are known.

Third, it is relevant to conduct high level queries on cleansed indoor track-
ing data to obtain more interesting, more informative and more precise re-
sults with out physically cleansing the data.
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Abstract

RFID is widely used for object tracking in indoor environments, e.g., airport baggage
tracking. Analyzing RFID data offers insight into the underlying tracking systems as
well as the associated business processes. However, the inherent uncertainty in RFID
data, including noise (cross readings) and incompleteness (missing readings), pose
challenges to high-level RFID data querying and analysis. In this paper, we address
these challenges by proposing a learning-based data cleansing approach that, unlike
existing approaches, requires no detailed prior knowledge about the spatio-temporal
properties of the indoor space and the RFID reader deployment. Requiring only min-
imal information about RFID deployment, the approach learns relevant knowledge
from raw RFID data and uses it to cleanse the data. In particular, we model raw
RFID readings as time series that are sparse because the indoor space is only partly
covered by a limited number of RFID readers. We propose the Indoor RFID Multi-
variate Hidden Markov Model (IR-MHMM) to capture the uncertainties of indoor
RFID data as well as the correlation of moving object locations and object RFID
readings. We propose three state space design methods for IR-MHMM that enable
the learning of parameters while contending with raw RFID data time series. We
solely use raw uncleansed RFID data for the learning of model parameters, requiring
no special labeled data or ground truth. The resulting IR-MHMM based RFID data
cleansing approach is able to recover missing readings and reduce cross readings with
high effectiveness and efficiency, as demonstrated by extensive experimental studies
with both synthetic and real data. Given enough indoor RFID data for learning, the
proposed approach achieves a data cleansing accuracy comparable to or even better
than state-of-the-art techniques requiring very detailed prior knowledge, making our
solution superior in terms of both effectiveness and employability.

c© 2016 ACM
The layout has been revised.



1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Recently there has been a remarkable proliferation of RFID in indoor tracking
and monitoring systems, e.g., airport baggage monitoring. Most RFID based
applications today use low-cost passive RFID tags that are very small and
require no source of power. These tags can be attached to a person or an
item. Deployed RFID readers detect such tags and thus the moving objects
that they are attached to when the objects appear in the readers detection
ranges. Typically, a raw RFID detection reading 〈o, r, t〉 means that object o is
detected by RFID reader r at time point t.

However, the dirtiness of RFID data poses challenges to high-level RFID
data querying and analysis. In this paper, we focus on cleansing false negatives
and false positives in indoor RFID data.

False negatives (missing readings) occur when a reader fails to read a tag
in its detection range. They are caused by power failures on a reader, tag
orientation with respect to the reader, presence of metal, dielectric or water
close to the tag, and other factors.

False positives (cross readings) occur when a tagged object is unexpect-
edly read by multiple readers simultaneously. They may result from the
unexpected change of the detection range of a reader nearby. Such changes
happen due to various reasons, e.g., metal items that reflect the signals or the
re-direction of reader antenna(s). As a result, the object is reported by multi-
ple readers that are placed at different positions, and thus spatial ambiguities
are caused.
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Fig. C.1: Example of indoor space and RFID reader deployment

For illustration, we consider an example floor plan with 17 readers shown
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in Figure C.1. A moving object with tag tag1 moved into the building and
was first detected by reader R1 from time point t0 to time point t3, yielding
four observations by reader R1. The raw RFID data about tag1 is shown in
Table C.1. Note that a tagged object is not continuously detected by RFID
readers, which introduces uncertainties in the raw RFID data: for many time
points the data does not tell where the object is.

At time points t12 and t13, the moving object with tag1 was detected by
readers R4 and R9, due to the unexpected expansion of R4’s detection range.
As a result, tag1 seems to be present in both locations at time points t12 and
t13, thus giving rise to a false positives. It is, however, impossible that tag1
can appear in both locations at the same time as the two readers R4 and R9
cover two separate locations and their detection ranges are not deployed to
overlap.

After time point t16, object with tag1 was detected by reader R17 that
kept detecting tag1 until time point t29. However, tag1 is not supposed to be
detected by R17 before it is detected by reader R10 on its way as shown in
Figure C.1. To enter room 12 from room 9 via room 10, tag1 must pass R10’s
detection range and yield the observation. But this is not the case here: tag1
passed through R10 but failed to generate any information, thus giving rise
to false negatives.

Table C.1: Raw readings table

To support high-level RFID business logic processing, it is necessary to
perform data cleansing to remove false positives and recover false negatives.
Existing RFID data cleansing techniques require considerable specific prior
knowledge for cleansing operations. Aiming at cleansing historical indoor
RFID data, the graph model based cleansing approaches [1–3] rely on graphs
that capture the indoor topology, the deployment of RFID readers, and multi-
ple pertinent spatio-temporal properties such as the distances between read-
ers and the minimum dwell time for an object to be detected by a reader.
In the context of streaming RFID data, a probabilistic approach [4] demands
to build four domain-specific probabilistic models before any data cleansing.
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In a similar online setting, another approach [5] assumes that the locations
of neighboring objects are correlated to each other. In contrast, this work
lifts such assumptions and needs only minimal prior knowledge about the
indoor settings for which the data cleansing is to be conducted (details given
in Section 3).

In this paper, we model the uncertainties in indoor RFID data by a hidden
Markov model (HMM) and design methods to learn the model parameters
from raw RFID data without requiring detailed prior knowledge about the
indoor setting. In particular, we use a variant of the HMM [6] in finding
out the exact whereabouts of a moving object from the raw indoor RFID
positioning data. We transform raw RFID data into sparse time series, as
objects are not under surveillance at each time point. Each moving object
moves differently and may take different paths. We model the movement of
an individual object as a series of state transitions outputted by an HMM that
operates on a set of states. We model the indoor RFID data uncertainties and
the generated object RFID readings using an Indoor RFID Multi-variate Hidden
Markov Model (IR-MHMM).

We model the RFID tracking and data cleansing problem by means of
three connected stochastic processes. The underlying object location transi-
tion from one location to another location is a stochastic process which is not
directly observable (hidden). A second stochastic process is the observation
process, which generates (unclean) RFID observations dependent on the cur-
rent object’s location. A third, again unobserved, process represents the clean
RFID data that ideally should have been observed given the object’s location.
Under suitable assumptions on the relationship between the observable un-
clean observation process, and the ideal clean data process, we model all
three processes by means of an IR-MHMM. Using a learned IR-MHMM, we
infer the clean RFID data process from the observed raw data process, and
in that manner we filter out the false positives and insert the correct readings
omitted as false negatives.

The paper makes the following contributions. First, we propose a gen-
eral framework that models the uncertainties in indoor RFID data, which
enables a cleansing service by inferring the observation states. Second, we
formalize an indoor RFID multi-variate hidden Markov model (IR-MHMM)
as the major building block of the cleansing service. Third, we present three
different state space designs for IR-MHMM from a given indoor floor plan.
Fourth, we conduct comprehensive experimental studies using both real and
synthetic data. The results give insight into the design properties of the pro-
posed IR-MHMM and demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed cleansing approach on indoor RFID data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers preliminar-
ies. Section 3 details the proposed method. Section 4 presents the evaluation
approach for the proposed method. Section 5 reports the experimental re-
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sults. Section 6 reviews related work, followed by the conclusion in Section
7.

2 Preliminaries

We briefly recall the fundamental concepts and definitions of Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). An HMM models two connected (discrete time) stochastic
processes: an un-observed state transition process, and an observation pro-
cess consisting of observable signals generated at each state. The underlying
(hidden) state transition process is assumed to be Markovian and stationary.
Formally, an HMM is a tuple λ = (S ,O, A, B, π), where:

1. S = {s1, . . . , sN} is a set of (hidden) states.

2. O = {o1, . . . , oK} is a set of possible observations.

3. A is an N × N transition probability matrix:
A = (aij)i,j=1,...,N , where aij represents the transition probability from
hidden state si to hidden state sj.

4. B is an N × K observation probability matrix:
B = (bih)i=1,...,N;h=1,...,K, where bih is the probability of observing oh
when the hidden process is in state si.

5. π is a N-dimensional initial state probability vector:
π = (πi)i=1,...,N , where πi is the probability that the hidden state pro-
cess starts in state si.

An HMM defines a discrete time stochastic process over the combined
state and observation space S × O. The state of the process at time t is
described by random variables S(t) with values in S , and O(t) with values in
O, and the joint distribution of the S(t) and O(t) is defined by P(S(0) = si) =
πi, P(S(t+1) = sj | S(t) = si) = aij, and P(O(t) = oh | S(t) = si) = bih.

For modeling processes where at each point in time observations of mul-
tiple variables are made, the basic HMM model has been generalized to
Multi-variate Hidden Markov Models (MHMMs) [7]. In this model the sim-
ple observation space O is replaced by a multivariate observation space
O1 × · · · × OM, and at each time t one observes variables O(t)

1 , . . . , O(t)
M . In

this model one can furthermore introduce the assumption that the differ-
ent observations are independent given the hidden state, i.e., P(O(t)

1 , . . . ,

O(t)
M | S(t)) = ∏M

i=1 P(O(t)
i | S(t)), and then parameterize the observation

probability distribution given the hidden states by M separate matrices for
the distributions P(O(t)

i | S(t)). A customized version of this MHMM model
will be the basis for our RFID data cleansing model.
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3 The IR-MHMM Approach

3.1 Data Transformation

To prepare the application of MHMMs to our problem, we have to transform
the raw readings data as illustrated in Table C.1 into a format suitable for pro-
cessing by MHMMs. RFID readers continuously detect objects in their range
and report in the frequency determined by their sampling rate. They thereby
generate raw data entries of the form 〈tagID, readerID, t〉, which means that
the object with tagID is detected by the reader readerID at time t.

In this paper we are concerned with cleaning the tracking data for one
object at a time, so that from the raw reader data we first select all records
relating to a specific tag (as already shown in Table C.1). The tagID then
becomes a constant, and the relevant part of the records are just the pairs
〈readerID, t〉.

As a first step, we discretize the continuous timestamp data. For this, a
time granularity parameter α is chosen. For an object whose tracking data
spans an interval of duration (te − ts), where ts and te are the first and
last readings reported about the object, we introduce T = (te−ts)

α discrete
time points 0, . . . , (T − 1). A continuous time record 〈readerID, t〉 then is re-
placed by 〈readerID, i〉, where i is such that t ∈ [ts + i · α, ts + (i + 1) · α]. The
choice of α should be based on two considerations: First, it should be chosen
small enough, so that the discretization does not introduce any spurious ap-
pearances of cross readings. This can be ensured when α < ∆min/2, where
∆min is the minimum absolute difference between continuous time-stamps
of records with different readerIDs. Secondly, the time granularity must be
small enough, so that clean data of this granularity is sufficient for subse-
quent tracking and analysis purposes. Under these two constraints, α should
be chosen as large as possible, to minimize the computational complexity of
the cleaning process.

For illustration purposes, assume that the data in Table C.1 is already dis-
cretized, i.e. ti in this table stands for the discrete time point i. Figure C.2 (a)
shows an alternative representation of this data, where we plot the readings
in a coordinate system with the time points on the x-axis, and the possible
reader IDs on the y-axis. This time series can equivalently be encoded as a
sequence of T binary vectors of length M, where M is the number of readers
(Figure C.2 (b)).

At the end of the transformation process, the data now consists of a se-
quence V (0)

r , . . . , V (T−1)
r , where each V (t)

r ∈ {0, 1}M. The subscript r stands
for raw, to emphasize that this still is raw data with possible false positives
and false negatives. The kth component of V (t)

r is denoted V(t)
r,k . In the follow-

ing, we will consider the V (t)
r as the observations in a MHMM process, and
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Fig. C.2: Raw data of Table C.1 as discrete time-series.

use standard HMM learning and inference techniques to transform the V (t)
r

into cleaned versions V (t)
c . The cleaned data still takes values in {0, 1}M, but

now with the condition that each V (t)
c contains at most one non-zero entry

(i.e., no cross readings). This cleaning process will be based on certain prob-
abilistic modeling assumptions and computational approximations. In the
following section we clarify these underlying assumptions. We do this on a
more general basis than our specific data model V (t)

r , so that our analysis also
provides a basis on which we can compare approaches taken in related work.
The next section may also be skipped at a first reading, and returned to when
a deeper understanding of the proposed method is desired. The concrete de-
scription of our cleaning method for the transformed data V r continues in
Section 3.3.

3.2 Probabilistic Inference for RFID Streams

In a broader sense than data cleansing alone, probabilistic methods for pro-
cessing raw RFID data streams can be characterized as follows. We are given
a sequence of raw readings or = o(0)r , . . . ,
o(T−1)

r , where each o(t)r is an observation of a random variable O(t)
r that takes

values in a raw observation space Or. From or we want to infer a clean data
sequence oc = o(0)c , . . . , o(T−1)

c of observations of random variables O(t)
c that

take values in a clean observation space Oc. Based on a probabilistic model
for Or and Oc one can infer the clean from the raw data or by selecting the
oc that maximizes the conditional probability P(Oc = oc | Or = or).

A straightforward approach to defining the joint distribution of Or, Oc is
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in the form of an HMM with O(t)
r as the observable variables, and O(t)

c as the
hidden state variables S(t). This approach, however, faces two fundamental
difficulties. The first difficulty lies in the fact that here the hidden state space
must correspond to the clean observation space that is required for the RFID
data stream processing problem at hand. On the basis of this particular hid-
den state space, and under the limitation of the Markov assumption for the
state transition model, it may not be possible to obtain an accurate model for
the joint distribution P(Oc, Or). To illustrate this point, consider the concrete
raw and clean data models V (t)

r , V (t)
c ∈ {0, 1}M we have introduced in the

previous section. The clean state 0M (no reading) would then be a hidden
HMM state. Under the Markov assumption, the model could then not repre-
sent that given that currently there is no reading, the probability distribution
over the next reading depends on what the most recent available reading
has been. In our example of Figure C.1, when currently there is no reading,
then the information that the last available reading has come from reader R1
should increase the probability that at the next point in time we observe a
reading from one of R2, R3, R4 or R5.

The second difficulty arising from equating S = Oc lies in constructing
or learning an adequate model. Since now inferred hidden state sequences
are the target of inference, one has to ensure that inferred hidden state val-
ues actually correspond to the relevant properties of the underlying tracking
process that we want to capture with the clean data Oc. When hidden HMM
states are endowed in this manner with an intended meaning, we also call
them semantic states. The construction of HMMs whose hidden states adhere
to an intended semantics usually requires either manual design, or learning
from labeled training data in which besides the observation variables O also
the hidden states S are given.

In spite of these difficulties, most previous work that employs HMMs
for RFID data stream analysis follows the S = Oc approach [4, 5]. The
first difficulty can be dealt with by a careful design of S , whose elements
must simultaneously represent the relevant information for the clean data,
and some additional information to support an effective Markov model (e.g.
some form of limited memory about past states). It is usually not possible
to circumvent the second difficulty without taking recourse to some manual
model specification, or learning from data that carries additional annotations
beyond pure raw readings.

It is our goal to construct HMMs for P(Oc | Or) in a completely unsu-
pervised manner, i.e., by learning from training data that consists of the raw
observations Or only. The hidden state space S then consists of latent states:
states that have no pre-defined interpretation, and that are only introduced
to support an adequate Markov model for the variables of interest Oc, Or.
Thus, our model will have to define a joint distribution P(S, Or, Oc). Making
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a natural conditional independence assumption between Or and Oc given S,
we can write:

P(S, Or, Oc) = P(S)P(Or | S)P(Oc | S). (C.1)

Given the model P(S, Or, Oc), the data cleaning inference task then is to com-
pute for a given observed raw data sequence or:

arg max
oc

P(Oc = oc | Or = or) =

∑
s

P(S = s | Or = or)P(Oc = oc | S = s). (C.2)

Here the sum is over all hidden state sequences s of the same length as or.
To implement this approach, two main challenges have to be met. First,
one has to learn the model (C.1), which includes the conditional distribution
P(Oc | S) containing only variables for which we have no observations at all.
Second, the maximization problem (C.2) has to be solved efficiently (which
precludes actual summation over all s).

We tackle the first challenge by making some strong assumptions on the
relationship between Oc and Or, the result of which will be that we implicitly
also learn P(Oc | S) by learning P(Or | S). Our first assumption is that the
clean data space is a subset of the raw data space:

Oc ⊆ Or. (C.3)

This assumption is true in our specific data model, where Or = {0, 1}M, and
Oc ⊆ Or consists of the vectors with at most one non-zero component.

We now make a crucial assumption on the relationship between Or and
Oc. Intuitively we assume that Or and Oc are generated by the same random
process given S, only that Oc is conditioned on the subset Oc. Formally, this
can be expressed by the assumption that for sequences oc, s (of a common
length T):

P(Oc = oc | S = s) =

P(Or = oc | S = s)/P(Or ∈ OT
c | S = s). (C.4)

Under assumptions (C.1), (C.3) and (C.4), our inference problem (C.2)
becomes to compute

arg max
oc∈OT

c

∑
s

P(S = s | Or = or)P(Or = oc | S = s)
P(Or ∈ OT

c | S = s)
(C.5)

We note that in the case where or already is a clean sequence, i.e., or ∈ OT
c ,

the oc maximizing (C.5) need not be equal to or. Thus, the inference (C.5)
can change a formally clean sequence (a sequence not containing any cross
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readings) by a more likely clean sequence (e.g. adding additional readings to
correct likely false negatives).

The summation over all hidden state sequences s in (C.5) will usually
be computationally infeasible. We therefore approximate the posterior dis-
tribution P(S = s | Or = or) by only considering the most probable state
ŝ = arg maxs P(S = s | Or = or), and then computing

ôc = arg max
oc∈OT

c

P(Or = oc | S = ŝ) (C.6)

Note that the term P(Or ∈ OT
c | S = ŝ) now is a constant that can be omitted.

In summary, our approach is characterized by making the probabilistic mod-
eling assumptions (C.1), (C.3) and (C.4), and using the approximation (C.6)
for (C.5).

Like most statistical assumptions, (C.1) and (C.4) are idealizations that
typically will not be fully satisfied by the actual distribution P(S, Or, Oc).
Inferences obtained by an approach that implicitly makes these assumptions
can still be accurate when the assumptions are not strictly valid (compare,
e.g., the Naive Bayes classifier, whose underlying independence assumptions
are hardly ever fully justified for the data that the classifier is used on).

3.3 Indoor RFID Multi-variate HMM

Based on the data transformation of Section 3.1 we implement the approach
described in more general terms in Section 3.2 by a customized version of
MHMMs. We define Indoor RFID Multi-variate HMM (IR-MHMM) as Multi-
variate Hidden Markov Models λ = (S , {0, 1}M, A, B, π), where S , A, π are
as in the generic (M)HMM definition, and the observation space is O =
{0, 1}M. Assuming that different readers are independent given the hidden
state, the observation model is given by the probabilities bik := P(V(t)

r,k = 1 |
S(t) = si) (i.e., the probability of getting in the ith hidden state a reading from
the kth reader ). The observation model of the IR-MHMM now is represented
by a matrix B of dimensions N × M with entries bik. Figure C.3 gives a
graphical representation of the model.

S1 S2 St-1 St

V1 V2
VM V1 V2

VM  V1  V2
 VM V1 V2

VM
1

1
1 2

2
2 t-1

t-1
t-1 t

t
t

Fig. C.3: IR-MHMM for RFID raw data

To construct an IR-MHMM for an RFID cleaning application the model
parameters N, A, B, π have to be determined (the parameter M is given by
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the application as the number of distinct readers). The construction is a
combination of design and learning. It is our overall objective to minimize
the amount of domain specific information required in the design component
(such as data on spatial distances, or average travel times between readers),
and to base the learning component entirely on learning from the raw data
V r, without any further annotations.

In the design step, first the cardinality N of the state space is chosen. This
may already complete the design component, and the probabilistic parame-
ters A, B, π can now be learned. In this setting, the states si ∈ S are purely
latent, without any associated semantics a-priori. Only after learning may it
be possible to assign a semantic interpretation to some states. For example,
if the learned value bik is much higher than other values bjk (j 6= i), then
state si represents that the tracked object is in the range of reader Rk. Alter-
natively, one can try to associate a semantic meaning with states a-priori. It
must be emphasized, however, that since learning is from raw data that does
not contain information about the true nature of the hidden states, there is
no guarantee that after learning the states closely adhere to their intended
semantics. The best we can do is to bias the learning algorithm towards ex-
ploiting the suggested semantics of the hidden states. We do this by imposing
prior constraints on the probabilistic components A and B. The following sec-
tion describes three concrete designs of state spaces whose latent states are
endowed with intended semantics.

3.4 State space design

We propose four different state space designs for IR-MHMMs. All our de-
signs require as input at most some qualitative spatial information as ex-
pressed by a reader deployment graph. Designs define a set of states with
associated intended semantics, such as states representing (approximate) spa-
tial locations, or states representing some history of past transitions. The in-
tended semantics of hidden states lead to constraints of the form aij = 0 (for
some combinations i, j of states direct transitions will not be possible).

As a baseline, we consider the design where states are entirely latent,
without associated semantics.

Unstructured-N (U-N). This design is given by the number N of hidden
states alone. In our experiments for the floor plan in Figure C.1, we consider
the choices N = 25, 34 and 50, which correspond to the number of states of
the three structured designs described next for a running example.

We next describe three different state space designs where states are as-
sociated with an intended semantics. We elaborated on the structure of the
states spaces, and the constraints imposed on the transition model A. We de-
fer the explanation of how the observation model B is handled to Section 3.5.
The following three state space designs are illustrated in Figure C.4, C.4 and
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C.4 for the running example in Figure C.1.
Minimum State Model (MSM). This design contains a state for each de-

ployed reader Ri, and a state for each hallway or any indoor partition that is
connected with more than one reader. For example, reader R4 in Figure C.1
is represented as state s4 in the design shown in Figure C.4. Furthermore,
hallway 3 in Figure C.1 is connected with four readers R3, R6, R7, and R8,
and thus it is represented by a state s19. The total number of states for our
example scenario is N = 25. The transition model is constrained by setting
aij = 0 if si and sj correspond to locations that are not directly connected.
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Fig. C.4: Minimum state model example

Last State Model (LSM). This design contains two states si and lsi for each
deployed reader Ri. The intended meaning of si is that the object is within
reader Ri’s detection range, whereas state lsi represents that Ri was the last
reader in whose range the object has been. The intention of this model is
to alleviate the limitations of the Markov assumption by encoding a (very
limited) history of previously visited states at the current state.

In this design, the non-zero transition probabilities are from states si to
the corresponding lsi, and from states lsi to states sj when there is a direct
path from reader Ri to Rj. The state space size is N = 2M, i.e., N = 34 for
our example domain of Figure C.1.

In-between State Model (ISM). This design contains a state si for each
deployed reader Ri, and a state sij for each pair of adjacent readers Ri and Rj.
The intended meaning of sij is that the object is transitioning between Ri and
Rj (in either direction). The transition probabilities are non-zero only between
states si and skj, where i ∈ {k, j}. The design for our example domain as
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Fig. C.5: Last state model example

shown in Figure C.6 has 50 states.
The three state space designs are applicable to any indoor space with

any identification technology such as RFID, Infrared, Bluetooth, etc. The
efficiency and effectiveness of the final design will, however, be dependent
upon the indoor topology, target application, and the kind of data which is
used to learn the parameters of the model.
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Fig. C.6: In-between state model example
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3.5 Learning Parameters of IR-MHMM

Given a state space design, the unconstrained parameters (i.e., those not set to
zero by the design) have to be estimated. For this we are using the standard
EM algorithm (a.k.a. Baum-Welch algorithm in the HMM context), which
operates on the full transition probability matrices A. Parameter constraints
of the form aij = 0 are easy to integrate into this learning procedure: one only
needs to initialize these parameters with zero values. The iterations of the
EM algorithms will never turn zero values into non-zero values, so that the
constraints will also be satisfied by the final solution, and the unconstrained
parameters are fitted to the data.

In practice, in order to avoid division by zero errors, it is useful to initial-
ize the constrained parameters with small values greater than 0. We there-
fore initialize those aij that are zero according to our state space design with
values 0.01. For a fixed i, the initial values of the remaining transition prob-
abilities aij then are set uniformly, so that ∑N

j=1 aij = 1. In our experiments
we observe that imposing only the “soft” initial constraints aij = 0.01 does
not lead to final solutions where the eventually learned aij parameter is sig-
nificantly larger than 0. On the contrary, the parameters initialized with 0.01
typically become still much smaller during the EM iterations (usually ending
with values < 10−5 at termination) .

In all our state space designs, we have for each reader Ri a designated state
si corresponding to locations within Ri’s range. We still have to explain how
we bias the learning procedure towards solutions that respect the intended
semantics of these states. One could try to strictly impose the intended se-
mantics by parameter constraints bii = 1 and bik = 0 for k 6= i. However,
these hard constraints would preclude the possibility of cross readings. We
therefore again use an initialization with a soft version of these constraints,
setting bik = 0.01 (k 6= i) and bii = 1− 0.01(M − 1). Due to the presence
of cross readings in the data, it may easily happen that in the final solution
some bik with k 6= i become significantly larger than their initial 0.01 values.

3.6 Data Cleaning

After an IR-MHMM λ has been constructed and its parameters have been
learned, we use it to clean the raw RFID data as follows (cf. Algorithm 8).
The input for the data cleansing procedure is raw RFID data transformed
into a multi-variate binary observation sequence vr = (v(t)r,1 , . . . , v(t)r,M)t=0...T−1,
and an IR-MHMM λ.

First the standard Viterbi algorithm [8] is used to compute the most prob-
able hidden state sequence ŝ = (ŝ(t))t=0...T−1 given vr. We then compute the
most probable observation sequence v̂c = (v̂(t)c,1 , . . . , v̂(t)c,M)t=0...T−1 given ŝ, un-

der the constraint that at each t (v̂(t)c,1 , . . . , v̂(t)c,M) contains at most one non-zero
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entry. We denote by ek ∈ {0, 1}M the binary vector that has value 1 at posi-
tion k, and value 0 in all other components; 0 denotes the vector with value 0
in all components.

Due to the HMM structure, the most probable observation sequence given
ŝ can be determined pointwise for each t by maximizing P(V (t)

r = v(t)
r |S(t) =

ŝ(t)). If ŝ(t) = si, then this probability is maximized by setting v̂(t)r,k = 1 if

bik > 0.5, and v̂(t)r,k = 0 otherwise. Under the constraint that v̂(t)r,k can be
nonzero for at most one k, i.e., we want to find the most probable clean
observation vector v̂c, this is modified to setting v̂(t)c = ek if bik > 0.5, and
bik > bik′ for all k′ 6= k (lines 5-14). This implements (C.6) for our specific
application.

Algorithm 8 Data Cleansing( IR-MHMM λ for M readers, Raw transformed
RFID sequence vr of length T)

1: ŝ← Viterbi (vr, λ)
2: v̂c = ∅
3: for t = 0 . . . T − 1 do
4: i = state index of ŝ(t)

5: p← 0.5
6: kmax = 0
7: for k = 0 . . . M do
8: if (bik > p) then
9: kmax ← k

10: p← bik

11: if kmax > 0 then
12: Concat(v̂c, ekmax ) . Append ekmax

as tth compo-
nent to output
sequence

13: else
14: Concat(v̂c, 0) . Append 0 as

tth component
to output se-
quence

15: return v̂c

4 Edit Distance Based Evaluation

To evaluate the accuracy of inferred results, we check the similarity between
the inferred observation trajectories and the corresponding ground truth tra-
jectories. The two trajectories of the same object can be of different lengths.
Since our data is not geometric but symbolic, we use a variant of edit dis-
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tance [9]. It quantifies the dissimilarity between two strings by the number of
operations (insert, delete, or substitute) required to transform one string into
the other. When computing the edit distances, we use a slightly modified rep-
resentation of the binary observation vectors. Basically, we use a sequence of
reader IDs to represent an object’s trajectories. If there is no reading at a time
point, symbol 0 is used; if there are more than one reading at a time point, a
set of reader IDs are used. Referring to the example data of object tag1 shown
in Figure C.2(b), its raw trajectory (Rtraj1) and ground truth trajectory (Gtraj1)
are shown in Figure C.7.

Gtraj1 -->  1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0  9   9  9 9 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 0 0 17 17 17 17

Rtraj1 -->  1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4  9   9  9 9 0 0 0  0   0   0    0  0 0 17 17 17 17
4 4

Fig. C.7: Example raw RFID and ground truth sequences

We use a weighted edit distance method, which allows the cost of a sub-
stitution to depend upon the symbols that are deleted or inserted. For a
substitution of a symbol set {i, j} with i or j we assign a cost of 1, whereas
a substitution with k 6= i, j incurs a cost of 2. Any insertion or deletion has
a cost of 2. For example, in Figure C.7, while comparing Rtraj1 and Gtraj1,
we compare “{9, 4}” with “9” and do the edit operation with an edit cost of
1. This way conducts a much fairer evaluation, considering that one correct
observation along with one wrong observation is still better than having two
completely wrong observations.

We use two methods for edit distance computation. In the first method,
we apply a weighted edit distance measurement to the original inferred ob-
servation sequence and the ground truth seque- nce. We quantify how ac-
curate the inferred sequence is both spatially and temporally with respect to
the ground truth. We not only check if the correct observation symbol is in-
ferred but we also check if it is correctly inferred at each time point. The edit
distance score depends on how accurately our learned models infer the cor-
rect observation and how many times they infer correctly. The length of the
inferred trajectory (Itraj1) is always equal to the length of Rtraj1 but not nec-
essarily equal to Gtraj1. The edit distance between Gtraj1 and Rtraj1 quantifies
the amount of inaccuracies in the raw RFID sequence, and that between Gtraj1
and Itraj1 determines how accurate the inferred results are. The difference be-
tween these two edit distances determines a learned model’s effectiveness at
cleansing the raw RFID data.

The ground truth trajectory Gtraj1 and inferred trajectory Itraj1 are shown
in Figure C.8 for the running example. Here, Rtraj1 contains false negatives
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Itraj1 -->  1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 9 9 9 9 0 0 0   0   0   0  10  0 0 17 17 17 17

Gtraj1 --> 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0 0 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 10 10 10 10  0 0 17 17 17 17

Fig. C.8: Edit distance on original sequences

at time points 20 to 23 (reader 10 has missing readings), whereas Itraj1 only
recovers the missing reading at time point 23. This is a typical result obtained
by cleaning with IR-MHMMs, due to the underlying Markov assumptions.
Since there is still a discrepancy between true and inferred sequences at sev-
eral time intervals, the edit distance here is still quite large at a value of 6.
Measuring the error of Itraj1 by the edit distance on the full sequences is ap-
propriate when exact timepoints and durations of an object’s presence in a
reader’s range are of importance. However, if the application scenario only
demands to reconstruct the qualitative, spatial aspect of the trajectory, we
recommend using the edit distance method on block sequences as described
as follows.

In the second method, we treat an object’s sequence of symbols as a se-
quence of blocks (of symbols), and we use the edit distance on the two block
sequences, i.e., Gtraj1(block) and Itraj1(block). The block sequences are formed
from the original sequences by merging together continuous blocks of the
same observation symbols. The length of the inferred block sequence de-
pends on the accuracy of the inferred results. To illustrate, we modify the
example Itraj1 shown in Figure C.8 by assuming that our model does not in-
fer any reading at interval 23. The two corresponding block sequences are
shown in Figure C.9. The two block trajectories Gtraj1(block) and Itraj1(block)
are of length 9 and 7, respectively. Their edit distance 2+2=4, much less than
the edit distance on original sequences.

Gtraj1 -->   1 1 1 1  0 0 0  4 4 4 4  0 0  9 9 9 9  0 0 0  10 10 10 10  0 0  17 17 17 17

Itraj1 -->   1 1 1 1  0 0 0  4 4 4 4  0 0  9 9 9 9   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0              17 17 17 17

 Itraj1 (block) -->           1         0           4        0          9          0                                        17

Gtraj1(block) -->        1         0           4        0          9          0             10           0              17

Fig. C.9: Edit distance on block sequences
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5 Experimental Studies

In this section we report on the experimental studies that evaluate our pro-
posed HMM-based approach for indoor RFID data cleansing. We evaluate
the effectiveness, efficiency, scalability, and versatility of the approach, study
the effect of reader accuracy, and compare with state-of-the-art methods. Our
approach was implemented using MVNHMM [7], an open source implemen-
tation of HMM in C++. All experiments were conducted on a Linux machine
with a 2.8GHz Core i7 processor and 8GB of main memory. We used both
real and synthetic RFID data, as detailed below.

5.1 Settings and Performance Metrics

We performed the evaluation of learned models in two ways. 1) Online data
case: In this case, we use two separate sets of data, one for learning the
parameters of the models and the other as test data to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the learned models. This case is suitable for application scenar-
ios where RFID data is continuously streamed, and incoming data is to be
cleaned based on a model learned from historical data. 2) Offline data case:
In this case, we used only one data set. We first use raw data for learning
the model parameters and then use the model to clean the same data set.
This case is applicable in application scenarios where a given batch of data is
available off-line and needs to be cleaned. We note that we do not “overfit”
by using the true results (ground truth) during training: We use only the raw
data for training and the ground truth only later during testing.

To evaluate our learning and inference process, we consider two metrics:
efficiency and effectiveness. The efficiency of inferring correct observations
is measured using wall clock time and the effectiveness is measured by two
metrics. First, the average error of a trajectory is defined as

Average error =
sum of edit distance scores for all sequences

total # of inferred symbols

The edit distance scores are calculated using the procedures described in
Section 4. Second, the error reduction ratio between uncleaned and cleaned
data is defined as

Error reduction ratio =
errors before cleansing - errors after cleansing

errors before cleansing

Table C.2 summarizes the parameter settings in our experiments, with the
default values in boldface. The meaning of the movement patterns is given
below.
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5.2 Experiments on Synthetic Data

Data Generation

We generated synthetic RFID data using a data generator that simulates ob-
ject movements in an indoor space. The underlying indoor floor plan mainly
used to generate the data is shown in Figure C.1 (other layouts are considered
later). The process of data generation to evaluation (experimental validation)
is shown in Figure C.10.

Data Generator
(Floor plan, indoor and reader 

constraints)

RFID Data

Ground Truth

Data

Transformer

RFID Binary

Observations

GT Binary

Observations Evaluation

Cleansing 

(IR-MHMM Model)

Fig. C.10: Simulation process

The data generator module takes an indoor RFID deployment graph and
generates both raw RFID data and ground truth about the moving objects in-
side the given indoor space. The moving objects follow a random waypoint
model [10] with a constant speed of 4km/h (1.1m/s). To generate object
movements, an object in a room can move inside a room or move to any
other room chosen randomly and then move along the shortest path from
the source to the destination location. While moving from the current room
to the destination room, an object can be detected by one or more deployed
RFID readers. We generate the ground truth by recording the readings gen-
erated by the readers with 100% accuracy, by assuming that each deployed
reader detects a present object for each reading cycle (epoch), which means
no false negatives. Similarly, readings are generated only by the intended
reader (no false positives). Later, we add inaccuracies to the RFID data. False
negatives are introduced by “muting” randomly selected readers in a ran-
domly selected path, while false positives are introduced by generating addi-
tional readings for the one or two nearest neighbors in addition to the actual
reader. The data transformer module transforms the generated RFID data
into multi-variate binary observation sequences, which are used to learn the
model parameters. The learned model, along with the raw RFID data, is then
passed to the cleansing module which is basically an inference model used
to infer the true locations of the moving objects.

When generating synthetic data, we consider three typical object move-
ment patterns Directional-P(arallel), Directional-C(rossing) and Random. For
Directional-P and Directional-C we fix a set of source and destination lo-
cations, and objects always move along the shortest path between them. The
difference is that in Directional-P, paths are parallel, i.e., do not overlap, while
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Parameters Settings
Number of sequences 50, 100, 500, 1000, 1500, 3000, 10000
State models MSM, LSM, ISM
Reader accuracy 70%, 80%, 90%
Movement patterns Directional-P, Directional-C, Ran-

dom

Table C.2: Experiment parameters

in Directional-C, they can cross (overlap). In Random paths, any location can
be source or destination as long as they are not the same, and paths can
cross/overlap.

Results on Synthetic Data

The data sets used to learn the models are generated with a default accuracy
level of 70%. As an example, suppose that the fully correct raw readings table
contains 100 readings. In the default case, we remove 15 readings as false
negatives and add 15 readings as false positives. False negatives and false
positives are equally distributed. We compute the edit distance between each
pair of an inferred observation sequence and its corresponding ground truth
observation sequence. We also compute the edit distance between raw RFID
data (RFID) and ground truth to measure the effectiveness of the learned
models.

Effectiveness: We start with evaluating the three structured models
namely, Minimum State Model (MSM), Last State Model (LSM), and In-between
State Model (ISM), and unstructured models with state spaces of 25, 34 and 50
states, respectively. We train all models using 10,000 training sequences and
evaluate in the online case.
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Fig. C.11: Effectiveness of structured and unstructured models
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Fig. C.12: Results on Directional-C offline data

Figure C.11 shows that the unstructured models with 34 and 50 states
manage to clean the data well, while the unstructured model with 25 states
is too simple to be effective, it actually introduces more errors into the data
to be cleansed. However, MSM, LSM, and ISM are significantly better than
the unstructured models. Thus, it is evident that incorporating minimum
knowledge about the reader deployment into the models can considerably
improve the cleansing effectiveness.

Figure C.12 shows results for the Directional-C data offline case. Specifi-
cally, Figure C.12(a) reports results about the original inferred sequences. We
see that MSM is more effective than LSM and ISM, and gets more effective
when given more training sequences. With 10,000 training sequences, MSM
reduces the average error by 60% over raw RFID data. Figure C.12(b) show
the average error estimated on the block sequences, which gives a more qual-
itative measure of the effectiveness of the three models. MSM is the most
effective as the effectiveness increases from 60% to 90% when increasing the
number of the training sequences to 10,000. LSM and ISM show a similar
trend, but at a lower overall level of effectiveness.

Figure C.13 shows results for the Directional-C data online case. We fixed
a set of 1000 sequences as test data and learned the three models with differ-
ent sets of training sequences, as shown in Table C.2. In Figure C.13(a), the
results for original inferred sequences indicate that the learned models can
reduce the average error in all cases. Again, MSM is more effective even in
the online data case and the effectiveness increases with more training data.
Figure C.13(b) shows the results for block sequences, indicating that MSM
learned with a larger number of sequences is more effective as the average
error is reduced by 70-75% for 10,000 training sequences.

The results in Figure C.14 are based on the Random movement offline
case. Figure C.14(a) gives the results for original inferred sequences. Both
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Fig. C.13: Results on Directional-C online data
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Fig. C.14: Results on Random offline data

MSM and ISM perform better than LSM and reduce the average error with
more training sequences, which implies that the more data there is avail-
able for learning, the higher the cleansing effectiveness. Figure C.14(b), with
results for block inferred sequences, show a similar trend, i.e., the average
error shrinks with larger training sets. The likely reason for MSM to be bet-
ter is its design, which represents the underlying reader deployment more
closely than the other two models (ISM is a low-level abstraction of MSM).
Additionally, MSM can do the learning with less states.

Results for the Random movement online case are shown in Figure C.15.
Here, experiments are performed on 1000 test sequences to test the effec-
tiveness of the three models learned with a different set of data sequences.
The results for both original inferred sequences and block sequences show a
similar trend of increasing effectiveness with more training data. The effec-
tiveness is slightly less than that in the offline case, but still very good. Again,
MSM is the best model, achieving 50-60% error reduction.
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Fig. C.15: Results on Random online data

Efficiency: For the efficiency measure, we present the time that a learned
model takes to infer the results for a given data set. We use datasets with
Directional-C and Random object movement with variable trajectory lengths.
The results report the efficiency (inference time) of the learned models with
respect to the number of sequences used to learn them. Figure C.16(a) and
C.17(a) show the offline Directional-C and Random cases, respectively. We
see that the total inference time grows linearly with number of training se-
quences for all the models. This is expected, since the Viterbi algorithm takes
O(|V||S|2) time. Specifically, MSM takes at most 22 seconds to learn and
infer for both cases, while LSM and ISM use around 38 seconds.
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Fig. C.16: Efficiency results on Directional-C data

For the online cases, Figure C.16(b) (Directional-C) and Figure C.17(b)
(Random) report inference-only time (since the models are already learned)
for inferring 1000 sequences. For Directional-C data, the inference time is sta-
ble, ranging from 1.3 to 2 seconds, with MSM being the fastest. For Random
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data, inference takes a little longer, from 3–7 seconds, because of the diver-
sity and varying length of the trajectories. We omit the simple Directional-P
case for brevity. In summary, learning and inference in the models are very
efficient, with MSM being the fastest.
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Fig. C.17: Efficiency results on Random data

To see the effect of the movement patterns, we compare the models us-
ing a dataset of 3000 sequences with a reader accuracy of 70%. The results,
in Figure C.18, show that the movement pattern has a significant effect on
model effectiveness and that the three models perform differently for dif-
ferent movement patterns. MSM is robust across all three movement pat-
terns and as before outperforms the other two, particularly for directional
movement. LSM is more effective in Directional-C, while ISM is more effec-
tive for Random movement. All three models perform better on the simple
Directional-P paths.
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Fig. C.18: Effect of object movement patterns

Effect of reader accuracy: In Figure C.19, we show the effectiveness of
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the three models with respect to reader accuracy. Reader accuracy is de-
fined as the ability to detect an object correctly when it is inside its intended
range. We use 3000 training sequences with the Directional-C movement pat-
tern and accuracy levels of 70% (80%, 90%, resp.), i.e., 30% (20%,10%, resp.)
inaccurate readings are introduced into the raw data as equal amounts of
false negatives and false positives. These accuracy levels correspond both
to typical real-world accuracies and the range of accuracies which is prac-
tically relevant for cleansing (close to 100% there is no need for cleansing
and below 50-60% it becomes random “coin-flip” scenarios). All three mod-
els, MSM, LSM and ISM, show their effectiveness as the error reduction rate
only decreases slightly when reader accuracy decreases. We see that MSM is
the most effective model, as it reduces the error by more than 80% for 70%
accuracy, and 90% for 90% accuracy.
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Fig. C.19: Effect of reader accuracy
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Scalability: To demonstrate the scalability of the three models, we change
the following parameters: 1) total number of deployed readers, 2) connectiv-
ity between readers, and 3) the length of the path (the number of readers
deployed from source to destination location). We used the floor plan in Fig-
ure C.1 for the 17 reader case. For the 50 and 87 reader cases, we adopted
a floor plan of a multi story building, where the floors are connected by 4
staircases. For simplicity, we regard hallways and staircases as rooms, and
staircase entrances as doors. We used a single floor plan for 50 readers and
a two floor plan for 87 readers. We generated data sets for 3000 objects with
Random movement in each setting and 70% reader accuracy. We learned the
models and evaluated them using the error reduction ratio defined above.
The results, in Figure C.20, show that our models can still achieve very good
effectiveness even for large state spaces. For a deployment of 87 readers, we
have 169 and 262 states for MSM and ISM, respectively. We see that both ISM
and MSM achieve good effectiveness even as the number of readers increases,
with MSM being the best at around 80% accuracy. Thus, our models scale
well with larger reader deployments (larger state spaces). We note that these
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numbers of readers correspond to typical real-world deployments. Very few
readers will often give good results, but less need for cleansing, while more
than 100 readers are not typical even in the largest deployments.

Versatility. To evaluate their versatility, we also test the three models
in different indoor environments. We consider environments which differ
in aspects like floor maps, reader placements, movement patterns, and con-
nectivity. We changed the setting of these parameters with respect to three
real world environments: an office building (Figure C.1), an airport scenario
(Figure C.23), and a warehouse scenario [11]. For the building scenario, we
used Random movement data with medium connectivity; for the airport sce-
nario, we used Directional-C movement data with low connectivity; and for
the warehouse scenario, we used Random movement data with high connec-
tivity. We used data sets of 10,000 sequences with 70% reader accuracy for
the three environments, and checked the effectiveness of the models on both
original and blocked sequences.
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Fig. C.21: Effectiveness of models in different environments

The results, in Figure C.21, show that the models perform differently in
the three environments. One notable thing is that all three models are rela-
tively more effective in the airport scenario, probably due to the rather con-
strained Directional-C movement of the bags. MSM manage to reduce the
average error by more than 90% in the airport scenario, and also show sig-
nificant effectiveness for the building and warehouse scenarios. MSM is the
simplest of the three models, which facilitates the learning with a smaller
number of states. Further, MSM models the floor map more closely than the
other two models. Another effective model is ISM which is almost as effec-
tive as MSM in the building and warehouse scenarios, which use Random
movement data. ISM has more states, but models the paths at a lower level
of abstraction, which can be useful in scenarios where the objects move in a
random pattern.
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Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches: We now compare our mod-
els with the two state-of-the-art cleansing approaches proposed in [1, 2],
and [3]. The two approaches are close in terms of their use of constraints
of the indoor settings. The proposal in [3] (denoted as CTG) does not cor-
rect errors in the raw data (as we do) but only maps the raw readings to
semantic locations. Put simply, CTG works at a higher level, above the raw
data level which our technique targets. Thus, we cannot use the edit distance
measure for comparison with CTG, and instead use a query-based compari-
son, detailed below. Particularly, CTG exploits the so-called constrained tra-
jectory graph (CTG) that represents the trajectories in presence of integrity
constraints (reachability, traveling time, and latency) to distinguish valid and
invalid trajectories. In contrast, the GRAPH approach [1, 2] captures the
domain knowledge (distance between readers, moving speed of objects, sam-
pling rate, etc.) in a graph and works at the (low) level of the raw RFID
data, as in the present paper. Rather than discarding invalid data, false pos-
itives are filtered out and false negatives recovered. For comparison, we use
the results of our three model (MSM, LSM and ISM) over the Directional-C
dataset.

To measure the quality of these approaches of different natures, we use
two types of queries [3]: stay queries and trajectory queries. A stay query an-
swers where an object is at time t, whereas a trajectory query asks if an
object’s trajectory matches a given query pattern. A trajectory query is de-
fined as a combination of ?∗s, lis, and li[n]s. Specifically, ?∗ is a sequence of
0 or more locations, li is a sequence of at least one location(s), and li[n] is a
sequence of at least n lis. The answer to a trajectory query is “yes” if the se-
quence of locations traveled by the object is the same as in the query pattern,
or “no” otherwise. We issue the same set of queries on the outputs of CTG,
GRAPH, MSM, LSM and ISM. For each, we measure the query accuracy by
comparing the results with their counterparts obtained on the ground truth.
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Fig. C.22: Query quality comparison results
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Each trajectory is queried with 100 stay queries, each generated by picking
a random time point of the trajectory. The stay query accuracy results in Fig-
ure D.11(a) show that the accuracy achieved by our three models is equal to or
better than both CTG and GRAPH. A query accuracy of over 97% is achieved
by MSM. This is remarkable, given that our models use only limited domain
knowledge, unlike CTG and GRAPH. For trajectory queries, we generate 50
queries of length 2, 3, or 4 for each trajectory randomly. The trajectory query
accuracy results, in Figure D.11(b), again show that our approach is better
even with trajectory queries of different lengths. The accuracy is over 90%
for both MSM and ISM, even when the trajectory length is 4. As expected,
trajectory query accuracy decreases slightly when the length of query gets
longer, since a small mismatch marks a whole query as failed.

The performance of our learning-based models (MSM and ISM) is remark-
able, since they achieve similar or even better results without using extensive
domain knowledge, unlike GRAPH and CTG. Given more training data, our
models can learn their parameters better, and become more effective than the
competing approaches which are in some sense based on hard-coded param-
eters (domain knowledge).

5.3 Experiments on Real Data

Finally, we use a real data set collected from an airport that operates an au-
tomatic RFID-based baggage handling system. As shown in Figure C.23, the
baggage handling system features a number of specific locations (e.g., check-
in desks) and RFID readers (shown with red circles). During the check-in
phase, each (randomly selected) bag is attached with a passive RFID tag
which is to be detected by the deployed RFID readers. From the check-in
desks (CD), bags pass the screening area through conveyor belts. After a suc-
cessful security screening, the bags enter the main sorting area (SO) where the
sorting system ensures that the bag is pushed into a designated chute. The
bags are then loaded into wagons by the baggage handling staff, before they
are transported to a designated aircraft through one of the gateways (GW-1
or GW-2). Finally, bags pass through a belt-loader reader while loading them
into a plane. On the other hand, arrival bags are carried by wagons from an
aircraft to the arrival hall (AR) through gateway GW-2 where baggage han-
dling staff unload the bags from the wagons onto the arrival conveyor belt.
We have continuously recorded the data for two consecutive months, col-
lecting more than half a million raw reading records for about 20,000 RFID
tagged bags going from one airport to another.

We cannot use the real data directly in the evaluation, since we do not
have the related ground truth (the true reading values) available. Instead,
we learn the characteristics of the real RFID data, such as the time bags use
to move from one reader to another, the probability with which the bags
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Fig. C.23: Airport baggage hall layout

move from one reader to another, and the error characteristics. We use this
information to generate “semi-real” raw data which is equivalent to the real
dataset, along with ground truth. Since the data is generated by readers
deployed over a baggage handling system which is mostly covered by di-
rectional conveyor belts (directional movement), and the airport layout in-
formation is available to us, the MSM model is the most appropriate to use.
Alternatively, LSM and ISM could have been used if the layout information
is either difficult to use (e.g., arena scenario) or is not (readily) available.
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Fig. C.24: Effectiveness results on real data

In Figure C.24 we report the results on the effectiveness of MSM, learned
from data generated by 20,000 moving bags with RFID tags. The results, in
Figure C.24, show that the average error is reduced by 65–70% when applied
to original sequences and more than 90% when applied to block sequences,
which validates the effectiveness of the model. Query comparison results for
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MSM, CTG and GRAPH, based on the stay and trajectory queries described
above, are presented in Figure C.25. The figure shows that MSM achieves
the best accuracy results for both stay and trajectory queries. An accuracy
of over 98% is achieved for stay queries, and trajectory queries of length
2. The overall results are similar to the results on synthetic data: MSM is
particularly effective considered that no detailed domain knowledge is used,
unlike CTG and GRAPH. This again shows that learning from larger data
sets can outperform the effect of using hard-coded parameters.
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Fig. C.25: Query quality results on real data

6 Related Work

In this section we briefly review the related work. We cover RFID data man-
agement/cleansing and relevant learning probabilistic models. Dealing with
indoor RFID data is quite challenging. The techniques to represent RFID data
along with the methods for accessing the data have been proposed in [13, 14].
In this paper, we focus on the challenge of dealing with the errors present in
the RFID data and designing accurate probabilistic models.

In the past decade, considerable research interest has been seen in manag-
ing incomplete and uncertain RFID data. Chawathe et al. [15] discussed RFID
data management challenges, such as inferences and online warehousing and
proposed a system architecture of a distributed RFID system. Wang et al. [16]
defined an expressive temporal data model for RFID data to support track-
ing and monitoring queries. Gonzalez et al. [14] designed a warehousing
model that provides RFID data compression and path dependent aggregates.
Cabenes et al. [17] used an unsupervised learning approach for mining RFID
data, which allows the discovery of a topological space from a set of behav-
ioral observations.

Because RFID data is inherently dirty, many solutions have been proposed
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to clean the RFID data. Jeffery et al. [18] proposed the adaptive SMURF (Sta-
tistical sMoothing for Unreliable RFid data) approach. Modeling the RFID data
streams as statistical samples of RFID tags, SMURF uses sampling estima-
tors to automatically adjust the filter window size. Mylyy [19] proposed a
temporal smoothing filter with a fixed time window. By counting the RFID
readings in the filter window and comparing them to given thresholds, this
method reduces missing RFID readings from the data stream. Chen et al. [20]
proposed a Bayesian inference based approach, which takes full advantage
of data redundancy, for cleaning RFID raw data. The likelihood is captured
by designing a state detection model. Yan et al. [21] proposed a Kalman filter
based cleaning method, which solves false negatives and false positives from
single readers. Gu et al. [22] proposed a data imputation model for RFID by
efficiently maintaining and analyzing the correlations of the monitored ob-
jects. The spatio-temporal correlation between monitored objects are used to
fill in the false negatives.

Baba et al. [2] [1] proposed an RFID data cleansing solution which utilizes
indoor deployment graphs that capture the information about indoor settings
and the deployed readers. Different versions of graphs are used to handle
either false positives or false negatives. In [1] a cleansing algorithm based on
distance-aware graph model is proposed to handle false positives in indoor
RFID tracking data and a probabilistic graph is proposed in [2] to handle
false negatives. Fazzinga et al. [3, 23] proposed a probabilistic framework
and a grid based filtering scheme to clean the RFID data. Their solution uses
integrity constraints implied by the map and the mobility characteristics are
applied to cleanse the RFID data.

Unlike the work [1–3, 23], the present work does not assume that we know
the indoor space spatio-temporal constraints or the detailed characteristics of
the deployed readers beforehand. Nevertheless, the proposed approach in
this paper achieves essentially the same or even better results without using
detailed domain knowledge and thus making it much easier to deploy in
practice. The learning with larger data sets tends to improve the accuracy of
learned parameters and bring forth some of the intricacies which are hidden
in the data in normal views.

We presented a comparison with related HMM-based probabilistic RFID
data processing solutions in Table C.3. Nie et al. [5] proposed Correlated
Variable Duration Hidden Markov Models to capture uncertainty and corre-
lations of locations of tagged objects. Different from our models proposed
in this paper, that probabilistic model design [5] depends on additional in-
formation apart from raw RFID data and it assumes one object’s locations
depend on its neighboring objects. Garcia-Valverde et al. [12] proposed a lo-
cation prediction of a worker based on its destination. The RFID data used
to learn the model is considered as reliable unlike our model which uses raw
RFID data to learn the model parameters. Tran et al. [4] proposed a prob-
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abilistic model that captures the mobility of a reader, object dynamic, etc.,
and makes inference based on particle filter to infer object locations from
raw RFID streams. In contrast, our model proposed in this paper does not
demand such domain-specific prior knowledge about the data and environ-
ment.

As a final remark, although the possible world model [24] has been widely
used in managing uncertain databases, it is not suitable for our research prob-
lem in this paper. Determined by the underlying RFID tracking system, the
raw indoor RFID data we need to cleanse cannot be captured as samples with
probabilities.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a learning-based approach to clean raw RFID
data. Specifically, we proposed the the Indoor RFID Multi-variate Hidden
Markov Model (IR-MHMM) to model the uncertainties present in RFID data
as well as the correlation of moving object locations and RFID tagged objects.
Compared to related approaches, our approach is almost entirely unsuper-
vised: the only information needed to construct the IR-MHMM model are
variants of basic information on the spatial reader deployment, depending
on one of the the proposed state space designs. Training of the model is per-
formed using only raw RFID data; no special labeled data or ground truth
trajectory data is required. We performed a comprehensive experimental
study using both real and synthetic data. Results show that our approach is
effective, achieving up to 90% error reduction over raw RFID data, as well
as robust, scalable, and efficient. Given enough training data, it outperforms
competing state-of-the-art approaches.

In future work, we plan to mitigate the limitations imposed by the Markov
assumptions in our model by incorporating a probabilistic timing model to
relate the travel time of objects between readers and the time objects spends
at each reader. Secondly, we plan to incorporate domain-knowledge into our
learning approach, which could possibly improve the effectiveness further.
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Abstract

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) based object tracking is increasingly deployed
and used in indoor environments such as airports, shopping malls, etc. However,
the inherent noises in the raw RFID data makes it difficult to support queries and
analyses on the data. In this paper, we propose an approach to map raw RFID data
to the most probable indoor paths, i.e., the most likely paths an object with RFID tag
may have taken. We use regular expressions to model RFID data and possible indoor
paths, and construct an automaton to capture all possible indoor paths in regular ex-
pressions. Furthermore, we design a probabilistic error model to represent the errors
between raw RFID data and semantic symbols in indoor paths. Given the raw data of
an object, the proposed approach uses the automaton to find the most probable indoor
paths according to the error model. We evaluate the proposed approach by conducting
experimental studies on both real and synthetic datasets. The results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the propose approach.

c© 2016 ACM
The layout has been revised.



1. Introduction

1 Introduction

In most of the tracking and monitoring application, a passive RFID tags are
attached to objects (e.g., check-in bags in an airport or items in a store) and
the RFID readers are deployed at several pre-selected places. Any deployed
reader detects a moving object when it goes through its detection range. Ev-
ery time a reader detects an object it reports its presence by generate RFID
data and sends it to the database. An RFID based system used by retailers
and others can generate 100 to 1,000 times the data of a conventional bar code
system. One of the leading retailer, Walmart expects to generate more than 7
terabytes of raw RFID data per day [16].

A key problem with raw RFID data is its quality. The raw RFID data
is generated by unreliable devices and communicated through inconsistent
radio frequency channels, and the indoor environment in which the devices
operate are quite dynamic. These and many other reasons can bring about
errors in raw RFID data. Typically, raw RFID data contains missing readings
(false negatives) and cross readings (false positives). When any RFID reader
does not produce any reading when a moving objects passes through its
detection range, we say a missing readings are present in the data. Missing
readings are mainly formed because of mal-functioning of reader hardware,
noisy RF signals, etc. In contrast, cross readings are created in the data when
a tag is detected by a reader which was intended to read it. The possible
factors generating cross readings are the reflection of the signals from metal
items, inconsistent RF signal, etc.

The errors in the raw data cause problems when the data is used for high
level applications like querying and analyzing. For example, it is necessary
to find or determine the movement paths of moving objects in many indoor
scenarios like airport baggage handling and indoor item monitoring. For a
particular object, its raw RFID data may indicate many possible paths due
to the errors inherent in the data. For example, check-in bags at an airports
are quite often sent to wrong planes particularly when changing planes hap-
pens. A passenger may want to know if her/his checked-in bag is loaded
in the right plane. Consider the airport baggage handling scenario shown in
Figure D.1. There are three check-in desks each covered by an RFID reader
R1, R2, or R3, respectively. There are two planes, and RFID readers R8 and
R9 covers their doors respectively. A check-in bag scheduled to R8’s plane
may be sent to R9’s plane due to mishandling.

In this paper, we apply an approach based on regular expression match-
ing to map raw RFID data to most probable indoor paths—the most likely
routes an indoor moving object with an RFID tag may have taken. Similar ap-
proaches have been used in data mining, knowledge discovery and molecular
biology [2, 18], but not in the context of handling indoor RFID data.
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Fig. D.1: Example indoor route and layout

In our setting, the raw RFID data consists of records in the form of a
tuple〈readerID, objectID, t〉, which have reader identifier, object identifier and
time. On the other hand, semantic indoor locations are identified and rep-
resented as symbols in a given indoor context, e.g., security check, tax-free
shops, passport checks, and boarding gates at an airport. Our goal is to map
an object’s raw RFID data to possible sequences of symbols that are likely to
be the object’s movement paths of semantic locations. If there are cross read-
ings and missing readings present in the raw data, it is difficult to map the
raw data into symbol sequences that are perfectly matching or sufficiently
close to the actual paths an object has moved along. Therefore, the major
challenge in our work is to achieve accurate mapping results from raw RFID
data to indoor paths in the presence of errors in the data.

To address the challenge, we design an approach based on regular ex-
pression matching. The approach is composed of three main components: an
automaton that accepts regular expressions as input, and an error model that
captures the distribution of possible errors in the regular expression match-
ing, and relevant matching algorithms that map raw RFID data to probable
indoor paths as sequences of symbols.

Refer to the example shown in Figure D.1 again. The baggage handling
system starts with three readers (R1, R2 and R3) at three check-in desks, and
continues with a route through readers R4, R5, R6 and R7 until it takes one
of the two belt-loader readers (R8 or R9). The example route is represented
by a regular expression pattern p1 = (R1|R2|R3)0R40R50R60R70 (R8|R9).
The pattern starts with (R1|R2|R3), which indicates that a bag can start from
either R1, R2 or R3, followed by value 0, indicating that the bag is seen by no
reader. After that, a single occurrence of sub-pattern R40R50R60R70 is before
sub-pattern (R8|R9). Suppose that a bag’s raw RFID data is captured as an
input string s = R10R40R50R6 0R70R8, then we can say there is a match of
pattern p1 in s. In particular, R1 of s matches the sub-pattern (R1|R2|R3), R8
at the end of s matches the sub-pattern (R8|R9), and in the middle there is a
single sub-pattern R40R50R6 0R70 in s. Therefore, there is a match of p1 in
s. Actually, the string s means that the bag was checked in at desk R1 for a
flight with the plane covered by R8.

The paper make following contributions. First, we propose the design and
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construction algorithm for an automaton that captures all possible indoor
path in regular expressions. Second, we design an error model that describes
possible errors between raw RFID data and semantic symbols probabilisti-
cally. Third, we give matching algorithms that use the automaton and the
error model to find the most probable indoor paths for given raw RFID data.
Fourth, A thorough experimental study is done using synthetic and real data
sets to justify that the proposals presented are working.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the preliminaries
on indoor RFID positioning and problem formulation. Section 3 proposes
the automaton design and its construction algorithm. Section 4 details the
error model. Section 5 presents the matching algorithm for mapping the raw
RFID data to the most probable indoor paths. Section 6 reports on extensive
experimental studies. Section 7 reviews related work. Section 8 concludes
the paper and discusses future work directions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 RFID Based Indoor Positioning

To describe the RFID based positioning and tracking in indoor environments,
the floorplan present in Figure D.2 is used as an example. The floor plan have
several partitions including rooms, halls, corridors and stairs. Each partition
is identified with a unique symbolic number [1, 3, 25] and may have one or
more entrances (doors). Each entrance of the partition is deployed with an
RFID readers represented by a solid circles in red color and a dashed circle
around each red solid circle indicates the range of each reader.

RFID based indoor positioning in our setting employs the proximity anal-
ysis. An object is only seen when it is within an RFID reader’s detection
range. The reader identifier in the raw RFID reading refers to the location
where object is seen by the reader. Each deployed RFID reader try to detects
objects in its range at each epoch and generates report about objects pres-
ence. The frequency of epochs are determined by its sampling frequency.
Using the information recorded at each epoch (reading cycle) a trajectory
T = 〈rr1, rr2, ...., rrx〉 is formed, which is a sequence of records of a particular
moving object. Each record rri specifies both spatial and temporal informa-
tion of a moving object, in a tuple form 〈readerID, objectID, t〉. Such a record
contains an information about the reader, object and the time information
when object passes through the reader. With the help of an indoor map, each
RFID reading can be mapped to some location(s) in the underlying floor plan.

For example, consider a moving object object1 that moved from outside to
room 10 shown in Figure D.2. The movement generated the raw RFID data
shown in Table D.1.
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Table D.1: Raw Reading Table

readerID objectID t
ra object1 t0
ra object1 t1
rd object1 t1
ra object1 t2
rd object1 t2
ra object1 t3
rb object1 t5
rb object1 t6

readerID objectID t
rb object1 t7
rb object1 t8
rb object1 t9
rb object1 t10
re object1 t19
re object1 t20
re object1 t21
re object1 t22

2.2 Problem Formulation

Table D.2 lists the notations used throughout the paper.
Given an object oi, we use Toi = 〈rr1, rr2, ....〉 to denote its trajectory cap-

tured by the RFID based positioning, where each rri is in form 〈readerID, objectID, t〉
and Toi is ordered by time t such that ri.t ≤ ri+1.t.

We convert each Toi into a character string Soi by mapping the observed
readings to characters in an alphabet Σ. Specifically, Σ contains a unique
character for each deployed reader, e.g., R1 → a, R2 → b, and so on. For
simplicity of presentation, the deployed reader in Figure ??, namely Ra, Rb, ...,
are represented by their subscripts. For example, a simple RFID sequence
(Ra, Ra, Rb...) will be represented as aab.... We use the terms sequence and
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Table D.2: Notations

Notation Meaning
Ri, Rj RFID readers
rr, rri, rrj Raw RFID readings
RRT Raw reading table
Σ the alphabet
Roi Raw RFID data sequence of object oi
Soi the string representing Roi

dti The minimum dwell time of reader ri
S fi

a sampling frequency of reader ri
TTij travel time between ri and rj
RRE RFID based regular expression
π, Π path, set of paths
E error model

string interchangeably, and use characters and symbols interchangeably in
the paper.

Time series data are often discretized for data analysis purpose. Also,
some time series data like RFID data may be collected at different sampling
rates, depending on the concrete configuration of a deployed reader. To
avoid excessive granularity, we introduce a time granularity parameter (α) to
discretize the continuously observed raw RFID data. We represent a time
interval when no reader generates any reading as a special character “0” and
adds it to the alphabet Σ.

We refer to the raw RFID data sequence about moving object object1 in Ta-
ble D.1. Assuming a time granularity α is 1 time unit, object1’s corresponding
string is:

Sobject1 =
(
a

d
a

d
aa0bbbbbb00000000eeee

)
Here,

(d
a
)

represents the time point where object1 is detected by two readers
Ra and Rd simultaneously.

On the other hand, we need to capture the possible paths that an object
can move along in a given indoor environment. Such possible paths are cap-
tured as regular expressions. Since we derive such regular expressions from
RFID readers in this work, we name them as RFID-based regular expressions
or RRE for short. We use the terms regular expressions and patterns inter-
changeably in the paper. A more formal definition of RRE is given as:

Definition 12
(RFID Regular Expression) An RFID Regular Expression (RRE) is a string
on symbol set Σ ∪ {ε, |, ·, ∗, (, )}. The strings are recursively defined as the
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empty string ε, a symbol α ∈ Σ, (RRE1), (RRE1 · RRE2), (RRE1 | RRE2), or
(RRE1)

∗, where RRE1 and RRE2 are RREs.

Consider the running example in Figure D.2 for object object1. Each reader
in the path generates n readings depending on sampling frequency about
the moving object. Assuming that the travel time between any two directly
connected readers is 2 time units and sampling frequency of each reader is
the same, each generating 4 readings. The actual path (ground truth) by
object1 is represented by the following RRE.

GTobject1 = [a]{4}[00][b]{4}[00][c]{4}[00][e]{4}

Here, [p]n indicates that the pattern p occurs n times.
Further, we need to model the possible errors between the observations

about an object, i.e., the trajectory represented as RFID readings, and its
ground truth path. We define the following error model for that purpose.

Definition 13
(Error model E ) Suppose ri is an observed value, i.e., a character in an ob-
served trajectory, and xi is the true value, i.e., the corresponding character in
the ground truth path, the error between ri and xi is ei = (ri, xi). For any
true value xi, there may be multiple possible observed values. In general, the
error ei is a function of ri and xi, and the error model of a sequence is the
joint distribution of the ei’s.

A simple error model is to assume an independent error distribution for
each character in a string. The error ei can be easily quantified by the dif-
ference between the actual and observed value if the relevant values are nu-
meric. A detailed description of error model is to be given in Section 4.

In this work, we use an automaton of symbols to represent all possible
paths in a given indoor environment. Given an object’s trajectory observed
as a sequence Soi of symbols, we compare Soi to all possible paths in the
automaton and return the most probable indoor paths for the object. The
process is done through RRE matching defined as follows.

Definition 14
(RRE Matching) Let a raw RFID data sequence Toi = 〈rr1, rr2, ....〉 be rep-
resented by a string Soi according to Definition 12. The RRE matching is
to compare Soi against an automaton representing ground truth sequences
{p1, p2, ....} and to return all the matching paths Πi with their probabilities
under an error model E .

For an Illustration, we give an example, let the ground truth pattern
GT = [a]{4}[00][b]{4}[00][c]{4}[00][e]{4} and a snippet of the sequence be

“a
d
a

d
aa00bbbb′′, where

(d
a
)

implies a noise (false positive). For instance, given
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an error mode E , when the true value is ‘a’, the observation value
(d
a
)

is
indeed ‘a’ with a certain probability of 0.8 and ‘d’ with the remaining proba-
bility of 0.2. When the whole sequence is traced, we report the two matching
paths “aaaa00bbbb′′ and “adda00bbbb′′ with their matching probabilities. We
can then used the probability threshold τ to get a top matching path(s). Our
focus in this work is to find the top-k matching paths for a given RFID trajec-
tory with probability at least equal to a given probabilistic threshold τ.

Problem Definition (Top-k Probable Indoor Path Matching) Given a raw
RFID data sequence Toi = 〈rr1, rr2, ...〉, an error model E , a ground truth
regular expression GT, a probability threshold τ, and an integer value k, the
top-k matching problem is to report k sequences from GT that form a set of
indoor paths Πi, if all the following conditions are satisfied: 1) Each π ∈ Πi
has rri as the last character; 2) Each π ∈ Πi has a matching probability at
least τ for RRE; 3) Πi 6= ∅. When |Πi| > k, we remove all but the k matching
paths with the highest probabilities from Πi.

3 Automaton for RRE-matching

3.1 Regular Expression Generation

In this section, we generate a set of RFID based regular expressions (RREs)
over an alphabet Σ as defined in Definition 12. These regular expressions
permit a convenient specification of the true traces of movement patterns of
moving objects in a given floor plan. In order to recognize RFID observation
sequences of indoor moving objects, we represent these regular expressions
in an automaton.

Specifically, we first generate the true traces of object movements in a
given indoor space, then specify them as RREs. We use the indoor topology
to derive the connectivity between a pair of indoor locations where RFID read-
ers are deployed. We also used the travel time (TT) constraint, a time required
to reached from one location to another. We derive the travel time from the
distance between the readers and the speed with which the objects can move
between the two readers. The other piece of required information is sampling
rate, which can be derived from the minimum dwell time and sampling fre-
quency of the deployed readers. It is readily available while deploying the
RFID readers. Once all the required information is available, we can generate
all the possible true traces of the object movements in the given indoor space,
which subsequently takes a form of a set of regular expressions.

For an illustration, we consider three ground truth trajectories a moving
object can possibly take form outside to reach room 12 in the floor plan shown
in Figure D.2. Assuming that the travel time between any two directly con-
nected readers is 2 time units, a minimum dwell time of a deployed reader is
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4 time units, and the sampling frequency is 1s−1, i.e., one reading cycle per
time unit 1. The three possible ground truth trajectories from outside to room
12 are:

aaaa00bbbb00cccc00llll

aaaa00bbbb00cccc00eeee00qqqq

aaaa00bbbb00cccc00kkkk00pppp

According to Definition 12, these three expressions can be represented in a
form of regular expression as follows.

[a]{4}[00][b]{4}[00][c]{4}[00]
(
[l]{4}|

(
[e]{4}[00][q]{4}

)
|
(
[k]{4}[0][q]{4}

))
(D.1)

The regular expression generation procedure is formalized in Algorithm 9.
It explicitly takes as input the set of readers (R) along with their configura-
tion settings, a time granularity parameter (α) and a |R|×|R| matrix (TT)
containing the travel time between readers. The algorithm starts by look-
ing at possible pairs of readers and uses procedure findAllPaths() from Algo-
rithm 10 to get all the possible paths between each pair of readers (lines 2–4).
After retrieving all the possible paths (paths), the algorithm finds a true trace
(GTtrace) of readings when an object follows any particular path p from paths.
We check each reader r in the path and use its corresponding parameter set-
tings (minimum dwell time) and time granularity parameter (α) to find the
exact number of samples of r we will have in GTtrace (lines 7–9). Next, we re-
trieve the travel time tt between current reader r and the next reader r′ in the
path. We use tt along with time granularity parameter α to add the number
of non-reader state “0” to GTtraces (line 13–14). Once all the true traces are
generated, we call a procedure Regex(), which applies a standard syntax of a
extended regular expressions defined in literature [22] to represent the true
traces as regular expressions (line 16).

Algorithm 10 gives the procedure findAllPaths(), which takes as input a
source reader Rs, a destination Rd, and an adjacency matrix M that defines
the connectivity between the readers. The algorithm returns all the paths
between Rs and Rd [3]. The algorithm is typical backtracking algorithm,
which follows improved depth-first search paradigm. The algorithm returns
all the possible paths between two readers.

1For simplicity we consider a uniform travel time between devices and the same sampling
rate for deployed devices in the example. Nevertheless, our solution can take flexible travel times
and sampling rates.
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Algorithm 9 RegularExpressionConstruction(Reader set R, Time granularity
α, Travel Time matrix TT)

1: rrs← ∅
2: for each reader ri ∈ R do
3: for each reader rj ∈ R and rj 6= ri do
4: paths← f indAllPaths(ri, rj, TT)
5: for each path p ∈ paths do
6: GTtrace ← ∅
7: for each reader r ∈ p do
8: samples← r.dt

α

9: for 1 to samples do
10: append r’s symbol to GTtrace

11: r′ ← the next reader in p
12: tt← TT[r][r′]
13: for 1 to

( tt
α

)
do

14: append “0” to GTtrace

15: add GTtrace to rrs
16: Regex(rrs)

Algorithm 10 findAllPaths( Source reader Rs, Destination reader Rd, Adja-
cent matrix M)

1: stack S← ∅ ; neighbors← ∅ ; paths← ∅ ;
2: S.push(Rs)
3: if (Rs = Rd) then
4: paths[]← S

5: neighbors← getNeighbors(Rs, M)
6: for each n in neighbors do
7: if (n not in stack S) then
8: f indAllPaths(G, n, Rd)

9: S.pop()

3.2 Automaton Construction

In this section, we present the construction of an automaton, one of the build-
ing blocks of our approach. Any automaton can be constructed to represent
what a corresponding regular expression recognizes. In our setting, we use
regular expressions to represent the true moving patterns of objects in an in-
door space where RFID readers are deployed to track the object movements.
We use domain knowledge to generate the true movement patterns (without
any error) of objects in an indoor space as described in Section 3.1.

For any given pattern, an automaton can be constructed with a Thomp-
son’s construction algorithm [27], the most classical construction algorithm
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which leads to a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) with a linear num-
ber of states and the number of transitions. Before diving into the automaton
construction, we give a formal definition of an NFA A.

Definition 15
(RFID Automaton) An RFID based automaton is 5-tuple A = {S, Σ, δ, s, F},
where:

1. S is a finite set of states.

2. Σ is a finite set (alphabet) of input symbols. Our alphabet Σ contains
the symbols which represent the deployed RFID readers. We also have
unique symbol “0" as a non-reader symbol, which will lead to some
non-reader state.

3. δ is a transition function from S× Σε → 2S. Here, Σε means Σ ∪ {ε}
and the result is a subset of all states.

4. s ∈ S is a starting state.

5. F ∈ S is a set of final state.

A constructed automaton is a transcription of the expression tree repre-
sentation [2] of the regular expression. Also, the automation we use simplifies
the transcription by using ε-transitions, transitions between states which do
not absorb any input. Specifically, the regular expression is parsed in a binary
expression tree in which each leaf is labeled by a set of characters in alphabet
Σ ∪ {ε} and each internal node represents the regular expression operator in
the set {|, ·, ∗}.

For illustration, we present one of the sub-regular expressions of a regular
expression shown in Equation D.1 in tree representation in Figure D.3.

A basic idea of the Thompson’s algorithm is to construct an automaton for
symbol nodes first, and then merge the created automata for each operation
inductively. Some of the basic constructs used to build an NFA are shown
in Figure D.4. The NFA is constructed by performing the bottom-up tree
traversal until the root.

We can recursively construct any complex regular expression using the
five constructs shown in Figure D.4 from given automata.

1) A construction of an empty word is shown in Figure D.4(a). The au-
tomaton consists of two nodes joined together by ε-transition.

2) A construction of a single character “a′′ is similar, except that the tran-
sition is labeled with a character as shown in Figure D.4(b).

3) The construction of two automata of the two children of a tree are
merged together using a concatenation construct shown in D.4(c), the final
state of the first automaton A1 becoming the initial state of the second au-
tomaton A2.
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Fig. D.3: Tree representation of a sub-regular expression in Eq. D.1
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Fig. D.4: Thomson Automaton constructs [27] (a) Automaton accepting a letter ‘ε’ (b) Automaton
accepting a letter ‘a’ (c) Concatenation between Automata A1 and A2 (d ) A union between
Automata A1 and A2, i.e., A1 or A2 (e) Kleen star (A*)

4) The construction of a union construct is shown in Figure D.4(d) which
requires ε-transitions. The idea is to enter either of the two automata A1
or A2. Two new states are added: One initial state takes ε-transitions to the
initial states of the two automata, and one final state accepts two ε-transitions
from the final states of the two automata. A path from the new initial to new
final state will always go through one of the automata.

5) The idea of constructing Kleen star shown in Figure D.4(e) is similar
to the previous construct, by creating a backward ε-transition from the final
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state of automaton A to its initial state. Since Kleen star also means that A
can be ignored, we created two new states, an initial state and an ε-transition
from it to the initial state of A, and a final state to which we add an ε-
transition from the final state of A.

For an illustration, we use the aforementioned Thompson’s constructs to
construct the automaton for the regular expressions in Equation D.1. The full
automaton is shown in Figure D.5. In particular, each state represents the
location in which object may be present at a particular time point. The object
appears to be first detected by reader represented by symbol ’a’ and appears
to remain there for four consecutive time units.

4 Error model

Error model is the distribution of errors at all characters in an alphabet. Each
character represents an RFID reader in our case. Generally speaking, if we
have an error at one reader, it is not certain that there must be an error at the
next reader. Therefore, modeling the error at each character independently is
an intuitive way.

As mentioned earlier about the inconsistent nature of radio frequency
signals and the environments in which the RFID readers are deployed, the
error sources may change over the time. Therefore, learning a model from
raw data is not ideal. Model learned earlier may not be suitable after some
time because of different error sources. On the other hand, learning a new
model every time will not be feasible.

We utilizes the RFID reader deployment to design our error model E .
Specifically, E has n different error levels, corresponding to the n deployed
readers (characters). We use the distance between the readers and the detec-
tion range of each reader to determine the error level independently for each
character. We refer to each error level value as a certainty value, e.g., e(ri, xi) =
0.1, which means that with the certainty of 0.1 the observed value xi is indeed
the actual value ri.

We record all the certainty values in the certainty matrix which is gener-
ated using the following formula:

e(ri, xi) = 1− log10(distance(d)/detection range(dt))

Here, d is the distance between the true reader and the reader which gener-
ates the observation reading, and dt is the detection range of the observation
reader. In the model, we start with the true location (called the main reader),
and then allocate the error levels to other readers according to their distances
from the main reader. We can define certain threshold distance D value after
which all the readers can be allocated to a fixed error level (very low certainty
value or less likely to be an observation reader).
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Figure D.6 gives an example of certainty levels of a highlighted area that
is from the RFID reader deployment shown in Figure C.1.
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Fig. D.6: Distance graph of RFID data

For the readers Ra, Rb, Rd, Ri and Rj, we use each of them as the main
reader one by one and estimate the certainty values based on the distances
between the readers and the detection range of readers. Table D.3 shows the
estimated certainty values. Here, the rows are true readers and the columns
are the observed readers. Each table cell contains an certainty value. The cell
value is 1 when the observed reader is the same as true reader. For example,
the certainty value in cell (3,2) states that the observed reader Rd does indeed
represent in the true reading by Rb with a certainty of 0.43. A moving object
can be observed by more than one readers at the same time or in a period of
time. Although for simplicity, we handle instances where an object is read
by at most two readers at a time, our technique can be easily extended to
handle the cases where object are observed by more than two readers. For
that purpose, we only need to use a multi-dimensional cube instead of a
matrix to store the certainty values.
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Table D.3: Certainty matrix

observation \ true Ra Rb Rd Ri Rj
Ra 1 0.43 0.52 0.36 0.63
Rb 0.30 1 0.30 0.52 0.52
Rd 0.52 0.43 1 0.63 0.36
Ri 0.22 0.52 0.522 1 0.43
Rj 0.36 0.52 0.52 0.43 1

5 RRE Matching
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Fig. D.7: Example RRE-MATCH: a) The sequence and the automaton. b) Table of certainty
values c) Table of possible paths.

5.1 True States

We start with an instance of automaton A that is constructed from the RFID
regular expression (RRE) in the query. Since the automaton constructed is
Thompson’s automaton and the Kleen star (Figure D.4(d)) can be removed
without affecting the matching probability [26], the constructed automaton
can be considered as DAG (directed acyclic graph). The total number of states
of the constructed automaton A is O|n|, where |n| is the number of characters
and operators in the RRE. We categorize the states into two categories, true
states and empty states.

Definition 16
(True State T(s)) We define a state to be a true state T(s) only if it has only one
incoming edge with a letter on it.

Definition 17
(Empty State ε(s)) We define a state to be an empty state ε(s), which has one
or more incoming edges with epsilon ε on them.
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As a special case, we consider a start state to be a true state T(s) with
incoming edge with empty string ε. Each state of an automaton is assigned
with a unique identification in a topological sort order, which will be used
to maintain the order of the states during the RRE matching. We preserve a
set of all the previous true states PT(s) of each true state s ∈ S. I.e., for any
s′ ∈ PT(s), we have s′ as a true state and exactly one character is consumed
for the input to move from s′ to s. The previous true state list PT(s) at each
state will be used to check if the matching can be moved forward when a
new character of an observed sequence arrives.

Algorithm 11 shows how to find true states. Taking an automaton A as
input, it starts with initializing PT(s) set to ∅ for each state s of A (line 2). To
find the next state, it traverses each outgoing edge form s and checks if s is a
true state. If so, the true state s is added to PT(t). Otherwise, s is an empty
state and PT(s) is passed to PT(t) (lines 4–7).

Algorithm 11 FindTrueStates(Automata A)
1: for each state s of A in topological order ID do
2: PT(s)← ∅ ;
3: for each next state t of s do
4: if (s is a true state) then
5: PT(t)← {s} ∪ PT(t)
6: else
7: PT(t)← PT(s) ∪ PT(t)

At each true state T(s) of an automaton A, a list of matching path seg-
ments are stored during RRE matching. After reaching the final state, a
simple traceback can give us all the segments of the matching path, and thus
there is no need to carry a whole path all along during the matching. Each
matching segment of a path is segx = {j, pseg, j0, p}, where j is the index of
an an observed sequence element which matches T(s), pseg is a pointer to the
previous matching segment on this path, j0 is index of the first element on
this path, and p is the matching probability of the sub-path up to the current
T(s).

5.2 RRE Matching Algorithm

Our RRE matching algorithm finds all the possible matching paths incremen-
tally with a character stream representing a raw RFID trajectory. Whenever
a character oj of a sequence o arrives, each true state i of an automaton A is
triggered to check if the matching can be moved forward. However, if a mis-
match occurs the path certainty value will soon decrease below the threshold
(τ). The algorithm also maintains the list of all the partially matched paths at
each true state i, where i is the identifier of a true state of the automaton A.
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The RRE-MATCH algorithm shown in Algorithm 12 takes as input an ob-
servation character sequence o, automaton A, the certainty value table e and
the threshold τ. It starts with finding all the true states at each state of A us-
ing a function FindTrueStates (line 1). In line 5, we start the matching path by
checking if the previous state s is a starting state. We get the certainty value
from table e for the first character in the matching path using an error func-
tion e(oj,Ai). Intuitively, we use the certainty table for remaining matching
characters in the matching path.

Further on, we bring the matching forward by triggering at the current
true state, and then keep using the certainty values from e to maintain the
overall certainty of the path until that true state (lines 11–15). Finally, after
landing into the final state, all the paths found are reported. During the
matching, each state keeps the segment of the path. When it is needed, a
traceback can be used to recover the whole path, and the final certainty of a
path remains at the final state.

Algorithm 12 RRE-MATCH(Observation Character sequence o, AutomataA,
Certainty value table e, Threshold τ)

1: FindTrueStates(A)
2: for each character j in observation sequence o do
3: for each true state i of A in topological order ID do
4: for each state s ∈ PT(i) do
5: if s is a starting state then
6: p ← e(oj,Ai)
7: if (p < τ) then continue

8: pseg ← (s, oj, i)
9: pathi ← (j,pseg, j, p)

10: continue
11: for each path π = (j′,pseg,j0,p) do
12: p ← e(oj′ , As) + e(oj,Ai)
13: if (p < τ) then continue

14: pseg ← (s,oj′ ,i)
15: pathi ← (j,pseg, j0, p)

16: if i is a final state then
17: report pathi

In Figure D.7, We present a simple example to illustrate how RRE-MATCH
algorithm works. An example pattern R1(R2|R3)R4 represents an automaton
and an observed sequence is R1{R2/R3}R4, as shown in Figure D.7(a). In
the observed sequence R1{R2/R3}R4, the noise is represented by {R2/R3},
which means readers R2 and R3 detected an object at the same time. As a re-
sult, it is unknown whether the object actually passes reader R2, R3, or some
other reader. To find out the possible paths we utilize the certainty values
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in the table shown in Figure D.7(b). We have three error levels for each true
symbol and the possible observed values. Figure D.7(c) shows the path ta-
ble that contains all the possible paths along with their certainty values. The
rows represent states and the columns correspond to observed symbols. Each
table cell contains the path segment(s). To ease the understanding, in each
table cell we only show j (the index of the observed sequence element) and
the certainty value until that element. We use dashed arrows to point to each
previous segment and the red dashed circles to show the complete path. The
certainty values are estimated as described in Algorithm 12. Taking the first
segment at row 4 and column 3 in Figure D.7(c) as an example. The segment
is created when the character at index 3 in the sequences arrives and we end
up in state 4 of the automaton. Looking at previous true states of 4, i.e.,
PT(4) = S{2, 3}. Taking s = 2 as an example, 2 is not a starting state, and
we add up the certainty values together. State 2 has only one previous true
state, i.e., PT(2) = S{1}, so there is only one path segment at the top-left of
the table.

In this work we look for probable paths with probabilities. Without know-
ing the true values of an observed character, our matching algorithm uses cer-
tainty values, i.e., the certainty with which the observed characters is actually
the true character. The algorithm chooses the certainty value. By adding up
these certainty values at each true state, RRE-MATCH efficiently manages to
calculate the certainty value of matched paths. The higher the certainty of
the path is, the more likely it is a true path.

6 Experimental Studies

All algorithms are implemented in C++. The experiments are run on 2.6GHz
Ubuntu with a main memory of size 8GB.

6.1 Performance Metrics

We use two metrics for our experiments. We measure effectiveness by average
error [25] of a path is defined as

Average error =
sum of edit distance scores for all sequences

total # of characters

We use a variant of a traditional edit distance called a weighted edit dis-
tance [25] to check the similarity between the path(s) found by the proposed
matching algorithm and the actual path. The similarity measure between two
strings is calculated based on the number of insertion, deletion or substitution
operations. Since we are using weighted edit distance, the cost of substitution
depends upon the symbols that are inserted or deleted. Detailed description
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about the approach can be found in [25]. We measured by counting clock
time for efficiency.

To compare the results of our proposed algorithm with some existing
works, we use stay queries and trajectory queries defined d in [4].

A stay query, which returns a location of a particular item at a given time-
point t.

A trajectory query returns “yes” or “no” depending on if the trajectory
query pattern matches the locations traveled by the object. A trajectory query
is like regular expression with following sub-patterns, ?∗s, lis, and li[n]s.
Pattern ?∗ represents a set consecutive of zero or more locations, li represents
a set of one or more location(s), and a pattern li[n] represents a set of n
location of li.

6.2 Synthetic Data Results

The synthetic data is generated using the parameters shown in Table D.4
where the defaults are in bold. The floor plan and the reader deployment
shown in Figure D.2 is used as a base for data generation.The number of pa-
rameters including the number of objects, detection range, uncertainty ratio
(i.e., fraction of uncertain readings or characters in an object’s data), length of
paths in the number of readers (i.e., pattern length), and the connectivity be-
tween the readers, etc, are varied during the data generation. By default, we
generate RFID data about 5000 objects. Each object’s moves with a constant
speed of 1.1 m/s and follows a random waypoint model [13]. Specifically, any
object can move within one partition or move to other partition. A shortest-
path algorithm is used by moving object to move from one location to other
location, while moving object may pass through several deployed readers.

We obtain the real patterns by obtaining the data generated by the readers
without any errors in it.Additionally, at the same time the RFID data is gener-
ated with uncertainties. The false negatives are introduced fully or partially
into randomly chosen objects data, same way false positives are introduced
into each randomly chosen object data. All the datasets are generated with
the accuracy level of 70%, i.e., 30% uncertainties.

Table D.4: Parameters

Parameters Settings
Reader range: 1m, 3m, 5m
Uncertainty Ratio: 30%, 20%, 10%
Pattern length: 5, 10, 15, 20

We use 10000 paths with the uncertainty ratio of 30%, 20% and 10% (i.e.,
incorrect characters) are introduced into a string (inaccurate readings are in-
troduced into the raw data). We measure the average error defined earlier
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to find the top-1 and top-3 probable paths. In a top-3 matching, we take the
average accuracy of three paths. The results are shown in Figure D.8. The
average error of best path the accuracy (top-1) is very low, i.e., the accuracy
of finding the best path is significantly high. The accuracy remains same
even when the uncertainties in the data increases. However, the average er-
ror increases with looking at the cumulative error of top-3 paths found. The
increased average error is expected since paths two and three of top-3 have
higher probabilities of having errors and therefore always add to the aver-
age error. The best path always has a higher chance that an observed letter
may completely match with the required letter. We also vary the path length,
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Fig. D.8: Average error Vs Uncertainty ratio

i.e., the number of readers represented by the characters. We use 5, 10, 15
and 20 characters in the paths. The result shown in Figure D.9 indicates that
the average error decreases for our matching as a path becomes longer. This
indicates that our matching approach is able to make better decisions with
more inputs.

In Figure D.10, we present the result about the efficiency of our approach.
We consider a fixed number of paths (10000) but vary the length every time.
The efficiency moderately decreases (execution time increases) with longer
paths, and finding top-3 incurs more time than top-1. When the path length
increases, the number of intermediate matching paths also increase. This
causes more matching operation to be done by an automaton, which incurs
longer total matching time.

We also compare our approach in this paper with the conditioned trajec-
tory graph (CTG) technique proposed in [4]. CTG is close to our approach
in that it also works at the semantic level rather than the raw data level and
it maps raw RFID readings to indoor locations probabilistically. In CTG, the
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trajectories have to pass several integrity constraints such as reachability, la-
tency, moving time to filter out the invalid trajectories. We use two types of
queries stay and trajectory queries discussed earlier. We compare the result of
top-1 with that of CTG, since the latter only returns the best match.

For stay query evaluation, we generated 100 queries for each individual
path, each time point is randomly chosen between the first and last reading
time of the moving object. The stay query accuracy results are presented
in Figure D.11(a), the results indicate our approach outperforms the results
of CTG when the top-1 path is returned. Over 95% of query accuracy is
achieved on the best paths returned by our approach. The accuracy of many
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Fig. D.11: Query evaluation results

of the paths are even 100% when the matching characters are the same as the
required character.

Next, 50 trajectory queries are generated. The length of each query 2, 3,
or 4 is randomly chosen for each selected path. The results are shown in
Figure D.11(b), indicate that our approach outperforms the results of CTG.
When the trajectory queries of length 4 are used, both approaches achieve an
accuracy around 90%. Overall the trajectory query results decreases when
queries get longer, since even one character mismatch in a longer query will
fail whole query.

6.3 Real Data Results

For experiments on real data, the data about 20,000 passenger bags were col-
lected for a period of two months at Aalborg Airport. The airport operates
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with an automatic RFID-based baggage handling system with six RFID read-
ers installed at different geographic locations as shown in Figure D.12. A
typically airport handling system features a number of specific locations like,
check-in desks, sorter, chutes, etc. The bags checked in by the passengers are
tagged during the check-in phase. These bags are then forwarded towards
screening area where necessary screening of things are done, before the bags
are moved into sortation system which sorts depending upon their destina-
tion. From chutes the supporting staff loads the bags into the wagons before
leaving to the designated plane through either of the two gates. The bags
of arriving passengers are usually carried in mini-wagons from a plane to
arrival area, where a support staff put the bags on the designated conveyor.
The data about 20,000 bags were collected for a period of two months.

Fig. D.12: Aalborg Airport Baggage Hall

In order to evaluate our approach in the real data, we require ground
truth which however is not available. Therefore, we adapt to a work-around
solution, which is to generate the semi-real data. We first learn the data
dynamics and error ratios from the real data then applied those values to
generate a dataset close to the real one. We perform the effectiveness evalu-
ation and the results are shown in Figure D.13. The results indicate that the
average error of top-1 and top-3 matching paths are very minimal, meaning
the paths returned by our approach are very accurate. Note that the average
error is below 1% for both top-1 and top-3 matching results. Since the indoor
topology is very simple, the number of possible paths are less (< 3 in many
cases). This explains why top-1 and top-3 matching results are close to each
other.

We also compare our approach with CTG [4] in terms of query result
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Fig. D.13: Effectiveness over real data

quality. The results are shown in Figures D.14 and D.15 for stay and tra-
jectory queries, respectively. As we can see from Figures D.14, our top-1
matching significantly outperforms CTG in terms of the result quality of stay
queries. According to the results shown in Figures D.15, our top-1 matching
still clearly outperforms CTG for trajectory queries. Similar to the results
over synthetic data, the trajectory query result quality slightly decreases with
increasing query length, since more matching operations tend to introduce
more matchings inconsistent with the ground truth.
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Fig. D.14: Stay query results over real data
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7 Related Work

Handling indoor raw RFID data is quite challenging [17]. Different RFID
data representation techniques and accessing methods have been proposed
in [15, 16]. The raw RFID data either need to be cleansed before using it for
any processing or techniques are required to extract the useful information
from the raw data itself. This paper is about the later, we map error-bound
raw RFID data to the most probable semantic indoor paths a moving object
has taken. In recent years, lot of attention have been given to techniques
which are able to deal with the incomplete and erroneous RFID data. In [17],
authors discuss challenges in data management and propose a framework
for a distributed RFID system. Gonzalez et al. [16] propose a data ware-
housing model which is used for RFID data compression based on and path-
dependent aggregation. In [31] a RFID data temporal data model for high-
level tracking and query monitoring. To cater the dirtiness in the raw RFID
data, number of existing works have provided cleansing solutions to improve
the reliability of raw RFID data.

In [20] adaptive model called SMURF (Statistical sMoothing for Unre liable
RFid data) is proposed. In this model a statistical samples of RFID tags are
streamed to adjust the filter window size sampling estimators automatically.
Chen et al. [24] propose an approach based on Bayesian inference, using
data redundancy to its advantage to cleanse raw RFID data. For inserting the
false negatives in the data, the correlations between the monitored objects are
used to design a data imputation model [29].Tran et al. [5] propose a particle
filter based probabilistic inference approach to translate streaming raw RFID
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data from mobile readers into location information. Unlike those studies, our
work focuses on indoor RFID data of objects moving in indoor environments.

Our previous work [1, 3] uses graph based approaches to cater the prob-
lem of cross and missing readings in raw RFID data. In [1], we design a false
positive cleansing algorithm for indoor RFID tracking data. It is based on
the distance-aware graph model that captures the spatio-temporal informa-
tion about indoor space and the deployed reader in it. In [3], we augment
the graph model with transition probabilities between RFID readers and fea-
tures of readers, and use the augmented graph to locate and remove false
negatives in indoor RFID tracking data. In a recent work [25], we proposed
a new cleansing propose based on machine learning approach for indoor
RFID data. A new multi-variate Hidden Markov model (IR-MHMM) is pro-
posed handle inaccuracies in raw RFID data. The probabilistic parameters of
the proposed model are learned from raw RFID data. The model is used to
cleanse RFID data by inferring the most likely observation sequence. Unlike
those works on cleansing RFID data, the approach proposed in this paper
does not attempt to cleanse the low level raw data; instead, it maps raw data
to semantic locations and indoor paths on a higher level.

Bettina et al. [4, 30] design a probabilistic framework to cater the errors
present in RFID data. A mechanism based on 2-D grid is used to map raw
RFID data to deployed locations. The framework works based on the several
constraints like latency, mobility, etc. of the moving objects to rule out impos-
sible indoor paths. The proposed approach in this paper is different in that
it employs regular expressions and an automaton based matching algorithm
to find the most probable indoor paths for a given set of raw RFID read-
ings. Unlike the techniques in [4, 30], our approach does not require detailed
constraints.

8 conclusion and future work

In this paper, we focus on the finding a most probable indoor paths from raw
RFID data. Specifically, we use an regular expression based approach to map
raw RFID data to a most likely path an indoor moving object with an RFID
tag have taken. To perform the regular expression matching, we design an
algorithm to formulate and construct an automaton that captures all possible
indoor paths in regular expressions. Also, we propose an error model that
probabilistically describes all the possible errors between raw RFID data and
semantic indoor locations represented in symbols. We evaluated proposed
approach with two data sets, a real airport RFID baggage tracking data and a
synthetic data set. The results justify that the proposed approach is not only
efficient but and effective also. The mapped results are comparable or better
than some existing approaches.
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Several directions exist for future work. The proposed approach in this
paper attempts to map raw RFID data to the semantic level. It is interest-
ing to combine the approach with low level data preprocessing techniques in
order to further improve the mapping effectiveness. Also, the error model
can be further improved by taking into account the transition probability
between RFID readers. Such transition probabilities can be mined from suf-
ficient amounts of historical RFID data. Furthermore, it is also relevant to
adapt the proposed approach to handle other types of indoor positioning
data, e.g., Wi-Fi positioning data.
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Abstract

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) emerges to be one of the key technologies
to modernize object tracking and monitoring systems in indoor environments, e.g.,
airport baggage tracking. Although RFID has advantages over alternative identifi-
cation technologies, the raw RFID data produced is inherently uncertain and con-
tains errors. The dirty nature of raw RFID data hinders the progress of applying
meaningful high-level applications that range from querying to analyzing. There-
fore, cleansing RFID data is a high necessity. In this paper, we focus on handling
one of the main aspects of raw RFID data, namely, false negatives, which occurs
when a moving object passes the detection range of an RFID reader but the reader
fails to produce any readings. We investigate the topology of indoor spaces as well as
the deployment of RFID readers, and propose the transition probabilities that capture
how likely objects move from one RFID reader to another. We organize such proba-
bilities, together with the characteristics of indoor topology and RFID readers, into a
probabilistic distance-aware graph model. Further, we evaluate the effectiveness and
efficiency of devised graph model in recovering the false negatives using real dataset.
The experimental results show that the devised graph model is effective and efficient
in handling false negatives in indoor RFID tracking data.

c© 2013 ACM
The layout has been revised.



1. Introduction

1 Introduction

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) emerges to be one of the key tech-
nologies to modernize object tracking and monitoring systems in indoor en-
vironments, e.g., airport baggage tracking. Most applications based on RFID
today use low-cost passive RFID tags. The advantage of passive RFID tags
are their size, cost and most importantly they do not require any source of
power. RFID based system consists of a tag attached to an object (e.g., a bag
in an airport) and a reader, which can detect the tag at a distance through RF
communication. As a result, an RFID reader reports the object’s presence to
the database that manages the object positions. When multiple RFID readers
are deployed in an indoor space like an airport, objects like bags with RFID
tags are tracked by the reports from the deployed readers.

Effective management of indoor RFID tracking data opens new doors for
various applications that range from monitoring to analysis of indoor moving
objects. However, the unreliable nature of raw data captured by readers is a
major factor hindering the development of such applications. Under normal
circumstances, it is quite often that the loss and error rate is between 30-
40% [1].The read events are frequently missed due to the detection ability of
a reader, the quality of an RFID tag, and constraints of the environment [2].

To effectively and efficiently support high-level RFID business logic pro-
cessing, it is necessary to provide high-quality RFID data. For that case, it is
critical to cleanse the RFID raw data , and provide clean data to high level ap-
plications to make correct interpretations and analysis of the physical world.

In this paper, we focus on false negatives in indoor RFID tracking data.
False negatives occur when a reader fails to read out a tag in its detection
range. A large number of tags within a reader’s detection range are not read
consistently due to either their distance from the reader, orientation with
respect to reader, presence of metal, dielectric or water close to the tag and
other factors. We will exploit spatio-temporal constraints of indoor spaces as
well as the properties of deployed RFID readers to devise a graph model to
identify and recover such false negatives.

An example in Figure E.1 shows an object O1 goes through three readers
r1, r2 and r3 [?]. At first object O1 entered Hall-1 where reader r1 detected
O1 from t1 until t3. After that, O1 was detected by reader r3 placed in Hall-2
from t7 until t9. However, it is not possible for O1 to be detected by r3 unless
it passes through reader r2 placed in Hall-1, because to enter into the Hall-2
O1 must go through the detection range of r1 and r2 in Hall-1. As a result,
false negatives are generated in the data.

Without loss of generality, we assume that all raw readings are ordered
by their detection times and are aggregated into tracking records stored in
Aggregate Tracking Table (ATT) [4]. Each generated tracking record is in the
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Fig. E.1: An example of RFID data cleansing

format of (deviceID, objectID, ts, te, r_Count), which is tuple with 5 elements, a
device identifier, object identifier, starting time (time at which object was first
detected), end time (time at which object was last detected) and total number
for readings. We formally define other concepts as follows:

Definition 18
(False Negatives)
Given a reader ri and a moving object O, if object O goes through the detec-
tion range of reader ri during time interval [t, t′], but ri does not generate any
reading about O’s presence during time interval [t, t′], a false negative occurs
in the data.

Definition 19
(False Negative Handling)
Given an Aggregated Tracking Table (ATT), the false negative handling pro-
cess detects false negatives and inserts recovered tracking record into the
ATT.

In this paper our main task has two parts, one is to detect the occurrences
of the false negatives in the data, and secondly to recover false negatives
(missing information).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a detailed
description of the devised probabilistic distance-aware graph model along
with its construction is given. Section 3 details how false negatives handling
is performed. Section 4 presents the experiments that evaluate the devised
graph effectiveness using real data set. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Probabilistic Distance-Aware
Graph Model

We propose a probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm in this section.
The graph constructed captures the deployed reader information and enable
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deriving the minimum travel time and most probable path from one reader to
another. The basic idea is to model the readers as graph vertices and assign
to each vertex a corresponding reader’s properties such as detection range
and sampling rate. The minimum travel times required to move from one
reader to another is captured in the graph edge between them and the edge
also captures the transition probability, which indicates how likely a moving
objects move from one reader to another.

2.1 Transition Probabilities

At each step a move to next reader (vertice) only depends on current reader
and not the readers that precede it, thus holding a Markov property of "mem-
orylessness". A moving object at reader ri, moves to a neighboring reader rj
with a probability proportional to the probability weight of the edge (ri,rj).
The transition probability from ri to neighboring rj is defined as:

p(ri, rj)

∑k∈N(ri)
p(ri, k)

(E.1)

Here, N(ri) is the set of neighbors of reader ri. The transitional probability
p(ri, rj) is the probability that rj detected object at some time later after t such
that same object was detected by ri at time t.

Definition 20
(Transition) A transition takes place when a moving object moves from a
reader ri to another reader rj without passing through any intermediate read-
ers.

When a finite number of readers, r1, r2, r3...rn are deployed, a probabilistic
model representing them can be defined by a transition probability matrix:

P =


p(r1, r1) p(r1, r2) · · · p(r1, rn)
p(r2, r1) p(r2, r2) · · · p(r2, rn)

...
...

...
...

p(rn, r1) p(rn, r2) · · · p(rn, rn)

 (E.2)

For each deployed reader ri,
n
∑

j=1
p(ri, rj) = 1. We use historical RFID

data to learn the transition probabilities. Each transition matrix element P is
recorded as:

p(ri, rj) =


Nij
Ni

, if (ri, rj) ∈ Gpdm.E;

0, otherwise.
(E.3)
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Where, Nij is the number of objects moving from ri to rj and Ni is the total
number of objects moving from ri.

2.2 Graph Model

Formally, a probabilistic distance-aware graph model is a weighted graph
model Gpdm = (V, E,LV ,LE), where

1. V is a set of vertices, representing a set of deployed readers.
2. E is the set of edges, where E = {(ri, rj) | ri, rj ∈ V ∧ ri 6= rj. One can

move from ri to rj without being detected by third reader}.
3. LV : V → R×R assigns to a vertex vi a minimum dwell time and

sampling frequency of a corresponding reader ri. Specifically, LV(ri) =
(dt, S f ).

4. LE : E→ R×R assigns to an edge (ri, rj) the minimum indoor walking
time between two devices ri and rj and the probability with which an
object can move between them. Specifically, LE(ri, rj) = (tti,j, pri ,rj ).

A probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm corresponding to floor
plan in Figure E.2 is shown in Figure E.3.
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Fig. E.2: Example indoor floorplan
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The graph (Gpdm) is enhanced from a distance deployment graph pro-
posed in [4]. Our specific design of the weights above is justified by practical
needs.
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Fig. E.3: Probabilistic distance-aware graph model

Different RFID readers (and other positioning devices) usually imply dif-
ferent minimum dwell times for detection and different sampling rates. Even
for one particular reader, its minimum dwell time or sampling frequency may
be changed due to the tuning of its physical parameters and surroundings.
Therefore, our design of individual graph vertex weights can support such
differences and possible changes.

On the other hand, the travel time between two readers does not solely
depend on the distance between them. For example, the moving speed of the
conveyor belt system in an airport is tunable, in order to cope with different
baggage traffic loads. As a result, the minimum travel time between two
readers monitoring the belt is not merely determined by the distance but also
by the current moving speed of the belt. Furthermore, in a large conveyor
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belt system or multiple belt systems, the moving speed is not always the
same among different parts. Therefore, our design of having minimum travel
time weight on each edge is necessary to support such needs in reality. A
moving object can move to any of the available connected paths. To determine
the traffic load on each of the outgoing paths from a particular location, we
capture the probability of each path with which they are used by the moving
objects. The probability weight will be used to predict the most likely path
an object may have taken.

2.3 Probabilistic Distance-Aware Deployment Graph Construc-
tion

The probabilistic distance-aware graph model construction procedure is shown
in Algorithm 13. The algorithm takes the set of readers, reader weights, travel

Algorithm 13 Prob-DistanceGraphConstruction(Readers R, Reader weights
W, Travel time matrix TT, Transition probability matrix P)

1: Gpdm(V, E,LV ,LE)← (R, ∅, W, ∅)
2: for each reader ri ∈ R do
3: for each reader rj ∈ R and rj 6= ri do
4: if (ri, rj) ∈ Gpdm.E then
5: continue
6: find the indoor shortest path sp from ri to rj
7: if there is no other reader on sp then
8: add edge (ri, rj) to Gpdm.E
9: Gpdm.L(ri ,rj) ← (TT[i][j], P[i][j])

10: else
11: for each pair of consecutive readers rk and rl on sp do
12: if (rk, rl) ∈ Gpdm.E then
13: continue
14: else
15: add edge (rk, rl) to Gpdm.E
16: Gpdm.L(rk ,rl) ← (TT[k][l], P[k][l])

17: return Gpdm

time matrix and the transition probability matrix as input. For each pair of
readers ri and rj (lines 2–3), the indoor shortest path sp is found if the edge
(ri, rj) is not in the graph yet (lines 4–6). If sp only contains readers ri and
rj, a new edge is created with the corresponding weights (lines 7–9). The
edge weights contain the minimum travel time (ttri ,rj ) a moving object takes
to move from ri and rj and a transition probability (pri ,rj ) which captures how
likely object moves from ri to rj. Otherwise, each pair of consecutive readers
on sp are processed likewise (lines 11–16).
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Inside Algorithm 13, the indoor shortest paths are computed according to
the algorithms proposed elsewhere [5]. For the sake of simplicity, the input
for those algorithms are implicitly passed to Algorithm 13.

3 Handling False Negatives

The false negative handling process takes aggregated raw data, detects the
occurrences of false negatives in it and then subsequently recovers them by
filling the missed information one by one. Once the false negative(s) are
detected, we look to find the paths between source reader Rs (the last before
the false negative) and destination reader Rd (the first after the false negative).
We require paths to be simple (loop-free). To further understand the process
we need following definitions:

Definition 21
(Path) A path is a sequence of readers r1, r2, r3, ....., rn where there is an edge
connecting ri and ri+1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n. A path is simple if all ri are distinct.

Definition 22
(Candidate Path) Given a source reader Rs and a destination reader Rd, a

path from Rs to Rd, represented as Rs
δ
 Rd is a candidate path, if a path δ

satisfies the spatio-temporal constraints captured by a graph.

Definition 23
(Most Likely Path) Given a set of candidate paths

{
δm
}n

m=1, a most likely
path is:

δ∗ = argmax
m

∏
Eij∈δm

pi,j

We design a two-phase solution to handle false negatives in indoor RFID
tracking data: detecting false negatives and recovering false negatives.

Detecting False Negatives: The first phase takes aggregated tracking table
ATT as an input, identifies possible false negatives in the data by using the
probabilistic distance-aware graph model of all deployed readers in an indoor
space. We look at each tracking record tr in ATT and find out the neighbors
of tr.deviceID, one of which may have detected the moving object next. We
take next tracking record tr′ and check if tr′.deviceID is in a list of neighbors of
tr.deviceID. If none of the neighbors matches, we conclude that one or more
readers between tr.deviceID and tr′.deviceID have failed to detect a moving
object with identity tr.objectID. Therefore, false negative(s) are formed in
the data. We consider tr.deviceID and tr′.deviceID as source reader Rs and
destination reader Rd respectively and find the path between them using a
probabilistic distance-aware graph model, described in Section 2.

Recovering False Negatives: The second phase retrieves a path between
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source reader Rs (tr.deviceID) and destination reader Rd (tr′.deviceID) in the
graph and fills the missing readings of each reader a path contains between
Rs and Rd. The path retrieved is the most likely path, in a set of paths which
satisfy the spatio-temporal constraints of subgraph between Rs and Rd. Once
the path is retrieved, all the missing readings of each reader in the path be-
tween Rs and Rd are filled. To fill the missing readings, the parameters like,
minimum traveling time between readers, minimum dwell time and the sam-
pling rate of corresponding reader are used. Such information is captured by
the probabilistic distance-aware graph model Gpdm. The approximate number
of raw readings to be filled for each reader is determined as minimum dwell time

sampling rate .

4 Experimental Study

In this section, we report the results from the experiments we conducted
to evaluate the performance of our devised graph model for handling false
negative(s) in indoor RFID data. A computer with a 64-bit Windows 7, a
2.8GHz core i7 processor, and 8GB main memory was used to run all the
experiments, which were implemented in C++.

To evaluate our false negative cleansing effectiveness using a devised
graph model, we used the real data set collected from Aalborg airport that
operates with an automatic RFID-based baggage handling system. We had
continuously recorded the data for two consecutive months. We collected
more than half a million raw reading records for about 20000 RFID tagged
bags going from Aalborg to Copenhagen airport. The real data used for our
experiments were obtained through the baggage handling system installed
by Lyngsoe Systems.

We tested the effectiveness of false negative cleansing on real data by
counting the trajectories with and without false negatives. Figure E.4 reports
the relevant results. FigureE.4(a) shows that before cleansing more than 30%
paths have false negatives. In contrast, Figure E.4(b) shows that after our
false negative cleansing only around 7% paths still have have false negatives.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of our false negative cleansing technique.

Results on Probabilistic Distance-Aware Deployment Graph model
Construction. We also evaluated the efficiency of the probabilistic distance-
aware deployment graph construction algorithm shown in Algorithm 13. We
used a building of three floors with 100, 200, and 300 doors. Since we de-
ployed RFID readers at doors, we define the coverage ratio as # of readers

# of doors . This
helped us to tune the number of vertices by varying the coverage ratio of a
given building and therefore the size of the deployment graph. The results
attained are shown in Figure E.5.

In Figure E.5, each reported value is the average of 50 runs of our graph
construction Algorithm 13. The construction time increases super linearly
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Fig. E.4: Valid path evaluation on real data

with the increase of the coverage ratio. Also, the construction efficiency
scales well with the increase of the number of doors. In all tested cases, the
construction time is below 0.6 second. We conclude that by using our algo-
rithm, the deployment graph can be efficiently constructed. We also studied
the graph construction time cost for real data. To construct a probabilistic
distance-aware deployment graph model for a real reader deployment, we
used the Aalborg airport RFID-base baggage handling system. It takes less
than 50 milliseconds, which is very efficient. Due to the space limit, we omit
the details.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we study data cleansing for indoor RFID tracking data. we
focus on one of the main aspects in raw indoor RFID tracking data, namely,
false negatives. To handle false negatives in the indoor RFID tracking data, we
propose a probabilistic distance-aware graph model to capture probabilities
together with the spatio-temporal constraints implied by the deployment of
RFID readers as well as the indoor topology. The transition probabilities that
capture how likely an object moves from one reader to another are obtained
from the existing data. The results demonstrate that the devised probabilistic
distance-aware graph model is effective and efficient. The techniques pro-
posed in this paper also apply to indoor tracking data obtained by other
symbolic positioning technologies, e.g., Bluetooth.
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